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Abstract
This thesis proposes a new approach to software project risk assessment – the Process Model-based
Risk Assessment method (PMRA). The method assumes explicit modeling of the assessed software
process and application of dedicated techniques of risk identification and analysis supported by
software tools. The thesis is structured into ten chapters. Chapter One introduces the research
problem, the thesis goal, proposition, and structure. Chapter Two overviews the current state of the
art in software project risk assessment. Chapters Three to Eight present the constituent elements of
the PMRA method. Chapter Three defines the process model-based approach to process risk
comprising a dedicated metamodel and the language of risk patterns. Chapter Four describes the
model of the Risk Knowledge Base with its structure and content management mechanisms. Chapter
Five defines new techniques of risk identification, which provide for deriving the information on
process risk from the process model. Chapter Six presents the risk analysis techniques that cover
classification, consolidation and structuring the information on risk as well as risk ranking and
overall risk estimation. Chapter Seven describes the PMRA risk assessment process combining the
proposed models and techniques into a consistent framework for continuous software project risk
assessment. Chapter Eight overviews the web-based RiskGuide supporting tool that assists in
running the PMRA risk assessment process, automates some aspects of the method application as
well as provides a platform for communication on risk particularly to distributed software projects.
Chapter Nine presents the method evaluation with some preliminary means such as tool
implementation, peer reviews, and small-scale experiments in university environment as well as indepth evaluation with a case study on real-world data on project risk and the application of the
method to the management of project risk within a large real-life distributed software project.
Finally, Chapter Ten concludes on the thesis findings and provides suggestions on further research in
the subject.

Metoda identyfikacji i analizy ryzyka
w projektach informatycznych
Streszczenie
W rozprawie zaproponowano nowe podejście do identyfikacji i analizy ryzyka w projektach
informatycznych – metodę PMRA (ang. Process Model-based Risk Assessment – Ocena Ryzyka na
postawie Modelu Procesu). Metoda zakłada jawne modelowanie rozpatrywanego procesu
projektowego oraz zastosowanie dedykowanych technik identyfikacji i analizy ryzyka
wspomaganych przez narzędzia programowe. Rozprawa została podzielona na dziesięć rozdziałów.
W rozdziale pierwszym przedstawiono problem badawczy, cele i tezę pracy oraz jej strukturę. W
rozdziale drugim omówiono aktualny stan badań w obszarze oceny ryzyka projektów
informatycznych. Rozdziały od trzeciego do ósmego prezentują poszczególne elementy składowe
metody PMRA. W rozdziale trzecim zdefiniowano model ryzyka obejmujący dedykowany metamodel procesów oraz język wzorców ryzyka. Rozdział czwarty opisuje model Bazy Wiedzy o
Ryzyku wraz z jej strukturą oraz mechanizmami zarządzania zawartością. W rozdziale piątym
zaproponowano nowe techniki identyfikacji ryzyka, które wspomagają wywiedzenie informacji o
ryzyku z modelu procesu. Rozdział szósty przedstawia techniki analizy ryzyka obejmujące
klasyfikację, konsolidację oraz strukturalizację informacji o ryzyku oraz ranking i całościowe
szacowanie ryzyka. W rozdziale siódmym opisano proces oceny ryzyka przy uŜyciu metody PMRA,
który integruje zaproponowane modele i techniki w spójną wizję ciągłej oceny ryzyka projektu
informatycznego. Rozdział ósmy omawia internetowe narzędzie RiskGuide, które wspomaga
prowadzenie procesu PMRA, automatyzuje niektóre czynności w zastosowaniu metody, a takŜe
dostarcza platformę komunikacyjną dla rozproszonych projektów informatycznych. W rozdziale
dziewiątym przedstawiono walidację metody, zarówno wstępną poprzez implementację narzędzia,
przeglądy koleŜeńskie i eksperymenty w środowisku akademickim, jak i szczegółową poprzez
studium przypadku zastosowania metody do rzeczywistych danych oraz duŜego rozproszonego
projektu informatycznego. W rozdziale dziesiątym wskazano wnioski, podsumowano i oceniono
wyniki pracy oraz zaproponowano obszary dalszych badań.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
$1.5 billion have been wasted with the complete failure of the AAS US project in 1998 [USA
DoT 1998]. In UK, the failure of the London Ambulance Service Computer Aided Dispatch
project resulted in a £8.6 million waste and threatened the lives of many Londoners waiting in
vain for an ambulance [Beynon-Davis 1995]. The cost of a large Polish KSI ZUS project
already doubled the initial evaluation of $200 million in 2004 and the product is expected to
reach its full functionality in 2007 [Rzeczpospolita 2004]. These are just a few but meaningful
examples that software projects have not matured yet to be as predictable and manageable as
other engineering endeavors. Available statistics reveal that 70% of software project either
deliver their products later, at a higher cost and with limited utility or do not deliver them at all
[CHAOS 2001]. The literature is packed full with such horror stories [Gibbs 1994, Neumann
1994, Glass 1998].

1.1. Software Risk
The development and application of software exposes the community to various threats. First,
the failure of a software project as a business undertaking results in money and time waste as
well as a missed business opportunity. The risk of such failure is called the software project risk
(software development risk, IT project risk). Another threat pertains to the safety of the citizens
and the environment. A failure of a software system may lead to an accident, which, in the
worst case, can result in the loss of human life. This is the software safety risk. The last threat
materializes when the system’s service is deteriorated or the system’s informational resources
are compromised or adversely manipulated after the system’s integrity has been violated
through some malicious activity of an attacker. This is the software security risk.
This thesis focuses on the software project risk, which covers both the software development
risk and the risk involved in transition of the solution to the customer’s business environment.
Despite the progress in technology, the software projects still face the same problems as thirty
years ago [Brooks 1995]. Still, the requirements of the clients are not deeply understood, which
results in constant expansion of the system scope or even in rejection of the final system. The
involvement of people is relentlessly adding the factor of human mind and personality to the
technical difficulties of the projects. Finally, the software is constantly error-prone, the
cooperation among the project members is often poor. As a result, the expectations of the
customer are not satisfied. Altogether, it calls for some significant improvements to the software
development and acquisition process. One of such influential approaches recognized by all the
software engineering and project management guidebooks [CMMI 2002, Thayer et al. 2002,
Pressman 2004, Sommerville 2004, McConnell 2004, SWEBOK 2004, PMBOK 2004] is the
risk management.

1.2. Risk Management
Risk management aims at increasing a project’s chance of success by addressing explicitly the
uncertainties of the future. It involves the assessment of possible pitfalls in the project course
and the mitigation of their destructive potential. The spiritus movens of the risk management,
Barry W. Boehm, argues that it reduces around 40% of software costs by simply reducing
rework [Boehm 1998].
Risk assessment is a project-wide systematic approach to the identification and analysis of
project risk. It is commonly recognized that effective risk assessment requires communication
on risk and risk documentation as well as the reuse of experiences gathered in the risk
knowledge bases, which help in avoiding known dangers and learning new ones. Risk
assessment and its supporting processes can also benefit from various levels of tool support.
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The goal of this thesis is to propose a method of software project risk assessment that provides
for early identification of process risks and helps in their effective mitigation.

1.3. Thesis Proposition
Application of methodical support to risk identification and analysis (through
explicit software process modeling and dedicated techniques) with dedicated
software tools provides for early identification of project risks and increases
the effectiveness of risk mitigation.

1.4. Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured into the following chapters:
Chapter Two overviews the current state of the art in software project risk assessment. This
chapter introduces the basic concepts of risk assessment as well as reviews the issue of software
project risk and current risk assessment approaches and techniques. This chapter also outlines
the new opportunities in project risk assessment opened by the recent advancements in business
process modeling. Through the discussion of the remaining challenges and limitations of the
available approaches as well as the literature survey of related work, the research objectives are
shown to be valid and important.
Chapters Three to Eight present the constituent elements of the Process Model-based Risk
Assessment (PMRA) method proposed in this thesis. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the key
method steps (grey arrows) and the particular method components applied in each step (white
rectangles).

Model
the business
process

Extended process
modeling meta-model

Risk Knowledge Base
model

Overall Risk Assessment
process model

Identify
and express
risk

Risk model

Risk Identification
techniques
Analyze risk

Risk Analysis
techniques

Fig. 1. Overview of the Process Model-based Risk Assessment method

Chapter Three presents a new model of software project risk based on the process model. For
the purpose of process modeling a dedicated risk-extended metamodel is defined. Risk patterns
are proposed to express the risk in precise terms of its context – the software process. Basic risk
patterns are combined together into the risk scenarios to express the causal chains of risk events.
This chapter also defines a formal grammar of risk scenarios.
Chapter Four describes the structure and content management mechanisms of a Risk
Knowledge Base – a repository of referential information on risk. First, the Risk Knowledge
Base is defined in terms of stored content types and their mutual relationships. Then, the
procedures for content management are proposed that cover managing the process models as
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well as the checklists and risk lists. Finally, the chapter shows the ways of adjusting the Risk
Knowledge Base content to the scope and needs of a particular project through tailoring and
extensibility.
Chapter Five presents two new techniques of risk identification that make explicit use of the
process model. The first technique employs a particular set of metrics for process element
importance and risk to distinguish the elements for further investigation with a dedicated
checklist. The second technique relies on the comparison of a given process model to a carefully
chosen referential model. Both techniques are explained with detailed procedures and examples.
Finally, this chapter proposes the extensions to current approaches to risk identification that
enable those approaches to benefit from the explicit process modeling and the risk patterns
defined in Chapter Three.
Chapter Six describes the techniques of risk analysis applied within the Process Model-based
Risk Assessment method. First, the concept of risk snapshot is introduced that provides the
workspace for risk analysis. Then, two risk ranking techniques are presented. The first
technique derives the analytical information on risk from the course of the risk identification,
namely the number of times a risk has been indicated by the participants of a distributed risk
review. The second technique is based on explicit rating of the identified risks by the invited
participants of a distributed risk analysis session. Finally, this chapter proposes a set of metrics
to estimate the overall process risk as well as provides some guidelines on possible use of such
an estimate.
Chapter Seven defines the process of risk assessment combining the models and techniques
introduced in Chapters Three to Six into a consistent risk assessment method. The process
elements are defined in terms of artifacts, roles, activities, and their relationships. A separate
section is dedicated to the issues of communication on risk. The implementation of the process
is proposed with a single risk assessment procedure and a continuous risk assessment process
extended further on to a collaborative continuous risk assessment process. Lastly, the concept of
building the risk assessment process into a wider practice of continuous software process
improvement is outlined.
Chapter Eight presents the RiskGuide software tool designed and implemented to support the
proposed method. First, the main objectives for tool support are identified. Then, the key
features of the RiskGuide tool are described, followed by the explanation of its architecture and
security measures. Finally, the overall and role-specific scenarios of RiskGuide usage within the
risk assessment process are defined.
Chapter Nine provides the evaluation of the thesis contribution. The evaluation techniques
range from tool implementation, peer reviews, and small-scale experiments in academic
environment through a partial analytical case study to an extensive case study of the method
application within a large-scale real-life software project. The case studies are described in
detail in terms of goals, procedure, and results. The validity of both case studies is also
discussed.
Chapter Ten presents the conclusions on the overall thesis contribution. The research results
are summarized and evaluated. Finally, the directions for further research are outlined.
Appendix A comprises the examples of reports generated from the RiskGuide supporting tool.
Appendix B provides an extended abstract of the thesis in Polish.
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1.5. Notational conventions
Some models included in this thesis are built with the Unified Modeling Language (UML) from
Object Management Group. The specification of UML notation and some guidance on the
practical use of UML may be found in [OMG 2003] and [Booch et al. 1998, Eriksson et al.
2003] respectively.
The thesis uses the following notational conventions:
• the terms defined in this thesis, upon their first use are given in italics e.g. risk factor,
• the names of model elements are given in bold sans serif font e.g. Process model,
• the risk patterns are written with a sans serif font in a convention that a model element in
bold is followed by its type in angle brackets in italic and the pattern keywords are given in
normal font e.g. Software Project<activity> costs more than expected.
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This chapter introduces the software project risk assessment. First, the basic concepts are
defined. Then, the structure, symptoms and causes of software project failures are discussed,
followed by an overview of the process and principles of the risk management. Current most
commonly used practices in software project risk assessment are presented in detail as well as
the business process modeling solutions relevant to the risk assessment are recalled. The chapter
concludes with the survey of the literature within the scope of this thesis.

2.1. Basic Concepts
This section defines the basic concepts for the topic of software project risk assessment. First
section is dedicated to the central concept of risk and the associated terminology. The second
section provides the definitions of terms related to business processes and their services, which
constitute the context of process risk. The final section introduces the software project as a type
of business process of particular interest to this thesis.

2.1.1. Risk
Risk is defined as the possibility of occurrence of a risk incident.
Risk incident is the (possible) future event that results in loss.
The definition of risk given above complies with the definitions in standards [ISO 14971,
AIRMIC 2002, ISO 16085, AS/NZS 4360].
Risk is a composite abstract concept that involves two aspects:
• possibility of occurrence,
• consequent loss.
It should be noted that in practice the abstract term ‘risk’ is often mistakenly used instead of
‘risk incident’ to designate the exact future event that poses risk. In familiar speech, when
talking about risk the notion of negative consequences dominates the notion of possibility, the
risk incident is assumed materialized and is considered only in terms of the impact. As a result,
‘risk’ becomes a synonym for ‘risk incident’.
Risk factor is an event or situation that increases the possibility of occurrence of a risk incident.
Risk factor should always be given in the context of a risk incident and referred to as this risk
incident’s risk factor, e.g. “smoking cigarettes” is a risk factor to the risk incident of “a heart
attack”. Saying only that “smoking cigarettes” is a risk factor does not say anything as it omits
the related risk incident.
It is important to realize that the terms ‘risk incident’ and ‘risk factor’ are context-dependent
and are always used in the context of particular risk. For a given risk, the same event cannot be
a risk incident and a risk factor at the same time. However, when talking about different risks,
the same event can be a risk incident of one risk and a risk factor of another risk. In fact, this is
a typical situation that exactly reflects the causal chain of events related to risk. Considering the
risk of “a heart attack”, “smoking cigarettes” is a risk factor. However, the same “smoking
cigarettes” becomes a risk incident itself when we consider the risk of “starting to smoke
cigarettes” and “advertisements targeting the teenagers” becomes a new risk factor.
Risk scenario is a causal chain of risk factors that ends with the occurrence of a risk incident.
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Risk exposure of a risk incident is the estimate of risk posed by that risk incident. In terms of
numbers, risk exposure of a risk incident I is often calculated as the measure of possibility of
occurrence of I multiplied by the measure of loss from I in case it occurs.

2.1.2. Business Process
The basic concepts of business processes defined in this section are partially adapted from
[Avižienis et al. 2004], where equivalent concepts related to socio-technical systems are
proposed. In [Avižienis et al. 2004], the concept of a system is very broad and, although not
explicitly stated, it can be also applied to a business process.
A business process (in this thesis referred to as a process) is defined as a structured collection of
tasks animated by the actors to transform the resources into the service. A process can be
decomposed into a set of sub-processes collaborating to build the overall service. Many other
(mostly equivalent) definitions of a business process can be found in the literature, e.g. in
[Moore et al. 1986, Davenport et al. 1990, Hammer et al. 1993, Earl 1994].
The service is a distinct output of the process that presents added value to the process
stakeholders. The process stakeholders are the entities that directly or indirectly benefit from the
service of the process. The stakeholders assess the process output against their success criteria
that define what added value they expect from the service. The stakeholders can be other
processes or the final consumers of the service. The process users are these process stakeholders
that directly receive the service. All the process users form the process environment.
The process that delivers the service to the users is a service provider. The provider process is
separated from its environment by the process boundary. The provider’s service is delivered
through a part of its process boundary called the service interface and is received by a user
through a part of its process boundary called the use interface.
The total state of a process is the set of states of the constituent process elements: tasks,
processed items, and actors. When a process is decomposed into sub-processes, the total state of
the super-process is the set of the (external) states of its sub-processes.
The provider exhibits only a part of its total state at its service interface. The exhibited part of
the provider’s total state is its external state while the remaining part is its internal state. The
provider’s service is delivered as a sequence of its external states exhibited at its service
interface and perceived by the users at their use interfaces.
A process’ service is correct if it meets all the success criteria of all the process stakeholders.
Service utility is a subjective user’s estimate of the value delivered by the service to the user.

2.1.3. Software project
Project is a managed creative process, which goal is to deliver within the defined constraints an
innovative solution to a problem owned by its stakeholders.
Software project is a project, which solution is a working software-based system.
The main stakeholder of a software project is the customer, the party that is going to use the
delivered system to its business purposes and will benefit from the value added by applying the
system to its business. The second most important stakeholder of a software project is the
developer, the party that is building the system to be used by the customer.
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A software project involves two interacting business processes:
• software development process,
• software acquisition process.
A software development process is the part of a software project animated by the developer. The
service of the software development process is to build, deliver, and put into operation a
software-based system needed by the customer. A software acquisition process is the part of a
software project animated by the customer. The service of the software acquisition process is to
acquire the best software-based system for the customer needs and smoothly introduce it into
the customer’s business environment. Naturally, both processes comprise the sub-processes
dedicated to the communication and coordination with the other process.
The success (and thus the failure) of a software project is generally assessed in three
dimensions:
• budget,
• schedule,
• product functionality & quality.
Typically, customer’s success criteria of the software acquisition process are:
• keeping expenses within the budget,
• meeting the schedule,
• acquiring the product of acceptable functionality & quality.
The developer’s success criteria of the software development process can be some of:
• reaching customer satisfaction confirmed with timely payments,
• matching the time to market demands,
• building the product of high maintainability and reusability.
In principle, the success of a software project can be claimed only if both, the software
development process and the software acquisition process are successful.

2.2. Anatomy of Software Project Failure
Avižienis et al. have identified two levels of project failure according to its severity [Avižienis
et al. 2004]:
• partial failure,
• complete failure.
Partial project failure happens when the system has been delivered to the customer, but some of
the stakeholders’ success criteria are not satisfied. This covers two major cases: budget or
schedule overruns and downgrading. In the first case, a fully developed system is delivered, but
the originally planned budget or schedule has been exceeded. In the second case, the system is
delivered on time and within budget, but its functionality or quality has been reduced.
Complete project failure occurs when the system cannot be delivered to the customer. This may
happen due to running out of funds before the delivery phase (a budget failure) or delaying the
planned delivery so much that the system will no longer add value to the customer’s business
(a schedule failure). A complete project failure results in project termination.
The failure rate of software projects is high, as shown by numerous surveys conducted in the IT
industry. Standish Group has reported in 1994 that 84% of the examined US software projects
ended with partial or complete failure [CHAOS 1994]. The same survey repeated by Standish
Group in 2000 shown the failure rate of 71% [CHAOS 2001]. The overall statistics on software
project failures from Standish Group are presented in Fig. 2.
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2000

1994
16%

23%

28%

31%

53%

49%

finished successfully (within schedule & budget, delivering product of full scope)
finished, but exceeded schedule or budget or downgraded the product
terminated during development

Fig. 2. Failure rates of US software projects in 1994 and 2000 [Johnson et al. 2001]

Many different risk factors adding to the failures of software projects have been already
identified. Some of these risk factors are quite detailed and affect only specific projects in
specific conditions. Some factors are, however, reported as very commonly encountered and
having strong impact on the project’s chance of success. Many lists of such major software
project risks can be found in the literature, e.g. in [Jones 1994, McConnell 1996, Boehm 1998,
Górski 2000, Avižienis et al. 2004]. The ‘Top 10 risks’ lists differ to some extent from author to
author, but some essential risk factors that appear almost on any list can be distinguished:
• excessive number of requirements changes and ineffective change management [Jones 1994,
McConnell 1996, Boehm 1998, Górski 2000, Avižienis et al. 2004],
• inaccurate, overly optimistic estimates of schedule and development costs [Jones 1994,
McConnell 1996, Boehm 1998, Górski 2000, Avižienis et al. 2004],
• inadequate design with respect to functionality and/or performance goals [McConnell 1996,
Boehm 1998, Górski 2000, Avižienis et al. 2004],
• personnel weakness and shortfalls [Jones 1994, McConnell 1996, Boehm 1998, Górski
2000],
• incomplete or faulty specifications [McConnell 1996, Boehm 1998, Górski 2000, Avižienis
et al. 2004].
Additional risk factors are also indicated by particular authors depending on their focus:
• too many development faults and inadequate fault removal capability [Avižienis et al. 2004],
• shortchanged quality [McConnell 1996],
• COTS, external components [Boehm 1998],
• inaccurate metrics, wrong or insufficient measurements [Jones 1994],
• poor client’s strategy and maturity to make use of the information technology [Górski 2000].
Some new risk factors have gained importance or emerged recently with the progress in
software engineering and information technologies (e.g. extensive use of the Internet):
• legacy systems [Boehm 1998],
• coordination of work and communication in distributed projects,
• COTS and outsourcing [Boehm 1998],
• multicultural teams and global operations,
• issues of software safety and security [Avižienis et al. 2004],
• obligatory compliance to regulations or standards.
Apart from the above, the project size has been observed to be a considerable risk factor.
Statistics on software project failures show that the project size is tightly correlated to the
project failure rate, i.e. larger projects fail more often [Jones 1996].
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Detailed risk incidents of project failure and their risk factors were observed to depend on the
project type [Jones 1994]. Jones distinguishes 6 types of software projects (e.g. commercial,
military) and for each of them identifies specific most commonly happening risk incidents.
According to Jones, the commercial software projects are most often threatened by:
• inadequate, incomplete, unclear user documentation (70% projects at risk),
• low user satisfaction (55%),
• excessive time to market (50%),
• harmful competitive actions (45%),
• litigation expenses (30%).
Although the situation seems to have improved over the last ten years, the success rate of
software projects is still far from being satisfactory. Risk management aims at increasing the
chance of success of a software project by early identification of project risks and their effective
mitigation. The next section overviews the risk management process and the key principles of
successful risk management.

2.3. Principles of Risk Management
Depending on the source, the process of risk management is defined slightly differently in terms
of the detailed steps [Boehm 1991, Fairley 1994, McDonnell Douglas 1995, Rockwell 1995,
Dorofee et al. 1996, ISO 14971, MSF, AIRMIC 2002, AS/NZS 4360]. There is however a
consensus that the risk management must comprise two general phases: the first being analytical
in nature and the second being synthetic. The former is typically named the risk assessment and
the latter - the risk mitigation.
The risk assessment phase involves the following activities, generally performed in a sequence:
• risk identification – identification of risk incidents threatening the project success as well as
their risk factors; detection of the risk scenarios,
• risk analysis – transforming the raw information on risk into a decision-enabling knowledge
by judging the level of risk exposure with a chosen scale (risk estimation) and ordering the
risks by their relative weight (risk ranking),
• risk evaluation – deciding on risk acceptance by evaluating the risks against an acceptability
scale or threshold.
The risk mitigation phase includes the following activities:
• planning risk control measures – planning the remedies to implement in order to proactively
minimize the risk before it occurs (mitigation planning) or to reactively recover from the loss
and restore the normal process state (contingency planning),
• implementing risk control measures – execution of the risk preventive tasks defined in the
mitigation plans as well as preparing for the effective launching of the reactive tasks from
the contingency plans,
• monitoring – checking the effectiveness of the implemented risk control measures; involves
overseeing the execution of the plans (task monitoring) and observing the current levels of
mitigated risks (risk monitoring),
• controlling – steering the risk mitigation based on the actual effectiveness of the control
measures and the levels of risk, deciding on launching of the contingency plans or closing a
successfully mitigated risk,
• learning on risk – abstracting the experiences from risk assessment and mitigation into a
reusable knowledge; includes recording the specific highly context-dependent risks as well
as the successfully applied risk control measures (remedies) in a risk knowledge base.
The activities of risk assessment and risk mitigation are executed within a framework for risk
communication and risk documentation. These two core processes span the entire risk
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management and tie together its specific activities. With malfunctioning communication and
documentation backbone the risk management is destined to a certain failure.
It is generally agreed that, to be successful, the risk management must be run as a continuous
process involving repeated risk assessment and project-wide risk mitigation.
Effective implementation of the risk management requires recognition of the process specifics
and compliance to some good principles and practices. The Software Engineering Institute (SEI)
has defined seven key principles of risk management [Higuera et al. 1996]:
• shared product vision,
• teamwork,
• global perspective,
• forward-looking view,
• open communication,
• integrated management,
• continuous processes.
The SEI also emphasizes the need for comprehensive software tool support within the entire
risk management process [Higuera et al. 1994].
Microsoft Corporation has identified yet another set of key concepts governing the risk
management [MSF]:
• Risk Is Inherent in any Project or Process;
• Proactive Risk Management Is Most Effective;
• Treat Risk Identification as Positive;
• Continuous Assessment;
• Maintain Open Communications;
• Specify, then Manage;
• Don’t Judge a Situation Simply by the Number of Risks.
Around these concepts Microsoft has built the Risk Management Discipline of its Microsoft
Solutions Framework (MSF). As a staring point, the MSF defines four foundation principles of
the risk management:
• Stay Agile – Expect Change;
• Foster Open Communications;
• Learn from All Experiences;
• Shared Responsibility, Clear Accountability.
Of the entire risk management process, the focus on risk assessment is particularly worthwhile
as it is definitely the enabler of effective risk management – the risks overlooked or neglected in
the risk identification and analysis will not be put under control and mitigated successfully. It is
also crucial to identify the risk as early as possible to be able to apply the best risk mitigation
strategy (in terms of cost-effectiveness and remaining risk).
The following section presents an overview of the most popular practices currently applied in
both identification and analysis steps of the risk assessment.

2.4. Current Practices in Risk Assessment
Identification of software project risk currently relies on two major techniques: checklists and
group work, while the software project risk analysis most commonly estimates risk in
qualitative scales, as opposed to quantitative ones. The following sections describe in detail the
current practices of software project risk assessment as well as outline their benefits and
limitations.
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2.4.1. Checklists
A checklist is a referential list of typical risk factors of project failure compiled from the
experiences of some past projects. Checklists usually have the form of a questionnaire or a risk
list.
A questionnaire comprises a set of questions that ask for the current state of the project. Some
questionnaires use only yes-no questions, some include closed test questions and some other
employ open questions. The questions directly indicate the existing risk factors of project failure
as well as indirectly guide towards some potential risk factors. The risk factors are identified
usually by a negative answer.
A risk list is directly composed of some typical risk factors i.e. the statements describing a
particular state of a software project. Some risk lists express the risk factors as single statements
in natural language, while the other ones provide detailed information on a risk factor through a
complex data structure covering e.g. root causes, impact, methods of prevention [Jones 1994].
Both, the questions of a questionnaire and the risks of a risk list are arranged in categories – risk
areas. Typically, the risk areas refer to the disciplines or phases of the development process.
Instead of plain risk areas, some checklists are built around a multi-level taxonomy of software
project risk e.g. the SEI Taxonomy-Based Questionnaire [Carr et al. 1993].
A checklist is generally used by following all its points one by one and considering them in the
context of a given project. In case of a questionnaire, the questions are asked against the current
state of the assessed project and the answers should indicate the risk factors sought for. In case
of a risk list, each listed risk factor is compared against the current project state and decided
whether it is already present in the project, it can be present in the future or it cannot occur in
the assessed project at all (i.e. it is not applicable or it was made impossible to happen).
It is important to notice that for a trustworthy risk identification with a checklist the user is
essentially required to follow all and every one of the checklist points. Interrupting the project
risk survey in the middle of the checklist puts at doubt the reliability of the findings (particularly
their completeness). This impact on reliability is even stronger because checklists are not
ordered so that the ‘most important’ issues would be positioned in the beginning, and the ‘least
important’ ones would lay at the end. In a checklist, all the issues are ‘equally (very) important’.
Although checklists are intended to be precise and objective, they still involve a considerable
dose of subjectivity especially where the project state is being assessed. A common technique to
reduce the subjectivity in checklist application is to gather the answers from more than one
viewpoint, typically represented by a role of the project participant (e.g. project manager,
analyst, developer, customer, end-user).
The checklists are usually built in two ways: they emerge as a result of a research effort
involving the survey of many different projects or they are compiled by the companies from the
experiences of their own projects. The former summarize the experiences of the projects of
different sizes, different application domains, and different suppliers; consequently, they are
portable and wide-ranging but abstract and often too general. The latter encapsulate the lessons
learnt from the unique projects of one company often aimed at the same customer or application
domain; as a result they are very specific and detailed but mostly unportable. These two types of
checklists also differ significantly in accessibility, as the former are usually publicly available,
while the latter are kept confidential by their proprietary owners.
The publicly available risk identification checklists are particularly useful in practice because of
their accessibility and comprehensiveness. Some public checklists currently available are:
• Taxonomy-Based Questionnaire [Carr et al. 1993] – not very detailed but wide-ranging
questionnaire proposed by SEI in 1993; comprises 194 mostly yes-no questions (some with
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sub-questions) arranged in 3 risk taxonomy classes (product engineering, development
environment and program constraints) divided further into 3 to 5 elements each with 3 to 8
attributes.
Risk Assessment Checklist [Thomsett 1992] – general questionnaire proposed by Rob
Thomsett in 1992 to assess the risk in the very early stages of a project; comprises 64 test
questions in 3 risk areas (user environment, team environment, system complexity);
coverage of user environment is quite unique to this checklist. The questionnaire is
supplemented with a method to assess the overall level of project risk, which evaluates each
answer with a given number of points. The total number of points is then compared against a
predefined scale, which assigns a risk level (high, medium or low) to a given range of points.
Software Development Checklist [McConnell 1993] – very detailed technically oriented
questionnaire proposed by Steve McConnell in 1993; comprises 511 yes-no questions in 5
major areas (requirements, design, construction, quality assurance, outsourcing). This
checklist is exceptionally detailed and comprehensive with regard to the implementation
practices (371 questions).
Complete List of Schedule Risks [McConnell 1996] – comprehensive list of risk factors to
the ‘exceeded schedule’ risk compiled by Steve McConnell in 1996; comprises 109 risk
factors in 12 areas (e.g. requirements, design, customer, end-user, personnel, management).
Also published in the Internet, this risk list is quite well known and used in the industry.
Capers Jones’ 60 Risk Factors [Jones 1994] – list of 60 common risk factors to general risk
of project failure compiled by Capers Jones in 1994. Each risk factor is extensively described
in a 20-point text structure including severity and frequency, root causes, methods of
prevention and control, as well as effectiveness and cost of known therapies. Information on
known remedies, support, and references for each risk factor makes this risk list especially
useful.

Checklists have many advantages as a technique of risk identification. Their key advantages are:
• wide scope,
• control of scope,
• coverage of key risks,
• ease of use,
• simple and accurate output.
However, in practice checklists exhibit some major disadvantages:
• unsuitable scope (too wide or too narrow),
• unsuitable level of detail (too high or too low),
• hindrance of risk identification outside of checklist scope,
• using long checklists can be tiresome,
• highly elaborated checklists are kept confidential by their proprietary owners.
Some disadvantages of the checklists can be overcome by applying another risk identification
technique – the group work.

2.4.2. Group work
Group work is a collaborative technique that relies on high human involvement and employs
synergistically augmented human intuition and reasoning from individual experiences as a
primary means of risk identification. The effectiveness of group work in risk identification was
particularly studied by Jyrki Kontio [Kontio 1997, Kontio 2001]. Group work is often
implemented as a brainstorming session.
Brainstorming sessions are moderated face-to-face meetings of the (selected) project team
members focused on the spontaneous collaborative identification of project risk based on the
individual experiences, judgment, reasoning, and intuition of the session participants. A session
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is led by a moderator and usually takes about one hour. The identified risks are documented on
the fly by a nominated participant – a secretary. After the session, the documented risks are
distributed among the participants to be verified and supplemented. Finally, the risks are
evaluated during a separate risk analysis session.
A brainstorming session as a kind of group work is characterized by some distinct features
[brainstorming.co.uk]:
• deferred evaluation – refraining from any evaluation of the identified risks; they are
evaluated after the session,
• fantasizing – indicating seemingly improbable risks,
• no critique – avoiding personal critique of the participants,
• quantity, not quality – gathering as many risks as possible regardless of their importance,
• modification – capturing and further development of risks indicated by others,
• inspiration – taking inspiration from already identified risks in thinking up the new ones,
• documentation – making notes by a secretary of all the verbalized risks.
However, the most beneficial feature of a brainstorming session is the effect of synergy – when
a risk is publicly spoken by a participant it inspires the others to invent the risks they have not
thought about before. This way the total number of identified risks (the effective risk coverage)
exceeds the mere sum of the individual risks perceived independently by the team members. To
achieve good coverage of all project risk areas, a brainstorming session should involve the
representatives of all the viewpoints in the project.
Group work, and brainstorming sessions in particular, is widely used in practice because of its
many advantages. Key of these advantages are:
• short duration,
• prompt effects,
• flexible scope and level of detail,
• taking into account the project specifics,
• keeping project participants concerned about risk,
• developing commitment.
While being beneficial as a technique of risk identification, the group work exhibits also some
disadvantages:
• requires some training,
• requires facilities (meeting room, blackboard/whiteboard, markers),
• low scope control, can stray from the subject,
• heterogeneous output (originating from different participants),
• results depend on the selection of participants (their personal experiences and insight).
The risks identified with both the checklists and the group work are subject to further
estimation, which most often relies on qualitative scales.

2.4.3. Qualitative risk estimation
The risk exposure is generally estimated in two dimensions:
• likelihood of occurrence,
• loss (also called impact or severity of consequences).
In industrial practice, software project risk is most often estimated qualitatively for the sake of
simplicity, sufficient degree of accuracy and communicativeness. Qualitative risk estimation
uses ordinal scales for both likelihood and loss. The scale values are typically named with some
appealing words from the natural language e.g. ‘low’ or ‘high’ likelihood, ‘major’ or ‘local’
loss. Some scales propose to assign numbers to the scale levels, these numbers however do not
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represent any real value (a measure) but stand only for a level name. To estimate the risk
exposure a risk matrix is used. An example of a risk estimation matrix is shown in Fig. 3. In
principle, any mathematical operations such as addition or multiplication are meaningless for
the ordinal scales. Even if some numbers are assigned to likelihood and loss, multiplying these
numbers does not provide a reliable risk value representing a measure of some attribute of risk.
Such estimates should be used with caution preferably only for risk ranking purposes.
Loss

Likelihood

Risk

Catastrophic

High

Moderate

Low

Very likely Catastrophic

High

Moderate

Low

Probable

High

Moderate

Low

Marginal

Improbable

Moderate

Low

Marginal

Marginal

Fig. 3. Risk estimation matrix example

Qualitative risk estimation, while remaining a first choice estimation technique of many
projects, exhibits some disadvantages and limitations:
• arbitrary choice of scale levels leads to incompatible, incomparable scales,
• risk is estimated very subjectively through a common sense understanding of natural
language names of the scale levels,
• estimating the risk in two separate dimensions requires some experience,
• difficulty in estimating each single risk against a fixed scale compared to ranking the risks
relatively each against the other (it is often easier to judge that one risk is ‘bigger’ than the
other one than to say just how ‘big’ that risk is),
• limited risk estimation accuracy,
• meaningless and possibly misleading numerical calculations of risk exposure.
The next section reviews the recent achievements in business process modeling that open
possibilities for novel risk identification and analysis techniques to complement the already
applied checklists, group work and qualitative estimation scales.

2.5. Modeling the Software Project
Software development process together with a complementary software acquisition process
represents the overall context of the software project risk. Precise specification of the risk
context as well as the location of risk within this context is the primary enabler for effective risk
naming and documentation. Recent advancements in business process modeling provide the
new ways of expressing the context of software project risk.
This section focuses on business-oriented models of software projects as the models of risk
context. The first section introduces the concept of business process modeling. The second
section presents the Software Process Engineering Metamodel from OMG - a metamodel for
modeling the software projects. The last section outlines the Rational Unified Process - an
industry-acclaimed referential model of a software project.

2.5.1. Business Process Modeling
Business Process Modeling (BPM) aims at translating the knowledge about a business process
into the form of a model expressed in a certain modeling language. Such a model can either
represent an image of an already running real-life business process or a design of a non-existing
process to be implemented in the future.
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The objective of business process modeling is to provide an integrated support for [Huckvale et
al. 1995, Luo et al. 1999]:
• communication – facilitating common understanding of the business,
• analysis – representation and investigation of existing processes,
• design – creating new processes,
• controlling – management of running processes.
A complete business process model should specify the following elements of the process
[Kueng et al. 1997, Lin et al. 2002]:
• activities (tasks, work items) – the work to be done in the process,
• actors – active entities (mostly human) performing the work,
• customers – the recipients of the process output (the products or the service),
• resources – the passive entities used by the process to deliver the products; resources can be
updated, consumed or referred to and left intact,
• products – the assumed output of the process,
• localization – the physical facilities where the process is performed,
• information – the messages passed between the actors or activities,
• behavior – decision and business rules controlling the process execution,
• events – the external or internal signals influencing the process execution; an event can
initiate the process, change its execution (through a control rule) or stop the process,
• relationships among the above.
The key benefits from having a business process model are:
• (formalized) description of the process enables communication and (automated) processing,
• (formalized) models provide for profound analyses of process characteristics,
• executable models enable process simulation and support for process execution,
• supporting systems can be integrated at the process-level through the models of service
composition and collaboration.
The analytical capabilities of a business process model are particularly promising in the context
of process risk assessment.
A review of the current achievements in business process modeling can be found in [Halonen et
al. 2004]. An approach to business process modeling with UML has been proposed in [Eriksson
et al. 2000]. Use of modeling in the context of business process instrumentation is discussed in
[Smith et al. 2002b].
A business process model is built from elements defined in a higher-level model of a certain
modeling language – a process modeling metamodel. One of such metamodels dedicated to
modeling the software projects is the Software Process Engineering Metamodel.

2.5.2. Software Process Engineering Metamodel
The Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) has been proposed by Object
Management Group (OMG) in 2001 as a metamodel dedicated to software process modeling. In
the specification, SPEM is defined as a metamodel as well as expressed in terms of a UML
profile, which maps the metamodel to the UML extensions and allows to use UML as the
concrete process modeling notation. As for the time of writing this thesis the most recent
version of SPEM is 1.1 published in January 2005 [SPEM].
The SPEM metamodel defines three fundamental elements of process model structure (hereafter
called structure elements):
• Activity – an action animated by a human(s) in a certain role(s) processing input artifacts into
output ones,
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• Role – a function, responsibility of a human animating the activity (an individual can act in
many roles),
• WorkProduct (also named Artifact) – an item processed by activities (e.g. input materials,
documents, tools and output products).
The core structure elements of SPEM and their relationships are presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. SPEM core structure elements [SPEM]

Apart from the core process structure elements, the SPEM defines some supplementary process
model elements such as [SPEM]:
• Guidance – supporting information on practical use of a model element (e.g. techniques,
checklists, tool mentors, guidelines, templates),
• WorkDefinition – a description of work performed in the process; provides for layering the
process description; most commonly specialized to Activity, but also to Phase, Iteration,
and Lifecycle,
• Discipline – a package partitioning the process Activities, WorkProducts and Guidances
according to a common “theme”.
Building a process model (i.e. designing a process) from scratch can be very time-consuming.
There are quite many referential process models already built that can be adopted by the actual
projects possibly with some tailoring or extensions. Moreover, a referential model reflects some
domain knowledge and can serve as guidance in process execution. One of the better-known
referential models for software projects is the Rational Unified Process (RUP). Moreover, RUP
is built over the OMG’s SPEM metamodel.

2.5.3. Rational Unified Process
The Rational Unified Process (RUP) is a commercially offered referential software process
model developed by the Rational Software Corporation, now part of the IBM Corporation
[RUP, Kroll et al. 2003]. The RUP is based on the Unified Software Development Process
(USDP) initially defined in [Jacobsen et al. 1999]. The scope of RUP is limited to the software
development process run at the developer’s side of the software project. Hence, it does not
include the description of work carried out by the customer to acquire a software-based system.
From a run-time (dynamic) viewpoint, the RUP comprises four sequential phases forming a
development cycle. Each phase can be iterated providing for incremental product development.
The entire development cycle can be also repeated many times if necessary to provide for
product evolution.
From a logical (static) viewpoint, the RUP decomposes the software development process into
disciplines – the specialized subjects of software engineering and management (e.g. Business
Modeling, Analysis & Design, Test, Project Management). Each discipline is associated with a
workflow that defines the logic of work units within a discipline. The work units composing a
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RUP workflow are called workflow details. A workflow detail is a logical group of related work
items – the activities that collaborate to produce a defined output of some observable value
added to the process. RUP disciplines, workflows, workflow details and activities are
specialized SPEM WorkDefinitions.
The concept of role from SPEM is directly implemented in RUP. Additionally, the roles are
grouped into role sets. As defined in SPEM, each RUP activity is assigned to exactly one role
(apart from the external roles of the Stakeholder and the End User).
The SPEM WorkProducts are named artifacts in RUP. Similarly to the roles, the artifacts are
also grouped into artifact sets. Moreover, some artifacts are in fact composites of other artifacts
(in particular, the UML models are defined as composite artifacts build from other artifacts –
the model elements such as a use case, a class or a package).
Apart from the process definition, the RUP is also equipped with some guidance in the form of
checklists, templates, and guidelines associated with artifacts as well as work guidelines and
tool mentors associated with activities.
The Rational Unified Process is a general-purpose referential process that is not intended to be
implemented directly in its entirety. It is rather meant to be scaled and tailored to the needs of a
particular software project. The RUP itself includes several guidelines (the roadmaps) of
adapting it to some common project or problem types. It is offered together with a set of
specialized CASE tools from Rational, none of them however supports the risk management.
The next section presents the survey of related work in software project risk assessment.

2.6. Overview of Related Work
Software project risk management has been recognized as an independent area of research when
prof. Barry W. Boehm has published his pioneering book “Software Risk Management” in 1989
[Boehm 1989]. Since then, a lot of work has been done around the theme, particularly in the
early 90s. The fundamental works of Boehm, Charette and others [Boehm 1989, Charette 1989,
Charette 1990, Ould 1990, Boehm 1991] have laid grounds for the extensive contribution from
Software Engineering Institute (SEI) in mid-90s [Van Scoy 1992, Carr et al. 1993, Higuera et al.
1994, Sisti et al. 1994, Higuera et al. 1996, Dorofee et al. 1996], which even today serves well
as a referential risk management paradigm.
One of the earliest works on the phenomenon of risk comes from Rowe [Rowe 1977]. Later,
SEI proposed a structured two-element model of risk with explicit cause and consequence
[Gluch 1994]. A more complex structure of risk was elaborated by Kontio, who proposed risk
scenarios built from six different elements (e.g. risk factor, risk event, utility loss) [Kontio 1997,
Kontio 2001]. However, a freely formed natural language statement or a set of such statements
is most commonly used to document the risk [Barki et al. 1993, Jones 1994, McConnell 1996].
This form naturally implies possible misinterpretations, unwanted generalizations and
considerable loss of context.
Numerous risk assessment frameworks have been proposed to date. McComb and Smith have
proposed a risk heuristics comprising 15 key risk areas mapped to project planning and
execution in one dimension and to technical and human factors in the other dimension
[McComb et al. 1991]. Barki et al., based on the literature survey, have compiled a list of 35
variables that relate to software development risk [Barki et al. 1993]. In 1992, Thomsett
developed a risk assessment instrument composed of a questionnaire with 64 closed questions in
three areas with a certain number of points assigned to each answer and the assessment scale
mapping the final score in each area to a particular risk level (‘high’, ‘medium’ or ‘low’)
[Thomsett 1992].
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A significant contribution to risk assessment comes from SEI with their Taxonomy-Based
Questionnaire of 194 questions [Carr et al. 1993] and the Software Risk Evaluation Method
[Sisti et al. 1994]. Another risk assessment framework has been proposed by Lyytinen et al.
[Lyytinen et al. 1996] supplemented with the later work from Keil et al. [Keil et al. 1998]. A
framework from McFarlan assesses the general level of project risk through three dimensions:
project structure (understanding and stability of the work to do), applied technology (in relation
to company’s know-how), and project size [Applegate et al. 1996]. A different approach has
been taken by Moynihan, who has derived an inventory of risks and associated remedies from
the interviews with experienced project managers [Moynihan 1997] later extended in
[Moynihan 2002]. New frameworks constantly appear such as the One-minute Risk Assessment
Tool from Tiwana and Keil [Tiwana et al. 2004]. A comparison of selected risk management
approaches can be found in [Lyytinen et al. 1998].
Questionnaires and risk lists appear as a form of risk identification since the very beginning of
the risk management. The earliest lists comprised less than 50 issues [McComb et al. 1991,
Barki et al. 1993]. A longer and more detailed questionnaire has been developed by Thomsett
[Thomsett 1992]. Quite comprehensive questionnaire for software project risk was published by
SEI [Carr et al. 1993]. Another risk identification questionnaire has been compiled by
McConnell [McConnell 1993] covering mostly the coding issues, followed by a list of typical
schedule risk factors [McConnell 1996]. A list of 60 software project risk factors can be also
found in [Jones 1994], where each factor is additionally analyzed for its frequency, impact, root
causes, mitigation strategies and so on. Some guidelines on running a software project for
safety-critical applications were proposed by the EWICS TC7 committee [EWICS]. A
questionnaire of main software development risks has been also composed by Lyytinen
[Lyytinen 2000].
Since their earliest work, the Software Engineering Institute has stressed the need for teamwork
in risk management. They have consolidated their ideas into a Team Risk Management method
[Higuera et al. 1994]. The effectiveness of group work (including the brainstorming sessions)
has been particularly researched by Kontio, who developed the Riskit method using
communicative and easily distinguishable elements of risk scenarios visualized in a risk analysis
diagram [Kontio 1997, Kontio 2001].
The existing approaches to risk analysis can be roughly divided into qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative techniques estimate the risk in terms of likelihood and impact and apply ordinal
scales and risk matrices as well as some means of weighting and averaging the obtained score
[Charette 1990, Sisti et al. 1994]. Quantitative risk analysis calculates the risk based on the
theories of the probability calculus such as Monte Carlo analysis or Bayesian Belief Networks
[Grey 1995, Vose 2000, Schuyler 2001]. An application of Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
method (FMEA) to the analysis of project risk has been proposed in [Deepti et al. 2004].
Risk related to the project failure is widely recognized in the project management community.
The general process and principles of project risk management apply to all kinds of projects, in
particular to software projects. There is quite extensive literature on generic project risk
management such as [Wideman 1998, Chong et al. 2000, Pritchard 2001, Chapman et al. 2002,
Chapman et al. 2003, Kendrick 2003, Mulcahy 2003], to name just a few latest and most
comprehensive works. A managerial point of view focused on software projects is present in
[Smith et al. 2002a]. The risk management solutions dedicated to software projects are e.g.
[Boehm 1991, Karolak 1996, Hall 1998]. An approach to risk of COTS-intensive projects is
proposed in [Boehm et al. 2003]. The actual influence of risk management on the project
outcomes has been studied in [Ropponen et al. 1997]. One of the reports from SEI presents a
comprehensive review of the software risk management principles, key process areas, and
particular techniques [Galagher 1999]. An review of barriers and enablers of risk
communication can be found in [Górski 2000]. Adams provides some edifying observations on
everyday risk perception and management [Adams 1995]. A practitioner’s view on project risk
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management from an experienced engineer can be found in [Conrow 2003]. Several works
bring the evidence on actually used and accepted practices in the software development industry
[Ropponen et al. 2000, Moynihan 2002].
Recently, the scope of project risk management is extended to include safety, environmental or
business risk, particularly in large projects [Waring et al. 1998, Cooper et al. 2004]. Another
enhancement to classical risk management paradigm explicitly addresses the issue of ‘positive
risk’ of a business opportunity [Hillson 2004].
A practically sized and balanced risk management process spanning over the generally
approved framework and principles is proposed by [MSF]. Another practical implementation of
risk management is developed in [Kontio 2001]. The process of risk management is also
covered by [RUP], which offers a well-scaled process model and a solid set of guidelines and
best practices. Recently, some of the current knowledge on effective risk management strategies
has been synthesized into reusable risk resolution patterns [Cockburn].
Several EU sponsored and US research projects investigated the subject of software risk
[MAFTIA, CORAS, PCASSO]. They have however concentrated on the safety and security
aspects of software systems, rather than on the software development risk.
The need for learning on risk management is emphasized in Microsoft Solutions Framework,
where a ‘Learning’ phase has been explicitly appended to the classical risk management cycle
[MSF]. MSF defines the key content of the Risk Knowledge Base as well as the context and
rules of its use within the risk management process, however at a rather general level.
A detailed design of a risk management database has been presented in [Kontio et al. 1996,
Kontio 2001], but the scope of this database is limited to capturing the information on risk in
actual projects and lacks the capabilities to develop generalized knowledge.
Some 22 software tools have been identified that can support risk management of IT projects.
The tools differ in scope of support, mode of use and underlying technology. Most of the tools
provide general support for the process of risk management mainly offering the risk repository
with the capabilities for manual registering, classifying, evaluating, prioritizing, and monitoring
of risks as well as compiling various reports. The following tools fall into this category:
• Risk Radar from Integrated Computer Engineering, Inc., http://www.iceincusa.com1,
• Risk Register from Incom Pty Ltd, http://www.incom.com.au,
• RisGen from Line International Limited, http://www.lineint.com,
• ProRisk from Cadplan, http://www.cadplan.com.au,
• Predict! Risk Controller & Risk Analysis from Risk Decisions Ltd.,
http://www.riskdecisions.com,
• RiskTrak and RiskNav from Risk Services & Technology, http://www.stgrp.com/rst.htm,
• Risk-Elimin8 from TDM Ltd, http://www.tdm-ltd.com,
• Tassc: Estimator from TASSC Software Solutions, http://www.tassc-solutions.com,
• Beyond Risk from Beyond Risk, http://www.beyondrisk.com.au,
• KnowRisk from CorProfit, http://www.risk-management.com.au,
• Issue Manager from Limathon, http://www.limathon.com.
Another category of tools is designed to offer risk analysis and decision support to a project
manager, some through qualitative risk analysis, some through a risk knowledge base. The
following tools apply the Monte Carlo analysis:
• RISK+ for MS Project from C/S Solutions, Inc., http://www.cs-solutions.com,
• Crystal Ball from Decisioneering, http://www.decisioneering.com,
• @Risk, @Risk for MS Project from Palisade Corporation, http://www.palisade.com,
1

The website addresses were valid at the time of writing this section, i.e. March 2005.
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•
•
•
•

Risky Project 1.1 from Intaver Institute, http://www.intaver.com,
Pertmaster Project Risk & Risk Expert from Pertmaster, http://www.pertmaster.com,
PROAct from Noweco Northwest Controlling Corporation Ltd., http://www.noweco.com,
Project Risk Analysis from Katmar Software, http://www.katmarsoftware.com.

Only two tools make use of Bayesian Belief Networks:
• WinAward from Bayesian Systems, Inc., http://www.bayes.com,
• AgenaRisk from Agena, http://www.agena.co.uk.
The Risk Knowledge Base is provided by the following tools:
• Assistum from Higher Level Systems Ltd, http://www.assistum.com,
• KnowRisk from CorProfit, http://www.risk-management.com.au,
• VirtualAdvisor from Standish Group, http://www.standishgroup.com.
Very few of the above listed tools support communication and collaboration on risk
management, particularly through the Internet. This kind of support is available to some extent
from KnowRisk, RiskTrak, RiskRadar and Issue Manager. Although Assistum is a web-based
tool, it does not include functionality for communication support.
Nowadays, the risk management is generally recognized as an essential ingredient to the success
of a software project. It is covered by all the ‘bibles’ of software engineering and project
management such as [CMMI 2002, Thayer et al. 2002, Pressman 2004, Sommerville 2004,
McConnell 2004, SWEBOK 2004, PMBOK 2004].
The area of risk management is being intensely standardized in the last few years. The most
widely recognized risk management standard is [ISO 14971] complemented by [IEC 62304].
Although ISO 14971 pertains to risk of medical devices, it is generally accepted as a mature
standard on general-purpose risk management. Based on ISO 14971, Standards Australia has
recently proposed a new extended standard [AS/NZS 4360], which is expected to supersede the
ISO 14971 in the near future. ISO has also published a risk management standard dedicated to
software engineering [ISO 16085] based on the earlier work from IEEE [IEEE 1540]. A generic
risk management standard has also been issued by several UK associations of risk managers
[AIRMIC 2002].

2.7. Summary
This chapter presented the issues related to the assessment of software project risk. The statistics
on the failures of software projects were recalled, which constantly indicate a considerable
amount of risk related to software development and the need for stronger risk management
practices. The fundamental principles of risk management were outlined and the current most
commonly used risk assessment practices were reviewed. The business process modeling was
brought as a new opportunity in project risk assessment. The chapter concluded with an
overview of the current state of research in relevance to this thesis. The remaining challenges
and limitations of available approaches as well as the literature survey of related work show the
research objectives to be valid and important.
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This chapter introduces the model of risk defined for the Process Model-based Risk Assessment
method. First, the general definition of process risk is provided and a risk-extended software
process modeling metamodel for the context of process risk is proposed. Then, the process
model-based definition of risk is presented, followed by the proposition of risk patterns to
express the process risk. Finally, a technique of building the risk scenarios is defined.

3.1. Definition of Process Risk
In this thesis, the process risk is defined as the possibility of process failure.
This definition adopts the concept of failure from [Avižienis et al. 2004], where failure is
defined as a system’s state, in which the system does not deliver correct services (does not
fulfill its mission). In relation to a business processes, failure occurs when the process does not
achieve its goals as expected (the utility of process output is reduced). In that state, the process
fails to deliver the correct service. Process failure is declared from the point of view of the
process stakeholders by evaluating the process output against their success criteria. Mapped to
the basic concepts of risk (see section 2.1.1), the process failure is the regarded risk incident.
The process failure is caused by an error occurring within the process. An error is a deviation in
process execution (a deviant process state) that can lead to the process failure. An error
propagates within the process through the constituent activities of the process where it is
transformed into other errors. An error does not cause service failure (remains internal to the
process) until it becomes visible at the process’ service interface (becomes part of the process
external state) [Avižienis et al. 2004]. Errors apply to tasks (i.e. “the actions” in the process) and
are most often expressed in terms of events. The event “Business Analyst models wrongly a use
case” can be an example of an error.
An error is caused by the activation of a fault. A fault is a state of a process component that has
a potential to cause an error. A fault that generates an error is active; otherwise, it is dormant.
Faults can be either internal or external to the process. Internal fault is a fault in the process’
internal entities or the process design. External fault is a fault in the process input entities. An
internal fault is activated through a sequence of events called an activation pattern. An external
fault is active by default [Avižienis et al. 2004]. Faults apply to actors, resources, and services
(i.e. “the things” in the process) and are most often expressed in terms of state. The state
“Business Analyst’s incompetence in use case modeling” can be an example of a fault.
Mapped to the basic concepts of risk defined in section 2.1.1, both faults and errors are the risk
factors. In this thesis, unless explicitly specified, the distinct terms fault and error will be used
instead of a common term risk factor to distinguish the “fault-type” risk factors (i.e. the risk
factors of having something faulty within the process) from the “error-type” risk factors (i.e.
doing something wrongly during the process). This distinction is particularly useful in the
investigation of the causal relationships of risk factors and their precise documentation.
Faults, errors and failures are commonly named risk events.
Having defined the concepts of fault, error and failure, a risk scenario may be defined more
precisely (compare to the definition of risk scenario in section 2.1.1):
Risk scenario is a sequence of risk events from the initial fault through the activated errors to
the resulting process failure.
In the context of a particular process the risk scenario can be represented as the following chain
of risk events involving the internal error propagation within a process:
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Fault  Error 1  …  Error n  Failure
Fig. 5. Risk scenario in the context of one process

Considering the output from a process as a service used by another process, the failure of
provider’s process results in delivering an incorrect service, which represents an external fault
to the user’s process. From a wider perspective, a risk scenario within one process extends into
further faults, errors and failures, as shown in Fig. 6. This diagram shows the external
propagation of an error from the process A to the process B (and further on) through the
processes’ service interfaces and external faults.
Fault out/in-process A  Error in-process A  Failure service interface A  Fault out-process
 Error in-process B  Failure service interface B  …
Fig. 6. Risk scenario across many processes

The causality of the transitions between faults, errors and failures needs further clarification.
A fault may cause an error as it requires activation. Similarly, an error may cause the failure as
it needs to be propagated to the service interface. However, the failure always causes a fault. In
fact, the failure is a transition from the correct service to the faulty service. The failed process
delivers the faulty service, which contains an external fault from the viewpoint of the user’s
process. The causality of risk event transitions is shown in Fig. 7.
Fault  Error  Failure  Fault
 – non-causal transition
 – causal transition
Fig. 7. Causality of risk event transitions in a risk scenario

A risk scenario in the context of a given process can be expressed in more detail by
investigating the constituent sub-processes of the contextual process (the super-process). The
internal error propagation within a given process can be mapped to the external error
propagation among that process’ sub-processes. An error in a sub-process is also an error in its
super-process. When an error in a sub-process causes this sub-process to fail, the failure remains
internal to the super-process, unless that sub-process’ external state is part of the super-process’
external state (i.e. the sub-process delivers part of the super-process’ service). In the opposite
case, the error reaches the super-process’ service interface and leads to the process failure. The
inner structure of a risk scenario mapped to a process’ sub-processes is shown in Fig. 8.
Process
Sub-process 1

Sub-process 2

X

X

Sub-process 1
& process error

Sub-process 2
& process error
Sub-process 2 failure
Process failure

Resource fault

X
Resource

Sub-process 1 failure
Internal item fault

X

X

Internal
item

Product

Fig. 8. Inner structure of a risk scenario within a process with sub-processes
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Example 3.1
As an example, let us take a process of Business Modeling carried out by the Business Analyst.
The goal of this process is to deliver the Business Model. The failure of Business Modeling
process is the considered risk incident.
An exemplary fault-error-failure risk scenario that leads to the considered risk incident can start
from an external fault.
Fault: Business Analyst’s incompetence in use case modeling
The fault remains dormant until the analyst models the use cases. He then makes an error.
Error: Business Analyst models wrongly a use case
Here a more detailed fault-error-failure chain analysis may be done i.e. more detailed faults, errors
and failures may be distinguished. The starting point is to distinguish a sub-process to the analyzed
process. Modeling a use case can be distinguished as a sub-process with the considered use case as
its output artifact. Then, the above given error causes the failure of this sub-process, which is
materialized as a fault in the delivered use case. In the same time, the fault is introduced into the
Business Model as a whole.
The error remains internal to the Business Modeling process until the Business Model is delivered
as the process’ service. The error does not cause the process failure if the faulty use case is not
delivered as part of the Business Model e.g., due to some corrective actions after a review that has
detected the error. Otherwise, the error results in the Business Modeling process failing to deliver
the correct service (the Business Model).
Failure: Business Modeling process delivers incorrect (faulty) Business Model
The fault in the Business Model is an external fault to the processes using that model, e.g.
Requirements Definition. The fault remains dormant until a process actually uses the model. Then,
due to this fault an error can occur within that process and eventually lead to the process failure.
Such error propagation through the interconnected sub-processes can finally result in the failure of
the entire software development process.

The next section introduces a risk-enabled software process modeling metamodel that allows for
explicit definition of the context, in which the risk is sought for.

3.2. Risk-extended Software Process Engineering Metamodel
To be able to talk about risk, the context of risk must be established first to provide the
necessary terms the risk events could refer to. In case of software project risk, the software
process constitutes the considered context and its model has been chosen as the model of
context for software project risks. The Software Process Engineering Metamodel (see section
2.5.2) has been adopted as a basis and further extended to support risk-enabled modeling of the
software process.
The first extension of SPEM assumes that the structure elements can be decomposed
recursively. For easier model management and use, the model should be well-structured into
consistent levels of increasing detail. The following levels are proposed:
• general level – the most general process model comprising Process activity, Product
artifact and Personnel role,
• framework level – the disciplines or domains within the modeled process,
• procedure level – the specialized sub-processes of disciplines that define the ways of
achieving the goals of the disciplines i.e. delivering observable added value to the overall
process,
• execution level – the atomic sub-processes of procedures that can be distinguished within the
process as still delivering noticeable added value.
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The levels proposed above should be considered a guideline rather than a rule of thumb. The
process model may not cover all four proposed levels and still be considered sufficient for risk
analysis. The software development process should be always specified to the level of detail that
corresponds to the current risk identification perspective.
The recursively decomposed structure elements fall into two categories:
• abstract structure elements – abstraction classes of underlying structure elements introduced
for grouping purposes to facilitate the model management (e.g. a generic role of Manager)
• non-abstract structure elements – can be distinguished in the process structure but their
constituent structure elements should also be distinguished for risk management purposes
(e.g. Business Model artifact decomposed into Business Use-Case Model and Business
Class Model)
The decomposed element is referred to as the container element and the elements it is
decomposed into are referred to as the constituent elements.
The SPEM metamodel is further extended by introducing new metamodel elements called the
quality elements associated with the aforementioned structure elements. The quality elements
describe the expected output (“a service”) and the desired qualities of the structure elements
they are associated with. The quality elements defined for the SPEM structure elements are:
• Practice of an activity – a recommended way of doing things followed within an activity in
order to achieve the goal of that activity,
• Capability of a role – a characteristic of a human actor playing a role,
• Feature of an artifact – an attribute of an artifact.
Of the above given quality elements, Capability and Feature need further explanation.
Capability covers various characteristics of a human actor that affect his or her performance in
a certain role. The characteristics modeled with Capability include:

• knowledge (practical and theoretical)
- a person is already familiar with the subject, could have read about the subject or
observed someone else dealing with the subject, but did not have opportunity to practice
it him/herself,
- the knowledge does not imply ability to carry out a task.
• ability (physical and mental)
- a person is able to carry out a task of a certain category,
- ability to complete a task under supervision of someone more experienced.
• skill
- a person is able to carry out a practical task automatically (without particular reflections),
- means that the person can be assigned to the task and succeed in dealing with it,
- can be associated with self-sufficiency at work.
• competency
- ability of practical use of skills and knowledge fully sufficient to individually accomplish
certain tasks,
- professional, business and social competencies.
Feature covers various attributes of an artifact distinguished to assess the utility of that artifact.
The attributes modeled with Feature can refer to:
• scope – the structural parts of the artifact, e.g. Stakeholder Analysis of Software
Requirements Specification,

• quality – the qualifying attributes of the artifact, e.g. completeness, clarity, testability.
The structure and the quality metamodel elements as well as their relationships can be
visualized around an activity as in Fig. 9.
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Capability

Role

Activity
Practice

Feature

Feature

Input
artifact

Output
artifact

Fig. 9. Elements of process modeling around an activity

The original SPEM metamodel together with the risk-motivated extensions forms a new
metamodel of a software development process called the Risk-extended Software Process
Engineering Metamodel (RiskSPEM). It is presented in Fig. 10 in the form of a UML class
diagram.
1

*
* possession 1
Practice

*

participation 1..*

Activity

1..*

*

responsibility 0..1

Capability
1

*

0..1

responsibility
*

Artifact

Feature
1

1

possession
Role

1..*
1..*
input
output
0..*

*

*

possession

*

*

Fig. 10. RiskSPEM – Risk-extended Software Process Engineering Metamodel

The RiskSPEM metamodel can be used to represent various process models. Once defined, such
a model provides the context to describe risk. It should be noted that a process model is by
definition a simplification of the real process and as such allows only for the specification of
risk only to the level of detail of the model elements. However, the process model can be
improved with new elements to represent better the modeled reality.
Example 3.2
As an example, let us take a well-known referential model – the Rational Unified Process (RUP) –
(see section 2.5.3). It can be easily represented (with some minor adaptations) in terms of the
RiskSPEM metamodel. It defines directly the activities, artifacts, and roles. The workflows,
workflow details, artifact sets, and role sets can be adapted as activities, artifacts, and roles of
higher (more general) levels of abstraction of the model. The practices, features, and capabilities
are extracted from the descriptions of RUP model elements, where they are given in a form
suitable for direct adoption.
At the general level of the process model that is not explicitly stated in RUP the following model
elements can be defined:
• Role: Personnel (equivalent to Any Role from RUP)
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• Activity: Software project
• Artifact: Product
The general level model elements are decomposed into the framework level model elements where
the RUP role sets are assumed as roles, workflows as activities and renamed and enhanced artifact
sets as artifacts. Further, the framework level model elements are decomposed into the procedure
level model elements where RUP roles are directly placed, workflow details are assumed as
activities and new abstract artifacts are introduced. Finally, at the execution level RUP native
activities and artifacts are directly positioned.

The adapted RUP model presented in Example 3.2 can be extended further as needed by a
particular software project. To add the new structure elements one has to set up their position in
the hierarchy of the elements of the same type as well as to define the relationships with existing
structure elements of other types. Additionally, some quality elements for the new structure
element should be defined. It may be helpful here to refer to the quality elements of already
defined structure elements.
The next section introduces the model of a risk event in the context of a process model built
with the RiskSPEM metamodel.

3.3. Process Model-based Definition of Risk Event
Mapped to the model of a software project, a risk event can be represented as a particular
violation of the model by the actual process (the intended incarnation of the model). The
process model is assumed to express the process as it should be executed to minimize the
process risk. The possible violations of the model include omission of a model element and
noncompliance to a relationship between the model elements e.g. certain activity does not
respect a recommended practice. Possible risk events in the context of the process model
elements around an activity are shown in Fig. 11 (compare to Fig. 9).
Capability

X X
Role

X
XActivity
Practice

X
X
X

X
X

Feature

X

Input
artifact

Feature

X

Output
artifact

Fig. 11. Risk events in the context of the process model around an activity

There are also two special types of risk events commonly used that do not directly map to the
violation of a model structure: exceeding the expected execution time of an activity and
exceeding the expected execution cost of an activity. It is assumed that these events also
constitute a model violation.
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The next section defines the patterns of risk events that represent the possible process model
violations.

3.4. Risk Patterns
Upon examination of all entities and relationships in the RiskSPEM metamodel, a complete set
of patterns of risk events (hereafter referred to as risk patterns) was defined. A particular
notation for risk patterns is proposed that an object name is given in bold and followed by its
meta-class name in angle brackets and italic. The proposed risk patterns are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A<activity> is not performed
A<activity> takes more time than expected
A<activity> costs more than expected
A<activity> loses P<practice>
A<activity> loses R<role>
A<activity> loses responsible R<role>
A<activity> loses Ar<artifact>
Ar<artifact> is not developed
Ar<artifact> loses F<feature>
Ar<artifact> loses responsible R<role>
R<role> is not assigned
R<role> loses C<capability>

The meaning of loss is defined as follows:
• A<activity> loses P<practice> means that P is not performed within A,
• A<activity> loses R<role> means that R is not played (even if it is assigned to an individual)
within the context of A,
• A<activity> loses responsible R<role> means that R is not assigned responsibility for A
(even if R is assigned to an individual and played within the context of A),
• A<activity> loses Ar<artifact> means that Ar is not used (even if it has been produced) within
the context of A,
• Ar<artifact> loses F<feature> means that Ar exhibits F less than expected,
• Ar<artifact> loses responsible R<role> means that R is not assigned responsibility for Ar
(even if it is assigned to an individual),
• R<role> loses C<capability> means that R exhibits C less than expected.
The risk patterns denoting lack of materialization of a certain model element (artifact, activity,
role) are added to take into account the possible violations in model implementation. Similarly,
the risk patterns referring to time and cost are intended to cover the schedule and budget impact.
Some examples of risk events expressed with risk patterns are given below.
Example 3.3
The exemplary risk events refer to the elements of the adapted RUP process model outlined in
Example 3.2. The events are divided according to the level of detail of the process model.
General level:
•

Software Project<activity> costs more than expected

•

Product<artifact> loses Quality<feature>

•

Personnel<role> loses Motivation<capability>

Framework level:
•

Business Modeling<activity> loses Capture a common understanding of current
business domain and model target business<practice>

•

Business Modeling Documentation<artifact> loses Conformity to business<feature>
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Procedure level:
•

Identify Business Processes<activity> loses Conduct a workshop, where the goal is to
decide on terminology and outline what the business use cases and business actors
will be<practice>

•

Project Manager<role> is not assigned

Execution level:
2

•

Monitor Project Status<activity> loses Employ adequate measurement<practice>

•

Business Use-Case Model<artifact> loses Consistency of terms<feature>

•

Test Ideas List<artifact> loses Representation of all quality risks<feature>

Single risk events can be considered implicit risk scenarios with assumed consequence of
general project failure. They represent risk factors to the general risk of project failure. Deeper
insight into the causal structure of risk event chains requires expressing risk with explicit risk
scenarios. Building explicit risk scenarios is explained in the next section.

3.5. Building Risk Scenarios
Risk events expressed with risk patterns can be combined to build explicit risk scenarios using
if…then… constructs and logic operators and, or, not. The proposed if…then… relationship is
non-causal meaning that the materialization of a cause increases the likelihood but does not
imply the occurrence of the consequence.
Explicit risk scenarios can be divided into simple risk scenarios and complex risk scenarios
depending on the language constructs employed. The following sections define both types of
risk scenarios and provide some examples. Finally, an overall formal grammar of risk scenarios
is defined.

3.5.1. Simple Risk Scenarios
A simple risk scenario consists of only two risk events, a cause event and a consequence event
combined with the if…then… construct. All possible simple risk scenario patterns can be
generated when all risk patterns are paired with each other within the if…then… construct. Some
pairs do not make any sense regardless of the actual elements of a software project model (they
do not express valid risk scenarios) and are rejected at the syntactical level. Some pairs are
meaningful only if the actual model elements referred to in the risk patterns are restricted, e.g.,
activities in the cause risk event and the consequence risk event are different.
Examples of patterns of simple risk scenarios are given below. The constituent risk patterns are
underlined.
If A1<activity> is not performed then A2<activity> takes more time than expected.
If A<activity> takes more time than expected then R<role> loses C<capability>.
If A<activity> costs more than expected then A<activity> loses P<practice>.
If A<activity> loses R<role> then A<activity> takes more time than expected.
If A<activity> loses Ar<artifact> then Ar<artifact> loses F<feature>.
If A<activity> loses P<practice> then A<activity> takes more time than expected.
If A<activity> loses P<practice> then Ar<artifact> loses F<feature>.
If Ar<artifact> is not developed then A<activity> loses Ar<artifact>.
2

It may be noticed that this risk event is also recalled by Capers Jones [Jones 1994] as risk no. 28 named
“Inadequate measurement”
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If Ar<artifact> loses F<feature> then A<activity> loses P<practice>.
If R<role> is not assigned then A<activity> is not performed.
If R<role> loses C<capability> then A<activity> loses P<practice>.
If R1<role> loses C<capability> then R2<role> loses C<capability>.

It should be noted that some simple risk scenario patterns are syntactically incorrect for the
same activities, roles, artifacts, practices, capabilities and features put to the variables in the risk
patterns. For example, in the above list the first and the last pattern must involve two different
activities and roles respectively, as with the same elements that particular patterns would be
meaningless. As a rule, at least one element must differ in a simple risk scenario composed of
the same risk patterns.
Examples of simple risk scenarios expressed with risk patterns are given below.
Example 3.4
Again, the exemplary risk scenarios refer to the elements of the adapted RUP process model
outlined in Example 3.2 and are divided according to the level of detail of the process model.
A natural language explanation of more complex scenarios is given in curly brackets.
General level:
•

If Personnel<role> loses Motivation<capability> then Software Project<activity> takes
more time than expected

Framework level:
•

If Business Modeling<activity> loses Capture a common understanding of current
business domain and model target business<practice> then Business Modeling
Documentation<artifact> loses Conformity to business<feature>

{Business modeling documentation does not represent well the business due to poor
understanding of business domain and lack of modeling}
•

If Business Modeling Documentation<artifact> loses Conformity to business<feature>
then Product<artifact> loses Quality<feature>

{Wrong understanding of business domain results in low quality product}
Procedure level:
•

If Identify Business Processes<activity> loses Conduct a workshop, where the goal is
to decide on terminology and outline what the business use cases and business
actors will be<practice> then Business Process List<artifact> loses
Completeness<feature>

{Lack of business definition workshop results in incomplete identification of business
processes}
Execution level:
•

If Business Glossary<artifact> loses Clarity<feature> then Business Use-Case
Model<artifact> loses Consistency of terms<feature>

{Ambiguous glossary of business terms results in inconsistent business model}
•

If Test Ideas List<artifact> loses Representation of all quality risks<feature> then Test
Case<artifact> is not developed.

{Wrong scope of testing in terms of target quality restricts some beneficial tests}

The next section introduces the constructs to build more expressive risk scenarios.
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3.5.2. Complex Risk Scenarios
Complex risk scenarios employ the composite cause risk events combined with and, or and not
logic operators as well as the chains of consequence risk events built with …and then…
construct.
Examples of complex risk scenarios expressed with risk patterns are given below.
Example 3.5
As in the previous examples the risk scenarios refer to the elements of the adapted RUP process
model introduced in Example 3.2 and are divided according to the level of detail of the process
model. A natural language explanation of more complex scenarios is given in curly brackets.
General level:
•

If Personnel<role> loses Motivation<capability> and Software Project<activity> loses
Resolve conflicts between team members <practice> then Software Project<activity>
takes more time than expected

Framework level:
•

If Business Modeling<activity> loses Capture a common understanding of current
business domain and model target business<practice> then Business Modeling
Documentation<artifact> loses Conformity to business<feature> and then
Product<artifact> loses Quality<feature>

{Poor understanding of business domain and lack of modeling results in low quality
product}
Procedure level:
•

If Identify Business Processes<activity> is not performed or Identify Business
Processes<activity> loses Conduct a workshop, where the goal is to decide on
terminology and outline what the business use cases and business actors will
be<practice> then Business Process List<artifact> loses Completeness<feature> and
then Product<artifact> loses Adequate scope<feature>

{Haphazard business process identification results in incomplete list of business processes
and finally in inadequate product scope}
Execution level:
•

If Business Glossary<artifact> loses Clarity<feature> and Business Designer<role>
loses Familiarity with business domain<capability> then Business Use-Case
Model<artifact> loses Consistency of terms<feature>

{Ambiguous glossary of business terms used by unfamiliar business designer results in
inconsistent business model}

The next section defines the formal grammar of pattern-based risk scenarios allowing to express
all the mentioned types of risk scenarios.

3.5.3. Overall Formal Grammar of Risk Scenarios
A formal grammar G is defined as a quadruple (N, Σ, S, P), where:
• N – the set of nonterminal symbols,
• Σ – the set of terminal symbols,
• S – the start symbol,
• P – the set of production rules.
The formal grammar of risk scenarios Grs = (N, Σ, S, P) is defined as follows:
• N = {<Cause>, <Consequence>, <Scenario>}
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• Σ = {risk_event, (, ), and, or, if, then},
where risk_event is a risk event expressed with any of the risk patterns defined in section 3.4
• S = <Scenario>
• P is given below in BNF notation:
P={
<Scenario>

::=

<Cause>
| if <Cause> then <Consequence>

<Cause>

::=

risk_event
| ( <Cause> and <Cause> )
| ( <Cause> or <Cause> )

<Consequence>

::=

risk_event
| risk_event and then <Consequence>

}
The formal grammar Grs allows expressing implicit risk scenarios (with cause risk events only)
as well as explicit risk scenarios (both simple and complex). All pattern-based risk scenarios
given in this thesis follow the grammar Grs.

3.6. Summary
This chapter defined the concept of process risk in relation to the model of the analyzed process.
The RiskSPEM metamodel derived from the Software Process Engineering Metamodel [SPEM]
was proposed for risk-enabled modeling of the software process. Mapping the definition of
process risk to the RiskSPEM metamodel, a process model-based definition of risk was
introduced. Based on this definition, a set of risk patterns was elaborated. The risk patterns
formalize the possible classes of risk events (faults, errors and failures) that can occur to the
process. The risk patterns are combined into both simple and complex risk scenarios according
to the formal grammar of risk scenarios also defined in this chapter. The risk patterns can be
used as the final technique of documenting process risk or as a tool for modeling process risk to
be later translated and documented in natural language.
More details on risk patterns and the RiskSPEM metamodel can be found in [Miler et al. 2003a,
Miler et al. 2004a, Miler et al. 2004c].
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This chapter presents the model of the Risk Knowledge Base proposed within the PMRA
method. The introductory section discusses the features expected of a Risk Knowledge Base as
well as outlines the object-oriented design paradigm. The next sections define the PMRA Risk
Knowledge Base structure and the primary means of the content management. The final
sections propose the mechanisms for Risk Knowledge Base content tailoring and extensibility.

4.1. Introduction
Risk Knowledge Base (abbreviated to RiskKB) is defined as a structured repository of
referential information on risk.
The primary purpose of building a Risk Knowledge Base is to collect in a formal structure the
historical information about known risks to particular undertakings and then to make use of that
information while managing risks of a new (similar) undertaking.
A comprehensive Risk Knowledge Base should include:
• typical known risks,
• general remedies for known risks,
• supporting material helping in risk management (identification, analysis, mitigation).
Risk Knowledge Base can be built on a domain, enterprise or project level. In the first case, the
RiskKB content is general enough to be used in any project in a particular domain. In the
second case, the content refers to peculiarities of a certain enterprise making it more detailed but
hardly reusable outside of that enterprise. In the last case, the knowledge base stores referential
information on risk in a particular project, which refers to details of that project thus being only
partially portable to a different project even within the same enterprise.
Making effective use of the Risk Knowledge Base requires a carefully designed structure of the
content, which would allow for analytical processing of the stored information. Maintaining a
dense network of cross-references between information items seems to be the most important to
the analytical capabilities of a knowledge base.
A general Risk Knowledge Base will rarely match the needs of a particular project perfectly.
Firstly, it may turn out to be too wide in scope with information not valid or not applicable for
the target project. In that case, the content should be tailored to avoid unnecessary effort of
processing and filtering out the irrelevant information during the risk management process.
Secondly, the general Risk Knowledge Base may be judged too general or too narrow in scope
compared to the knowledge and needs of its users. Then, the content should be extended with
additional information. Additionally, new risks will be identified, new remedies proposed and
some additional supporting material offered throughout the risk management process. The Risk
Knowledge Base must be able to absorb all that newly learnt information.
Summing up, the Risk Knowledge Base should have the following properties:
• structure enabling analytical processing of information,
• customizability (tailoring),
• extensibility (learning).
The design of the Risk Knowledge Base for the Process Model-based Risk Assessment is
detailed in the next sections. The RiskKB design follows the object-oriented paradigm of
system analysis and design (more details on object orientation can be found in e.g. [Lethbridge
et al. 2004]). Thus, Risk KB is build of objects having particular attributes and operations. The
objects with their attributes and operations are defined by classes. Upon creation, they become
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the instances of their defining classes. The classes can form a hierarchy of inheritance, in which
a specialized class inherits the attributes and operations from the generalized class.

4.2. Content Structure
The following classes of information are proposed to be included in the Risk Knowledge Base:
• process models – the risk-enabled process models expressed in terms of the RiskSPEM
metamodel introduced in Chapter 3,
• checklists – the questionnaires supporting risk identification (see section 2.4.1),
• risk lists – the ready-to-use referential lists of risk factors (see section 2.4.1),
• risk patterns – the patterns of risk events for a process risk defined in Chapter 3,
• remedies – the procedures and practices of coping with particular risks.
The static model of the Risk Knowledge Base is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 in the form of a
UML class diagram (for presentation clarity the process modeling component of the Risk
Knowledge Base is presented separately).
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Fig. 12. Risk Knowledge Base class diagram

Risk Knowledge Base stores two types of checklists:
• generic checklists – not dedicated for any particular process but rather representing a
‘generic’ knowledge from a certain domain; comprise generic questions expressed in natural
language associated with answers in various scales (yes/no, numbers, ranges etc.). The
answers can be associated with generic risk scenarios meaning that these risk scenarios
would be indicated (identified) as possible in a particular project when a particular answer is
given. This is the most general type of checklist able to represent many of the already
existing checklists such as the SEI Taxonomy-Based Questionnaire [Carr et al. 1993].
• model checklists – dedicated for a particular process and generated from the process model
with model questions directly referring to particular model elements. The procedure of
generating such a checklist is presented in Chapter 5, section 5.3.1.
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Risk lists stored in the RiskKB are also divided into two types:
• generic risk lists – similarly to checklists, they are not dedicated for any particular process
and comprise generic risk scenarios expressed in natural language and classified into generic
risk areas. This is the most universal type of risk list that can represent many of the already
existing risk lists such as the Steve McConnell’s ‘Complete List of Schedule Risks’
[McConnell 1996].
• model risk lists – dedicated for a particular process and comprising model risk scenarios
built of risk events referring to particular model elements and expressed in terms of risk
patterns (section 3.4 and 3.5). To provide for easier communication and backward
compatibility with generic risk lists, model risk scenarios are supplemented with natural
language explanation. The classification of model risk scenarios into risk areas is done by
associating a scenario with the container structure element of the elements referred to in the
scenario (or most of it). This classification is not deterministic (in many cases it is
subjective), so it is not supported by any defined procedure and is left to those managing the
content of the Risk Knowledge Base.
Risk patterns also compose the part of the Risk Knowledge Base – for two reasons:
• to explicitly present the risk patterns the Knowledge Base users,
• to allow to redefine the proposed default risk patterns and add new ones.
Finally, the Risk Knowledge Base includes a list of known remedies for particular risk
scenarios. In general, the remedies are described in natural language without any strictly defined
inner structure. However, one type of remedy is explicitly distinguished, namely a risk
management pattern. The risk management patterns were proposed by Cockburn [Cockburn
1997]. In the Risk Knowledge Base, they are represented by process models formally defining
the process of the pattern in terms of the RiskSPEM metamodel defined in Chapter 3. Risk
management patterns are associated with model risk scenarios they are dedicated for. As any
other remedy, a risk management pattern is supplemented with a description in natural
language.
Apart from the above given content types, the Risk Knowledge Base is also used to store the
process models built with the RiskSPEM metamodel. The process models can represent both the
planned processes as well as the actually implemented processes. The relevant part of the
RiskKB is presented in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Class diagram of the Risk Knowledge Base process modeling component
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Process models are built from model elements defined in the RiskSPEM metamodel. As of the
RiskSPEM metamodel, two new relationships between model elements of different process
models are introduced to allow for content management, tailoring and extensibility:
• inheritance – defines that a structure element (a child) inherits properties and associations
with the other model elements (both structure and quality elements) from another structure
element (a parent). Inheritance implies that any change to the parent (its properties or
associations) affects the child as well as that the child may override the properties of the
parent or restrict the parent’s associations with other model elements. Obviously, a child may
also be associated with model elements independently from its parent except for those
already associated with its parent (these associations are already inherited).
• mapping – defines that the model elements of different models are semantically equivalent.
This is a many-to-many relationship. It is allowed that mapping is defined between model
elements of different classes (e.g. between an activity and a role). Implicit mapping is
assumed between a parent and a child elements (see above).
The inheritance and mapping relationships are illustrated with Example 4.1.
Example 4.1
In the example, let us assume a case of building a custom process model from a given referential
process model through tailoring and extensibility. The referential model defines an exemplary
activity Manage Change. We may either inherit this activity in our custom model or map to this
activity some part of our model.
First, let us consider the case when the Manage Change activity fits our concept of the process, so
we wish to include it directly in our custom model and, at the same time, keep our definition of
this activity in synch with the possible changes to the referential process. To achieve this, we
inherit the activity from the referential model in our custom-made model, which establishes the
inheritance relationship between the two instances of the activity. We may further customize the
inherited activity by extending its definition (including new relationships with other elements of
our model) or overriding some part of it.
Then, let us consider a different case when the Manage Change activity of the referential model
does not match our process and we intend to design a completely new sub-process fulfilling the
same goals and providing the same services as that activity. Then, to keep track of the design
decisions and allow for comparative studies of both models, the newly introduced model elements
(in particular the activities) should be mapped to the original Manage Change activity, establishing
the mapping relationship between the referential activity and the custom-built model elements.

The next section defines the transformations for the RiskKB content management.

4.3. Content Management
The basic management of the Risk Knowledge Base content requires creating new content,
modifying the existing content, as well as deleting the content. The following sections define
the general as well as the dedicated operations and mechanisms for the management of different
types of RiskKB content.

4.3.1. General Operations
The following general content management operations are defined for all the classes in the
RiskKB structure:
• create – invoke a new instance of a class,
• edit – change the content stored by an instance of a class,
• delete – delete an instance of a class,
• copy – invoke a new instance of a class enclosing the content of another (copied) instance of
that class; the associations of a class instance are not copied.
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4.3.2. Process Model Management
The Model element class of the RiskKB provides a set of operations dedicated to the process
model management and inherited by all the specialized classes of process modeling. These
operations are:
• duplicate – copy a structure element together with its associated quality elements and if it is
a container element recursively duplicate all its constituent elements,
• map – create a mapping between two model elements,
• unmap – delete a mapping between two model elements,
• inherit – copy structure element and set inheritance between original element and its copy,
• customize – restrict the inherited quality elements of a child structure element,
• copy & map – superposition of copy and map operations (first copy, then map),
• duplicate & map – superposition of duplicate and map operations (first duplicate, then map).
The operations on model elements are allowed only between model elements of different
process models, i.e. source and destination model elements must belong to different process
models.
Based on the above given operations, the transformations applied to entire process models are
proposed. Jaccheri et al. suggest that process models follow the two kinds of transformation
typically used in configuration management: revision and variant [Jaccheri et al. 1993]. For the
purpose of process model management, the revision and variant concepts have been particularly
interpreted and implemented. The former uses inheritance, the latter – mapping. This ensures
that any change to the original model affects automatically the models being its revisions while
not affecting its variants in any way.
Revision transformation of a process model comprises the following operations:
• copying the Process model object of the original process model to create the Process
model object for the revised process model,
• setting the revision association between the Process model objects of the original and the
revised process model,
• associating all the model elements of the original process model with the Process model
object of the revised process model. This way, the entire process model (model elements and
the relationships among them) is shared between the original and the revised process models.
• inheriting and customizing the selected model elements. Parent model element is no longer
shared. Instead, its child element belongs to the revised process model.
The following rules apply upon editing of the original process model:
• all changes to shared model elements are by definition visible in the revised models,
• all changes to parent model elements are applied to their child model elements.
Editing the revised process model is restricted by the following rules:
• it is not allowed to directly edit the shared model elements in the revised models, they must
be inherited first,
• editing child model elements overrides the properties of parent model elements, upon
reading of the child model element its own properties are given, not its parent’s,
• customizing the child model elements is fully allowed.
Variant transformation of a process model comprises the following operations:
• copying the Process model object of the original process model to create the Process
model object for the variant process model,
• setting the variant association between the Process model objects of the original and the
variant process model,
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• copying & mapping all the model element objects of the original process model to create
the model element objects of the variant process model,
• unrestricted editing of the variant process model.
Editing both the variant and the original process model does not affect the other process model
and their mutual mapping except breaking the mapping of deleted model elements.
The concept of revision transformation is illustrated in Fig. 14a. The figure shows inheritance of
the properties of a structure element (dark rectangle) and its associations with quality elements
(‘lollipop’ symbols). Inheritance of one of the associations with quality elements is restricted
(the restricted association is marked with X) and a new quality element is defined in the revised
model. The concept of variant transformation is presented in Fig. 14b.
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b)
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Fig. 14. Revision (a) and variant (b) concepts of process model transformation

It is allowed that the original process model for a revision and variant transformation is itself a
revised or variant process model. Moreover, both revision and variant transformations are
transitive.

4.3.3. Checklist and Risk List Management
Two dedicated design concepts are used in checklist and risk list management:
• object versioning,
• three-state objects.
Object versioning assumes that an object is associated with a list of its versions created upon
object editing to save the previous state of the object (in the form of attribute values). The
primary goal of object versioning is to allow for undoing the changes to objects and historical
analyses. The concept of a versioned object is shown in Fig. 15a.
Three-state objects involve encapsulating all states of an object in a super-state called ‘active’,
in which the object is allowed to change states and complementing it with a state ‘inactive’, in
which the object cannot change states apart from transiting to ‘active’ or being deleted.
Additionally, ‘inactive’ objects are not directly visible from their container objects. The purpose
of three-state objects is to distinguish between ‘inactive’ and non-existent objects and to keep
the objects in their last state while not allowing them to further change that state. The concept of
a three-state object is shown in Fig. 15b.
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Fig. 15. Risk Knowledge Base design concepts of versioned object (a) and three-state object (b)

Apart from the general operations introduced in section 4.3.1, four specialized operations are
defined for checklist questions and risk list scenarios based on the concepts defined above:
• include – change the state of a three-state question or risk scenario to ‘active’ and make it
directly visible from a checklist/risk list
• exclude – change the state of a three-state question or risk scenario to ‘inactive’ and make it
invisible directly from a checklist/risk list,
• update – edit the object by making a new version while keeping the old state (attribute
values) in an old version,
• restore – make an earlier version current effectively canceling all changes made after the
restored version had been created.
The exclude and restore operations are complementary to the include and update operations
respectively.
The next two sections present the principles and techniques of the Risk Knowledge Base
content tailoring and extensibility that rely on the proposed mechanisms and operations for
content management.

4.4. Content Tailoring
Tailoring is an activity aimed at adapting the bigger scope of the Risk Knowledge Base to the
smaller scope of the project that is going to use the RiskKB (the target project). In other words,
it means clearing the unneeded or irrelevant content out from the RiskKB to fit the actual needs
of the target project. Tailoring, however, should not permanently remove the content from the
RiskKB, but instead create a kind of mask to cover the excessive content. This way, tailoring is
undoable and when needed some of the initially excluded content may be included back in the
tailored RiskKB and referred to in the risk management process.
There are several reasons why tailoring should be done on an initial knowledge base:
• to reduce effort on browsing and searching the RiskKB,
• to reduce overhead on interpreting and filtering out irrelevant risks suggested by the RiskKB,
• to increase the overall effectiveness of risk management by acquiring pertinent and concise
information on risk from the RiskKB.
The scope of tailoring covers three key components of the RiskKB:
• process model,
• checklists,
• risk lists (with risk areas).
Tailoring the process model includes the following steps:
• selecting one of the process models available in the RiskKB that is closest to the target
project,
• modeling the actual process of the target project as a revision or variant of a selected model,
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• in case of the revision, inheriting and customizing the structure elements that should be kept
but their definitions and/or scope of quality elements are not fully valid,
• deleting unwanted model elements and/or associations between model elements from the
model of a target project.
Tailoring the generic checklists or generic risk lists includes the following steps (for each
checklist or risk list):
• selecting a checklist/risk list available in the RiskKB that should be tailored,
• copying the selected checklist/risk list,
• updating the questions/risk scenarios that do not fully pertain to the target project,
• excluding the unwanted questions/risk scenarios from the checklist/risk list.
Tailoring the model checklists is not necessary as a new relevant model checklist can be
automatically generated based on the tailored process model (see section 5.3.1). As for model
risk lists, when such a risk list is associated with the process model it is partially tailored by
tailoring the process model because:
• child structure elements replace parent structure elements whenever they are referred to in
the risk events,
• risk scenarios that refer to the deleted model elements are deleted from the risk list.
Model risk lists can be further tailored by updating or excluding selected risk scenarios.
It should be noted that during tailoring no content is actually lost (permanently removed from
the RiskKB) owing to the mechanisms of the versioned and three-state objects. All the
operations preserve the original content, but make it inaccessible directly from the context of the
target project.

4.5. Content Extensibility
Apart from tailoring (i.e. reducing content), the Risk Knowledge Base must be able to
incorporate new content to suit the needs of a particular project. A primary means of building
new information into the Risk Knowledge Base is the content extensibility. Extensibility is a
feature of the RiskKB that allows its users to define new content and broaden the scope of
existing content. The RiskKB is extended upon explicit actions by its users.
Extensibility is provided to:
• make possible the identification of very relevant, accurate and in-depth risks by letting the
RiskKB users model the actual process realistically to the chosen level of detail,
• ensure the risk identification relies on the latest data and experiences by keeping the process
model, the checklists and the risk lists up-to-date,
• allow the RiskKB users to refer to the content they feel the most appropriate by letting them
introduce proprietary referential models, checklists or risk list or broaden the existing ones.
Analogously to tailoring, extending the RiskKB covers the process models, the checklists and
the risk lists with risk areas.
Extending the process model involves the following steps:
• selecting one of the process models available in the RiskKB that is closest to the target
project,
• modeling the actual process of the target project as a revision or variant of a selected model,
• editing the definitions of model elements that are too narrow in scope,
• creating new model elements and/or associations between the model elements in the model
of the target project.
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A new process model can be also built from scratch by explicitly creating its elements and
setting the associations between these elements. However, this can be very occupying,
depending on the model size.
Extending the generic checklists or risk lists (both generic and model) involves:
• updating the questions/risk scenarios of selected checklists/risk lists that do not fully cover
the scope of the target project,
• creating new question/risk scenarios in existing checklists/risk lists,
• building new checklists or risk lists from scratch.
New model risk lists can be built easily as the model risk scenarios refer to the model of the
target project. It is not necessary to build new model checklists as they can be generated
automatically from the process model (see section 5.3.1).
Differently to tailoring, extensibility covers also the risk patterns. This means that RiskKB users
are allowed to define their own risk patterns e.g. with new keywords.

4.6. Summary
This chapter presented the structure and the management mechanisms for the PMRA Risk
Knowledge Base. The Risk Knowledge Base was designed for comprehensiveness and
flexibility. It comprises the process models, the referential questionnaires and risk lists, the risk
patterns as well as the remedies. The content management operations allow for easier
application of the process model-based risk identification techniques introduced in Chapter 5.
The procedure of tailoring the Risk Knowledge Base content to the needs of a particular project
was also proposed together with the complementary mechanism of introducing new knowledge
with content extensibility techniques.
The work towards the final design of the Risk Knowledge Base was reported in [Miler et al.
2001b, Miler et al. 2004a, Miler et al. 2004c].
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Chapter 5. Process Model-based Risk Identification
This chapter presents the new process model-based approach to risk identification proposed
within the PMRA method. In the following sections, two new risk identification techniques are
described: the metrics of process model structure and the comparison of process models. The
final section suggests how the current risk identification practices can be combined with
selected contributions from the PMRA method.

5.1. Metrics of Process Model Structure
This technique involves detecting some disproportions in the process structure, which may
indicate risk to the correct process execution and their further investigation with a set of generic
questions. The disproportions taken into account include:
• high number of other elements related to a given model element (high coupling), and
• extensive output from an element compared to the input to this element (high internal
performance), e.g. an activity defined to build 10 output artifacts out of 1 input artifact.
The metrics of process model structure are introduced to highlight the potential flaws in the
process design, focus the analyst attention and provide suggestions in search of process
execution risks. The metrics are defined following the Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) paradigm
[Basili et al. 1984, Solingen et al. 1999]. The measurement goal expressed with a GQM pattern
is defined as:
Analyze process model for the purpose of risk identification with respect to flawless process
structure from the viewpoint of project manager in the context of project risk management.
The above given goal is supported with two questions:
• Q1: What is the importance of elements (activities, artifacts, roles) to the process?
• Q2: Are process elements designed adequately to their importance?
Q1 refers to the disproportion of high coupling and Q2 to the high internal performance.
Answers to these questions are sought with a set of metrics measuring structural properties of
the process model. The metrics defined for each question are as follows:
• Q1: What is the importance of elements (activities, artifacts, roles) to the process?
- M1.1: Number of activities taking a given artifact on input
- M1.2a: Number of input artifact of a given activity
- M1.2b: Total importance (measured with M1.1) of all output artifacts of a given activity
- M1.3: Number of activities, in which a given role participates
• Q2: Are process elements designed adequately to their importance?
- M2.1: Proportion of the activity importance to the number of practices of this activity
- M2.2: Proportion of the artifact importance to the number of features of this artifact
- M2.3: Proportion of the number of features of an artifact on output from an activity to the
total number of quality elements on input to this activity
- M2.4: Proportion of the role importance to the number of capabilities of this role
The entire GQM model of goal, questions and metrics of process model structure is shown in
Fig. 16.
For the purpose of metrics definition, the following sets are defined referring to the relations
between model elements in the RiskSPEM metamodel (see Fig. 10):
• Ain(Ar) – set of activities that have artifact Ar as input,
• Aout(Ar) – set of activities that have artifact Ar as output,
• Apart(R) – set of activities in which role R participates,
• Arin(A) – set of input artifacts of activity A,
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•
•
•
•
•

Arout(A) – set of output artifacts of activity A,
Rpart(A) – set of roles participating in activity A,
P(A) – set of practices possessed by activity A,
F(Ar) – set of features possessed by artifact Ar,
C(R) – set of capabilities possessed by role R.
Goal

Question 1

Metric 1.1

Metric 1.2a

Question 2

Metric 1.3

Metric 2.1

Metric 1.2b

Metric 2.2

Metric 2.4

Metric 2.3

Fig. 16. The Goal/Question/Metric model for metrics of process model structure

The following sections define the metrics for model element importance and possible risk
associated with a model element as well as the procedure of risk identification with the help of
the metrics. In the metrics definitions, the symbol |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A.

5.1.1. Metrics for Model Element Importance
Model element importance is defined as measure of impact of that element failure on the entire
process.
The metrics of model structure suggesting the importance of different classes of model elements
are defined in the following sections.
M1.1: Importance of Artifact Ar – I(Ar)
• number of activities that have artifact Ar as input
I( Ar ) = A in ( Ar ) ,

I( Ar ) ∈ N

(1)

This metric follows an assumption that the impact of an artifact failure is directly proportional
to the number of activities taking that artifact as input. This is justified by the fact that the more
activities take a failed artifact as input, statistically the more activities and other artifacts the
artifact failure will affect.

M1.2: Importance of Activity A – I(A)
a) sum of importance of all output artifacts of activity A
I( A ) =

∑ I(Ar ),

I( A) ∈ N

(2)

Ar∈Arout ( A )

This metric assumes that the impact of an activity failure is directly proportional to the number
of output artifacts of that activity. This is justified by the fact that the more output artifacts a
failed activity has, statistically the more artifacts and other activities that activity failure will
affect. To augment the proportion and increase the resolution of the metric, the total impact of
the output artifacts (equation 1) is taken as a measure of impact of the activity failure instead of
the number of output artifacts.
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b) number of input artifacts of activity A
I( A ) = Arin ( A ) , I( A ) ∈ N

(3)

This metric assumes that the impact of an activity failure is directly proportional to the number
of input artifacts of that activity. This is inspired by the observation that the more input artifacts
a failed activity has, the more work on input artifacts will be wasted and the more new work
will be needed on the incorrectly processed input artifacts to compensate for that failure.

M1.3: Importance of Role R – I(R)
• number of activities in which role R participates
I( R ) = A part ( R ) ,

I( R ) ∈ N

(4)

This metric assumes that the impact of a role failure is directly proportional to the number of
activities the role participates in. Again, this is justified by the fact that the more activities the
failed role participates in, statistically the more activities and artifacts that role failure will
affect.

5.1.2. Metrics for Model Element Risk
Model element risk is defined as measure of possibility of element failure and impact of that
failure on the entire process.
In the following sections, the metrics of model structure suggesting the possible risk for
different classes of model elements are defined. The metrics follow the general definition of risk
introduced in section 2.1.1 and involve the representation of both the impact and the possibility
of failure.

M2.1: Risk of Activity A – R(A)
• importance of activity A divided by the number of practices of activity A
R (A) =

I( A)
,
P( A )

R ( A ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(5)

This metric takes into account the risk of event that activity A fails. Activity failure means that
it is not performed as expected and consequently does not produce expected output. It is
assumed that the possibility of activity failure is inversely proportional to the number of
practices of that activity. Risk of activity R(A) is undefined, if activity A does not have any
practices (|P(A)| = 0).

M2.2: Risk of Input Artifact Ar – Rin(Ar)
• importance of artifact Ar divided by number of features of artifact Ar
R in ( Ar ) =

I( Ar )
,
F( Ar )

R in ( Ar ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(6)

This metric takes into account the risk of event that input artifact Ar fails. Input artifact failure
means that the input artifact lacks some features and consequently hampers the expected
performance of the activities taking it on input. It is assumed that possibility of input artifact
failure is inversely proportional to the number of features of that artifact.
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The above assumption needs further explanation. Let’s assume that an artifact A having F*
features defined does not introduce any risk – it is a perfect artifact. Then, the more of those F*
features the artifact actually has, the less risk it introduces. Hence, the possibility of not having
some of those F* features (possibility of input artifact failure) decreases with the increasing
number of features the artifact actually has.
Risk of input artifact Rin(Ar) is undefined, if artifact Ar does not have any features (|F(Ar)| = 0).

M2.3: Risk of Output Artifact Ar – Rout(Ar)
a) risk of developing artifact Ar by activity A is modeled as a number of features of artifact A
divided by total number of features of all input artifacts of activity A plus number of practices
of activity A plus total number of capabilities of all roles participating in activity A
R out ( Ar , A ) =

F( Ar )

∑ F(Ar ' ) + P(A) + ∑ C( R )
Ar '∈Arin ( A )

,

R out ( Ar , A ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(7)

R∈R part ( A )

This metric assumes that the risk of development of faulty output artifact Ar by an activity A
can be estimated by comparing the ‘quality potential’ available on input of the activity to the
quality features to be built into the artifact by that activity. This is based on the observation that
the more features of the input artifacts, capabilities of the roles and practices of the activity (in
general, the better their quality), the easier and more reliable it is to build an output artifact
having particular number of features. The input quality potential is assessed by the total number
of quality elements of the input structure elements (artifacts and roles, which are treated here as
input) as well as of the activity itself.
Risk of output artifact Rout(Ar,A) is undefined, if all the input artifacts do not have any features,
the roles do not have any capabilities and the activity does not have any practices. This case,
however, is very unlikely.
b) total risk of development of artifact Ar is the risk of development of artifact Ar summed for
all activities that have artifact Ar as output
R out ( Ar ) =

R out ( Ar , A ) ,
∑
A∈A ( Ar )

R out ( Ar ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(8)

out

This metric deals with the total degree of risk associated with development of an artifact by
many activities in the process. It is introduced to cover the common case when an artifact is
processed by many activities, thus appears on output of more than one activity. It is assumed
that the total risk of artifact development increases with the increasing number of activities
developing that artifact.

M2.4: Risk of Role R – R(R)
• importance of role R divided by number of capabilities of role R
R (R ) =

I( R )
,
C( R )

R ( R ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(9)

This metric takes into account the risk of event that role R fails. Role failure means that the
person playing the role lacks some capabilities and consequently does not fulfill (is not able to
fulfill) his or her tasks as expected. It is assumed that possibility of role failure is inversely
proportional to the number of capabilities of that role. Risk of role R(R) is undefined, if role R
does not have any capabilities (|C(R)| = 0).
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5.1.3. Risk Identification with Metrics
This section defines the procedure of risk identification using metrics of model structure. It
assumes that the process model has already been built in terms of the RiskSPEM metamodel
defined in section 3.2. The procedure comprises the following steps:

Step 1: Calculating Model Metrics
At first, metrics for model element risk should be calculated for all the model elements. As
these metrics make use of the metrics for model element importance, calculating all the metrics
defined in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 is necessary.
However, the metrics for model element risk cannot be calculated if the process model does not
define any quality elements to its structure elements. This situation is quite probable as for other
purposes it is sufficient to model the process only in terms of activities, artifacts and roles. In
such case, the metrics for model element importance are calculated only and taken as a
suggestion for risk associated with particular model elements. It is an acceptable simplification
as it virtually means that a model element is considered already failed and the entire risk
identification is based on the assessment of the failure impact.

Step 2: Selecting Candidate Model Elements
Based on the suggestions from the metrics, the candidate model elements that exhibit the
greatest disproportions in design are selected for further investigation. Technically, an arbitrary
number of elements of each class, for which the metrics indicated the highest values, are
selected. There is no predefined threshold value for the values of metrics. It is left to the risk
analyst to decide on how many of the elements of particular classes to select.
For easier selection, the model elements of each class may be ordered by metrics values and
some defined number of topmost elements (say 5) may be selected. There is also one useful
feature about the metrics: they quite clearly distinguish first several model elements with the
biggest values because they are all defined with hyperbolical functions. Hence, the first
elements in the list ordered by the metric value clearly stand out of the other that quickly tend to
be very close.

Step 3: Studying the Context of Selected Model Elements
The model elements selected in previous step are subject to closer examination with a set of
generic questions. The questions aim at investigating the disproportion indicated by the metrics
and identifying possible deficiencies in the closest vicinity (in terms of associated model
elements) of a model element. The questions form the element context checklist presented
below:
For each activity A the following questions are asked:
• Do you have role responsible for A<activity>?
• Do you have capabilities and input artifacts to perform A<activity>?
• Do you have artifact3 defining A<activity>?
For each practice P of each activity A more detailed questions are asked:
• Do you have capabilities and input artifacts to realize P<practice> of A<activity>?
• Do you have artifact defining P<practice>?
For each artifact Ar the following questions are asked:
• Do you have role responsible for Ar<artifact>?
• Do you have activity, practice and/or capability to acquire Ar<input artifact>?
• Do you have input artifacts for Ar<output artifact>?
3

e.g., project guidelines, corporate or (inter)national standards, law regulations, literature
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• Do you have practice and/or capability to develop Ar<output artifact>?
• Do you have artifact defining Ar<artifact>?
For each feature F of each artifact Ar more detailed questions are asked:
• Do you have practice and/or capability to build F<feature> into Ar<output artifact>?
• Do you have artifact defining F<feature>?
For each role R the following questions are asked:
• Do you have activity, practice and/or capability to assign R<role>?
• Do you have artifact defining R<role>?
For each capability C of each role R more detailed questions are asked:
• Do you have practice and/or capability to build C<capability> into R<role>?
• Do you have artifact defining C<capability>?
In the simplest application of the technique, the questions are answered by a single risk analyst.

Step 4: Identifying Risks
Some of the questions asked in the previous step may be answered “No”. Each negative answer
suggests increased risk related to a given model element and indicates a risk factors for the
entire project. The actual flaws in the process design that led to the negative answers form the
identified risks.
For example, the question “Do you have capability and input artifacts to perform activity?” is
asked for the activity “Define Measurement Plan”. The risk analyst comes to the conclusion that
firstly the project manager participating in the activity does not have sufficient experience with
defining metrics and collecting measures and secondly that there is no project plan, which
would define the need and objects for measurement. Thus, the answer to the posed question is
“No”. The identified risks are:
• Insufficient experience of project manager
• No project plan

Step 5: Documenting Identified Risks
The identified risks may be documented in the form of natural language statements. However,
as argued earlier in this thesis, such statements often lack accuracy, detail and clear reference to
the process. To overcome these problems, the natural language statements should be built very
carefully or, to clearly specify the context of risk, the risk should be expressed with risk patterns
introduced in Chapter 3, section 3.4.
In our example, the risks identified in the previous step may be documented as:
• Insufficient experience of project manager
- natural language: Project manager does not have sufficient experience with defining
metrics and collecting measures to define the measurement plan properly
- risk patterns: If Project Manager<role> loses Experience with defining metrics and collecting
measures<capability> then Measurement Plan<artifact> loses Adequacy<feature>.

• No project plan
- natural language: Without the project plan the measurement plan could miss actual
measurement needs and targets
- risk patterns: If Define Measurement Plan<activity> loses Project Plan<artifact> then
Measurement Plan<artifact> loses Coverage of needs and targets<feature>.

The actual formulation of the pattern-based risk scenarios and the natural language statements is
left to the risk analyst. Some helpful guidelines on risk communication can be found in e.g.
[Górski 2000]. The construction of meaningful risk scenarios with risk patterns was also
discussed in section 3.5.
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5.2. Comparison of Process Models
This technique is based on comparison of the analyzed model elements to semantically
equivalent elements of the referential model. The surplus and missing elements of the analyzed
model and the associations between them indicate possible risks to the process. The differences
between the models are collected on the following lists (they all relate to the analyzed model):
• list of missing activities, artifacts, roles, practices, features and capabilities,
• list of missing associations of activities, artifacts and roles,
• list of surplus activities, artifacts, roles, practices, features and capabilities,
• list of surplus associations of activities, artifacts and roles.
Two procedures are proposed for the model comparison: strict comparison and simplified
comparison. The former follows strictly the associations of models defined earlier in the thesis
(see section 4.2) while the latter involves subjective human reasoning and decision-making.
Furthermore, the former is dedicated to the situation when the analyzed model has been derived
from the referential model by means of revision or variant transformations (see section 4.3.2)
while the latter covers the opposite case. Finally, the former is subject to easy automation (e.g.,
with software tools) while the latter can be performed only by humans (with limited support
from the tools).
The two procedures of model comparison are defined in detail in the next sections. Further, the
identification and documentation of risks is presented.

5.2.1. Strict Model Comparison
This technique assumes that the analyzed model has been built as a revision or a variant of the
referential model it is compared to. As a result, the mapping between model elements is defined
and can be used to find the differences between models. The comparison comprises two steps:

Step 1: Finding Surplus Model Elements and Associations
Surplus model elements are these elements of the analyzed model for which no mapping is
defined - they are not mapped on any elements of the referential model.
Associations between structure elements of the analyzed model are considered surplus in two
cases:
• both associated elements are not surplus and an association is not present between the
structure elements of the referential model they are mapped to,
• either of the two associated structure elements is surplus.

Step 2: Finding Missing Model Elements and Associations
The elements of the referential model for which no mapping is defined (they are not mapped by
any element of the analyzed model) are considered missing in the analyzed model.
Associations missing in the analyzed model are the associations in the referential model for
which:
• both associated elements are not missing and an association is not present between the
structure elements of the analyzed model they are mapped to,
• either of the two associated structure elements is missing.
As it can be seen from the above definitions, missing analyzed model elements and associations
are simply surplus model elements and associations but from the viewpoint of the referential
model.
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5.2.2. Simplified Model Comparison
In practice, the most common case is that the analyzed model in not derived from the referential
model with revision or variant transformations and the models must be compared manually by a
human. Then the complete mapping need not be built, as the human mind is able to decide on
the fly whether compared elements are equivalent or not. A practical procedure for use by
humans involves the following steps:

Step 1: Selecting the Referential Model
First, the referential model must be selected for comparison. A good referential model should
be:
• relevant – defining approximately the same type of process (e.g., software project),
• thorough – covering thoroughly the scope of the process,
• detailed – distinguishing many discrete model elements,
• quality-oriented – defining many quality attributes (quality elements) for the structure
elements,
• RiskSPEM compatible – already built or possible to build in terms of RiskSPEM metamodel.
The Rational Unified Process [RUP] satisfies the above criteria as a referential model for
software projects.

Step 2: Finding Differences between Models
A procedure of manual model comparison comprises the following steps:
1. browse the analyzed model and for each structure element check if the referential model
includes any equivalent structure element
1a. if it does not, note the difference in a list of surplus structure elements
1b. if it does, check the associations of that equivalent structure element with other structure
elements as well as its quality elements and note any differences in the lists of missing
or surplus associations, mark the equivalent structure element
2. browse the referential model and note each unmarked structure element in the list of missing
structure elements

5.2.3. Identifying and Documenting Risks
Assuming that the referential model involves little risk (that is why it was chosen as the
referential model!) any differences between the compared models may indicate potential risk in
the analyzed model.
It should be noted that some of the identified differences might be accepted as they were
introduced intentionally to the analyzed model to adapt the referential model to the specifics of
the project or the organization running it and they are compensated by the benefits from that
adaptation. However, the list of such accepted differences should be explicitly stored and
periodically reviewed.
The fact that the model (unacceptably) misses or adds an element or an association is the
identified risk.
Analogously to the technique of risk identification with metrics of model structure, the
identified risks may be documented in natural language or as pattern-based risk scenarios.
For example, model comparison revealed that the analyzed model misses an activity ‘Change
Management’. Hence, a risk ‘No change management’ is identified. This risk may be
documented as:
• natural language: No change management defined for the project
• risk patterns: Change Management<activity> is not performed.
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5.3. Extending Current Risk Identification Practices
The previous sections presented new risk identification techniques making use of explicit
process modeling and risk patterns. However, these two concepts may be also added to the
already existing techniques based on checklists and group work.
Upon extending, the current risk identification practices may use the process model to:
• clearly specify the context in which the risk is sought for,
• ensure scope coverage,
• guide the search for risk through the process.
The risk patterns can be used in documenting the identified risks to:
• avoid ambiguity and too high generality,
• specify the identified risks with clear reference to the context (the process),
• build risk scenarios.
A general flowchart of risk identification extended with process modeling and risk patterns is
shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17. Combining process modeling and risk patterns with current risk identification practices

The following sections present the details of extending the two most commonly used risk
identification practices: the checklists and the group work.

5.3.1. Extending Checklists
Proposed extensions for checklists (see section 2.4.1) cover three areas: setting the scope of risk
identification, checklist generation and documentation of the identified risks.
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Firstly, the contemporary technique based on checklists may be extended by providing for
setting the scope of analyses easier. In general, using checklists implies strict scope control.
Setting the scope, however, is not an easy task without some taxonomy of the analyzed process.
Explicit process model defines a perfect taxonomy of the process. Making use of the process
model, the scope of the checklist application may be clearly set. As the process is modeled
around its activities, the scope of risk identification is set by selecting particular activities for
investigation. Additionally, selecting activities implies selecting all their sub-activities due to
the hierarchical structure of the process model.
Secondly, based on the explicit process model, a dedicated checklist (named a model checklist)
can be generated. Such a dedicated checklist alleviates common problems related to generic
checklists: high level of generality, partial irrelevance and limited applicability for concrete
processes. A model checklist is generated by applying the element context checklist (see section
5.1.3 step 3) to all the model elements.
Another kind of checklist can be also generated based on the process model – a model
implementation checklist. The questions of this checklist are asked against the elements of the
actual process instead of the process model. It can be used to verify the implementation of the
model (the animated process) against the model. Furthermore, the results of this verification are
used to update the model to reflect the actual process more accurately. A model implementation
checklist is generated with the following procedure:
For each activity A the following questions are asked:
• Is A<activity> performed?
• Does A<activity> follow P<practice>?
• Does A<activity> involve R<role>?
• Does A<activity> have Ar<artifact> on input?
• Does A<activity> have Ar<artifact> on output?
• Does A<activity> have responsible R<role>?
For each artifact Ar the following questions are asked:
• Is Ar<artifact> developed?
• Does Ar<artifact> exhibit F<feature>?
• Does Ar<artifact> have responsible R<role>?
For each role R the following questions are asked:
• Is R<role> assigned?
• Does R<role> have C<capability>?
Upon negative answers to the questions of both the model checklist and the model
implementation checklist, the process deficiencies are identified indicating possible risks.
Finally, the identified risks can be documented with risk patterns as either simple risk events or
pattern-based risk scenarios.

5.3.2. Extending Group Work
The risk identification based on group work (e.g. a brainstorming session, see section 2.4.2) can
be extended in the following areas: setting target risks, scope control, risk discovery,
documenting identified risks and investigating risk.
A group work session starts with known target risks (possible events that reduce the level of
process success in case they materialize). Upon extension, the target risks are expressed in terms
of the process model with risk patterns. This way, it is assured they are relevant to the examined
process.
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The objective of the session is to identify source risks (risk factors) that augment the target
risks. To control the analysis scope, the process model is consulted while searching for new
risks. This way, the risk events that do not affect the process (the point of impact was not
identified in the process model) can be filtered out as irrelevant.
Consulting the process model can also help in risk discovery as it can stimulate participants’
thoughts, focus their attention on particular areas of the process and guide them through the
process. Additionally, risk patterns give useful “conceptual templates” for thinking about risk
events.
Once identified, a risk event must be adequately named to be meaningful. As risks are identified
informally in the participants’ minds, they may be originally expressed with various words from
the natural language. It is not trivial to convert the spontaneous message into a meaningful risk
scenario. Again, the process model is referred to in this step and the risk events as well as the
entire scenario are expressed with risk patterns. The process model may not however comprise
the process elements referred to by the identifying participant. In such a case, the process model
is updated with the new model elements as needed to completely express the identified risk.
Finally, the identified risk scenarios may be further investigated for their specific source risks. It
is achieved by selecting new target risk events from the risk events of the already identified
scenarios and repeating the session with these new targets.
The flowchart for the extended group work session is presented in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18. Model-based risk identification in a group work session

5.4. Summary
This chapter presented two new systematic techniques of risk identification based on the
analysis of a process model:
• metrics of process model structure,
• comparison to a referential model.
Both techniques explicitly refer to the process model to help the risk analyst in the investigation
of the process risks. The first technique uses metrics of process model structure to focus the
analyst’s attention on the disproportions in process design potentially being flaws that may pose
risk to process execution. The second technique searches for the differences between the
analyzed and the referential model. It provides for controlling the scope of the analyses and
ensures their feasibility in reasonable time. Moreover, the techniques are subject to automated
tool support.
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The two techniques are dedicated to different situations, but they can also be used
complementarily. The first one does not require having any referential model, which makes it
easier to apply universally. The second technique works better in case of having a high-quality
relevant referential model.
The process model-based risk identification techniques were also presented in [Miler et al.
2004a, Miler et al. 2004c].
This chapter also proposed the means of introducing the process modeling and the risk patterns
into the existing most commonly used risk identification techniques of checklists and group
work. Both techniques can benefit from using explicit process modeling and risk patterns by:
• systematic generation of highly relevant checklists based on the process models,
• focusing the group effort by reference to the process model,
• controlling the scope of the group analyses with the process model,
• providing inspiration from process model,
• providing “conceptual templates” of process risk from risk patterns,
• unambiguous and context-compatible risk statements expressed with risk patterns.
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Chapter 6. Risk Analysis
This chapter presents the new techniques of risk analysis proposed for the Process Model-based
Risk Assessment method. The techniques cover the initial processing of the information on
identified risk with risk snapshots, relative ranking of risks, and the analysis of the overall
process risk. The proposed techniques are described in detail in the following sections, preceded
by a short overview in the introduction.

6.1. Introduction
The risk identification may be arranged in many different ways in terms of timing, scope,
participants, and techniques. All the information on risk gathered within the risk identification
must be consolidated to be put under analysis. A mechanism of a risk snapshot is proposed to
combine the outputs from risk identification into one tangible data structure facilitating the risk
analysis, particularly when carried out by a human analyst.
Risk analysis aims at providing the decision makers with the information on which of the
identified risks should be mitigated and which could be accepted as well as which risks to
mitigate first. To achieve this objective, the risk analysis needs some indicators that allow
differentiating the identified risk scenarios according to the level of posed risk. Two new risk
indicators are proposed:
• risk indications – the information on how the risk was identified in the risk identification
phase,
• risk rating – the rating points explicitly assigned to the analyzed risk scenarios by the invited
participants of a risk analysis session.
An indicator of the overall process risk using the risk metrics defined in Chapter 5 is also
proposed. This indicator can help in tracking the level of risk when redefining the process.
The next sections detail the concept of the risk snapshot, explain risk ranking with the proposed
indicators as well as discuss the estimation of the overall process risk.

6.2. Risk Snapshots
Risk snapshot is defined as a set of identified risk scenarios selected from all the identified risk
scenarios according to the snapshot criteria. Risk snapshot provides the primary workspace
during the risk analysis. The role of the risk snapshot in the context of risk assessment is
outlined in Fig. 19.
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IDENTIFICATION
reviews

Fig. 19. The idea and context of a risk snapshot
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Risk snapshot is defined by the following snapshot criteria:
• timeframe – the period of time the risk identified in should be included in the risk snapshot.
The timeframe may be one continuous period or a set of (disjoint) time windows. In case risk
identification is structured into discrete events such as reviews, the timeframe must cover
entire reviews (it cannot enclose partial review results). In this case, instead of defining the
timeframe, the set of risk identification events (e.g. reviews) may be selected.
• scope – the scope of identified risks in relation to the process,
• participants – the participants of the risk identification whose risk should be taken into
account in the risk analysis,
• techniques – the techniques of risk identification to be included in the analyses as the source
of information on risk.
The key concept behind the risk snapshot is the concept of merging all the information on the
identification of a particular risk within the defined timeframe into one data structure. This way,
if a risk has been identified many times in a timeframe, in the risk snapshot it is shown as one
risk supplemented with summarized details about its identification. The concept of merging
information on risk in the risk snapshot is shown in Fig. 20 (the identified risks marked with
grey were merged into one risk).
risk snapshot

identified
risks

time

Fig. 20. Building risk snapshots through merging information on risk

When building the risk snapshot, the identified risks are filtered according to the criteria set by
the scope, participants and techniques defined for the snapshot. This way it is possible to build
different snapshots from the same input data on identified risks. This feature of risk snapshots
allows dividing large sets of information on risk into smaller parts for easier analysis as well as
provides for multi-facet risk analysis according to different dimensions of scope, participants
and techniques.
Risk snapshot comprises the following information about each identified risks:
• risk statement,
• risk area – area of the process the risk applies to e.g. requirements, personnel, management,
• number of times the risk was identified (i.e. risk indications, see section 6.3.1),
• list of discrete risk identification events (e.g. reviews) the risk was identified in (if any),
• list of particular risk indications including the date and time of identification, the identifying
person and the technique used, grouped by the risk identification events (if any),
• risk rating – rating points calculated from individual ratings of analysis session participants,
• risk priority – priority of risk mitigation, denotes risk to be mitigated first, second and so on.
Risk snapshot is visualized as an ordered list of risks. The list is ordered first by decreasing risk
priority, then by decreasing risk estimation (first taking into account the risk rating and then the
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number of indications). In the beginning of risk analysis, neither priorities nor ratings are
assigned, so a risk snapshot is ordered by the number of indications. Then, if risk rating is
applied, the list is reordered according to the ratings. Finally, when the risk priorities are set, the
list shows the risks in the order of decreasing priorities.

6.3. Ranking Risk Scenarios
Two techniques of ranking the risk scenarios are proposed:
• ranking by risk indications,
• ranking by risk rating.
The following sections provide the details on the two risk ranking techniques.

6.3.1. Ranking by Risk Indications
Risk indication of a certain risk is defined as the fact that this risk has been identified as present
in the process.
During the risk identification, the following facts are considered a new risk indication:
• the risk is identified by a new answer to a checklist question,
• the risk is identified by picking it from a risk list,
• the risk is identified by explicitly providing the risk statement.
In case risk identification is carried out by more than one person, risk indications are counted
separately for each person. The total number of risk indications for each risk is calculated by
summing up the number of risk indications from each person. Risk indications are counted
within the timeframe set by the risk snapshot.
Number of risk indications of a particular risk can be used to estimate the degree of possibility
of risk materialization. It is assumed that the degree of possibility that the risk materializes is
proportional to the number of indications. This is justified by an observation that when someone
indicates an event as a risk factor, he or she expresses a subjective belief that it is possible this
event will lead to the project failure. Many such indications (from the same person or from
different people) denote strong, shared belief in a certain event being the risk factor and suggest
high likelihood of its occurrence.
The context of risk indications in the risk assessment process is presented in detail in Chapter 7.

6.3.2. Rating Risk Scenarios
Risk scenario rating (also named risk rating) is a subjective technique of risk ranking when no
predefined estimation scale is available or the people taking part in risk analysis are not familiar
with the risk estimation and estimation scales. This technique is particularly useful when
multidimensional risk estimation is too difficult to inexperienced participants of a risk analysis
session. Risk rating benefits from the participation of many independent participants to give a
reasonable risk ranking.
Risk scenarios are rated within a particular snapshot selected for risk analysis. A single activity
of risk rating involves exactly one and entire risk snapshot.
Rating risk scenarios of a risk snapshot is carried out in the following way:
• participants of risk analysis (referred to as the raters) are presented with all risk scenarios in
a given risk snapshot,
• each rater is given a fixed number of “rating points”. This starting number of available rating
points is recommended to be a convenient “round” number (say 10, 15, 20) as well as to be
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adjusted to the number of rated risk scenarios. In particular, it should not be too low
compared to the number of rated risks to avoid limiting the raters’ capability of expressing
their judgments but also not too high to force the raters to single out the risks they consider
the most important. Setting the starting number of rating points to around half of the number
of rated risk scenarios seems a good choice.
• the raters are asked to assign their rating points to the risk scenarios put under analysis. The
number of rating points assigned to each risk scenario must be a positive integer (the rating
points cannot be divided into fractions of points). A rater is not obliged to use up all his or
her rating points.
• the rating is closed and the total ratings of all risk scenarios are calculated,
• the risk scenarios are ranked according to their total ratings.
Let RatS(R,P) denote the number of rating points assigned by the rater P to the risk scenario R
of the risk snapshot S. RatS(R,P) must satisfy the condition given by formula 10, where
MAXRAT is the maximum number of rating points available to each rater.
0 ≤ Rat S ( R , P) ≤ MAXRAT ,

Rat S ( R , P) ∈ N

(10)

Let RatS(P) denote the number of rating points assigned to all risk scenarios of the risk snapshot
S by the rater P. Then, RatS(P) must satisfy the following condition (RatS(P) = 0 obviously
means that the rater P virtually did not take part in risk rating):
0 ≤ Rat S ( P) ≤ MAXRAT

(11)

Let RatS(R) denote the unnormalized total rating of the risk scenario R within the risk snapshot
S. RatS(R) is calculated as the straight sum of rating points RatS(R,P) assigned to the risk
scenario R by all raters, as defined by the equation 12.
Rat S ( R ) =

∑ Rat ( R, P) ,
S

Rat S ( R ) ∈ N

(12)

P

Let RatS denote the total number of rating points assigned by all raters to all risk scenarios of the
risk snapshot S. RatS is given by the equation 13.
Rat S =

∑ Rat ( R ) ,
S

Rat S ∈ N

(13)

R ∈S

Let RatS*(R) denote the normalized total rating of the risk scenario R. The total rating RatS(R) is
normalized by RatS divided by the number of risk scenarios in the risk snapshot S (cardinality of
the set S - |S|), as defined by the equation 14.

Rat *S ( R ) =

Rat S ( R )
,
Rat S
S

Rat *S ( R ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(14)

The normalized ratings RatS*(R) for each risk scenario R are the final output from the risk rating
of risk snapshot S. The risk scenarios are ranked within the risk snapshot S according to the
normalized total rating RatS*(R).
Normalized risk rating RatS*(R) can be also used to rank risk scenarios from different snapshots.
Then, for each selected risk scenario R its total rating Rat*(R) is calculated by summing up the
ratings RatS*(R) from selected risk snapshots S for the risk scenario R, as given by the equation
15. By definition, RatS*(R) = 0 when R∉S.
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Rat * ( R ) =

∑ Rat (R ) ,

Rat * ( R ) ∈ R + ∪ {0}

*
S

(15)

S

The selected risk scenarios from many snapshots are ranked according to the total normalized
risk rating Rat*(R).
It should be always remembered that risk rating is highly context-dependent, where the rating
context is the risk snapshot – a set of particular risk scenarios. Accurate comparison of ratings
across different contexts (risk snapshots) requires normalization by the entire context. This is
hardly feasible, as it would require not only counting the risk scenarios and rating points used
but also investigating the meaning of each risk scenario. The normalization proposed above
provides initial guidance on risk comparison and further insight is strongly advised.

6.4. Estimation of Overall Process Risk
Overall process risk is defined as the global level of risk present in the entire process.
It is very difficult (if not impossible) to estimate the overall process risk accurately. It is
proposed that the overall risk associated with the particular classes of model elements is used as
an indicator towards the estimate of the overall process risk. In the following sections, the
overall risk metrics for the classes of model elements and the indicator of the overall process
risk are defined.

Overall risk of activities – RA
Let RA denote the overall risk associated with the activities in a process model. RA is estimated
as the risk of activity R(A) (equation 5) summed up for all activities of the model, as given by
equation 16.
RA =

R ( A) ,
∑
A

R A ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(16)

Overall risk of artifacts development – RArout
Let RArout denote the overall risk associated with the artifact development in a process. RArout is
estimated as the total risk of output artifact Rout(Ar) (equation 8) summed up for all artifacts of
the model, as given by the equation 17.
R Arout =

R out ( Ar ) ,
∑
Ar

R Arout ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(17)

Overall risk of roles – RR
Let RR denote the overall risk associated with the roles in a process model. RR is estimated as
the risk of role R(R) (equation 9) summed up for all roles of the model, as given by equation 18.
RR =

R (R ) ,
∑
R

R R ∈ R + ∪ {0}

(18)

Overall process risk – R*
Let R* denote the indicator of the overall process risk. R* is defined as the sum of the overall
risk of activities RA (equation 16), the overall risk of artifacts development RArout (equation 17),
and the overall risk of roles RR (equation 18), as given by the equation 19.
R * = R A + R Arout + R R ,
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The indicator R* provides some information on the overall level of disproportions (possible
flaws) in process design that can result in risk to process execution. It is definitely not a direct
measure of process risk and should be taken only as a suggestion as to the model quality that
should be carefully investigated.
It should be also noted that, similarly to the values of other risk metrics, the value of R* is not
normalized for all the process models. It means it is not directly comparable between two
process models of distinct origin. The comparison is somewhat meaningful only if two process
models originate from the same process model or one originates from another. Consequently,
the absolute value of R* will not say anything meaningful. There is no universal R* value that
indicates “low risk”. The scale of changes of R* is also different for different process models.
Finally, R* is defined in such a way that it always indicates presence of some process risk. The
overall process risk will evaluate to zero only for void process (doing nothing). This is however
quite consistent with general intuition about risk.
The concept of overall process risk and its indicator R* can be used in:
• comparison of the process models when selecting a referential model,
• building optimal process model (as to the inherent risk),
• monitoring the process execution,
• simulation of risk resolution and process improvements,
• assessment of process’ risk tolerance.
The following paragraphs explain the particular applications of the overall risk indicator R*.
Upon selection of the referential process model, the candidate models may be assessed by the
level of the overall process risk as suggested by R* indicator with restriction on their common
origin. As mentioned earlier, the low level of inherent process risk is one of the criteria for
selecting a referential model (section 5.2.2 step 1).
When building the process model (either from scratch or by transforming a referential model as
described in section 4.3.2), the value of R* may be dynamically updated (recalculated) upon
each process modification and used to monitor the influence of the modification on the inherent
process risk. This way, the process may be optimized towards low inherent risk.
Monitoring the process execution involves updating the model to reflect the actual course of the
process. Skipped process elements are removed from the model while extra process elements
are added to the model. Observing the change in R* upon model updates may give indication on
how the process progresses and how the level of risk changes. Exceeding a certain preset
threshold value may indicate the necessity for initiating the risk mitigation.
During planning the risk control measures, the R* indicator can be used to assess the influence
of the measures on the overall process risk. The planned measures or process improvements
may be simulated by including them in the process model. Then, the value of R* is recalculated
for the updated process model and compared to the R* value of the original process model.
Different options for the risk resolution or process improvement may be simulated and
compared by their influence on the process risk. Finally, the best option may be selected.
Finally, the process may be investigated for its risk tolerance (the ability to function properly in
case risk has materialized) using the value of R*. Risk tolerance is assessed by the influence of
simulated risk materialization on the value of R*. The risk materialization is simulated by
changing the process model to reflect the process with materialized risk. Most often, this will
involve introducing certain deficiencies to the process model by removing legitimate model
elements. For example, to simulate the materialization of risk “Incomplete Software
Requirements Specification”, the feature “Completeness” of the artifact “Software Requirements
Specification” is removed from the model.
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Again, it should be remembered that the value of R* is only an indicator of the overall process
risk and must not be considered the only criterion when performing the tasks aforementioned.
The ultimate decision is always left to the risk analyst.

6.5. Summary
This chapter defined a set of analytical techniques for the process-model based risk assessment.
The mechanism of risk snapshot was introduced to combine, filter and structure the information
on risk collected during the risk identification. The risk snapshot serves as a smart workspace
during the risk analyses, particularly those carried out collaboratively. The concept of risk
snapshot was first proposed in [Górski et al. 2002b] and later extended in [Górski et al. 2002a].
The new techniques of risk ranking with risk indications and risk rating were also presented in
this chapter. Both techniques allow for relative risk ranking but they should be used with
understanding that they do not provide any absolute risk estimation.
Finally, an indicator of the overall process risk was proposed to assess the combined level of
risk from the process activities, artifacts and roles. This indicator further allows for the
advanced process analyses such as the simulation of risk resolution by process improvements or
the assessment of process’ risk tolerance.
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This chapter defines a practically applicable risk assessment process employing the PMRA risk
model, the Risk Knowledge Base, and the risk identification and analysis techniques. First, the
process elements are individually introduced. Then, the process implementation is proposed as a
single risk assessment procedure and as a continuous risk assessment process extended further
on to a collaborative continuous risk assessment process. Finally, the concept of building the
risk assessment into the program for software process improvement is outlined.

7.1. Risk Assessment Process Elements
This section presents the basic elements of the risk assessment process of the PMRA method.
The process definition covers the artifacts, roles, activities as well as a security policy for risk
communication. The elements are defined in detail in the following sections.

7.1.1. Artifacts
For the purpose of process definition, two types of artifacts are distinguished: internal artifacts
and interface artifacts. Internal artifacts are processed within the defined activities of the PMRA
risk assessment process while interface artifacts appear on input and output of these activities4.
The model of the PMRA risk assessment process includes the following internal artifacts:
• defined risk – a documented statement about risk expressed in natural language, with risk
patterns or any other selected notation; can be stored in the Risk Knowledge Base as a
generic or model risk scenario.
• risk indication – a record of the event that a risk mitigator has identified a new risk in a
review. The risk indication comprises the following information:
- pointer to the indicated defined risk,
- risk mitigator’s name,
- timestamp,
- identification technique,
- risk mitigator’s comments (optionally).
• identified risk – a defined risk indicated by at least one risk indication within a review
• analyzed risk – a set of identified risks of the same defined risk merged together according to
the concept of the risk snapshot (see section 6.2). As to the identified risk, analyzed risk
includes additionally:
- risk rating,
- risk priority.
• reported risk – an analyzed risk supplemented with risk control plans and published in a risk
assessment report.
Interface artifacts of the risk assessment process are defined as follows:
• risk dictionary – a set of defined risks; can overlap with the Risk Knowledge Base,
• risk review report – a list of identified risks for a single review ordered by the number of risk
indications,
• risk snapshot – a summary of risk review reports over a defined timeframe; list of analyzed
risks ordered by decreasing risk priority, then by decreasing risk estimation (first risk rating,
then number of indications),
• risk assessment report – a list of the most important analyzed risks ordered by decreasing
priority and supplemented with risk control plans (this artifact is equivalent to ‘Risk List’ in
RUP [RUP]); it consists of reported risks.
4

This distinction is introduced only for the purpose of clarification of the process model. It actually
depends on current modeling perspective, as the internal artifacts will become interface artifacts if the
internal structure of activities is being modeled.
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The overall artifact model of the PMRA risk assessment process is presented in Fig. 21 in the
form of a UML class diagram.
 indicates
Risk dictionary

Defined risk

Risk indication
1

Risk review
report

1..*

Identified risk
1..*
merging ^
*

Risk snapshot

Analyzed risk

Risk assessment
report

Reported risk

Fig. 21. Artifact model of the PMRA risk assessment process

The relationship between the risk review reports, risk snapshot and risk assessment report is
further clarified in Fig. 22. The figure shows three risk review reports analyzed with one risk
snapshot, which collects the risks identified in these reviews. The risks of the same scope are
merged together, which is represented by darker areas in the risk snapshot. Then, a selection of
the most important risks from the risk snapshot (and consequently from three reviews) is taken
into the risk assessment report.

Fig. 22. Relationship of risk review reports, risk snapshot and risk assessment report

7.1.2. Roles
Two roles are defined in the PMRA risk management process:
• risk manager,
• risk mitigator (risk management team member).

Risk manager is responsible for the entire course of the risk management process. In general, he
or she arranges its phases and coordinates the work. In particular, the risk manager:
• opens and closes reviews, sets their scope and time window,
• takes risk snapshots,
• leads collaborative risk analysis session,
• publishes risk assessment reports.
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The role of the risk manager should always be assigned. For the sake of identifiable
responsibility and management efficiency, it should be assigned to a particular individual (it
should not be shared). In larger project teams, the role of the risk manager is typically assigned
to a dedicated person. In smaller projects, this role is mostly performed by the project manager.
The guidance on the skills and capabilities required for the role of the risk manager can be
found in [CHAOS 2001].

Risk mitigator is each project team member that has been assigned to the tasks of the risk
management. Risk mitigator:
• provides information on perceived risk – identifies risk,
• takes part in collaborative risk analysis session,
• studies risk assessment reports.
It should be noted that the roles of the risk manager and the risk mitigator are not exclusive. In
particular, a risk manager should also play the role of the risk mitigator.
The model of roles in the project team is shown in Fig. 23. It is assumed that the project team
(marked as Team) comprises one or more risk mitigators (marked as Mitigator), of which one is
nominated as the risk manager (marked as Manager).
Team
1..*
1..*

Mitigator

1

Manager

Fig. 23. Structure of a project team

Additionally, any person performing the risk analysis acts in the role of a risk analyst.

7.1.3. Activities
The scope of the PMRA risk assessment process covers the following phases of the risk
assessment (as outlined in section 2.3):
• risk identification,
• risk analysis (including risk estimation),
• risk evaluation.
The scope is complemented with explicit risk reporting belonging formally to the risk
communication area.
The PMRA risk assessment process comprises the following activities:
• Review risk,
• Take risk snapshot,
• Analyze risk,
• Publish risk assessment report,
• Study risk assessment report.
The tables Table 1 to Table 5 define these activities in detail.
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Table 1. Definition of ‘Review risk’ activity
Review risk
Name
To identify project risk
Objective
Description This activity is implemented as a risk review. Review is specified in terms of
project scope, duration, participants and employed identification techniques. It
is possible that two reviews overlap in time, however differing in scope and/or
participants. During a review, risk indications are collected. Two types of
reviews are distinguished:
- active review – dedicated activity aimed at thorough risk identification
within selected scope by selected participants with selected techniques.
Its starting and ending times are set by the risk manager. It can be
represented as a distinct task in the project’s work breakdown structure.
- continuous review – background activity aimed at enabling continuous
risk identification from all participants with any technique. By default, it
is open every time when no active review is open for a given scope. It is
not any assigned project task, so participation is not obligatory.
risk manager, risk mitigator
Roles
Input: project documentation, earlier risk assessment reports, external
Artifacts
reference materials (e.g. books, guidelines, standards)
Internal: risk definitions, risk indications
Output: risk review report
Procedure 1. Risk manager opens a review and notifies the participating risk mitigators
of the new review.

2. Risk mitigators identify project risks with selected techniques.
Risk identification can be performed by a single risk analyst or as a
collaborative activity of the project team.
The techniques of metrics (section 5.1) and model comparison (section 5.2)
are dedicated for use by a single analyst. These techniques are based on
structural analysis of the process model and provide suggestions that should
lead any analyst to identifying similar risks.
A set of different risk identification techniques is used in a collaborative
risk identification (compensating for high subjectivity of individual inputs):
• answering the checklist questions,
• selecting the risk from a risk list,
• recalling a risk already identified in a different review, which is
regarded as still present (and important),
• extended brainstorming session (section 5.3.2).
Both generic and model checklists and risk lists (section 5.3.1) are used.
The techniques used in the collaborative risk identification assume
collecting the subjective judgments of independent analysts and averaging
them to obtain the results close to the objectivity. These techniques (except
the brainstorming session) can be also used by a single analyst, however
with possibly worse results due to the remaining subjectivity of judgments.
If a risk is identified with any other external technique (including intuition
and so called ‘engineering judgment’), it can be included in the risk review
report by providing its description in natural language or risk patterns.
3. Risk manager closes the review. Criteria for closing the review may be
based on resources spent or results achieved. The former include fixed
duration or allocation of workforce, while the latter the ‘quality’ of
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collected information on risk. The judgment of this quality is left to the risk
manager. A provisional risk snapshot can be constantly open (with
timeframe end set to infinity) to show how the situation (in terms of risk
indications) changes during the review. This provides a deeper insight into
the risk-related information collected during the review and may be used to
decide on closing the review.

Coverage
Example

4. All identified risks collected during the review form the risk review report.
risk identification
The sample screenshots from the RiskGuide tool illustrate opening a new
review (Fig. 24) and answering the checklist questions (Fig. 25)

Fig. 24. Opening a new review with RiskGuide

Fig. 25. Identifying risks by answering checklist questions with RiskGuide
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Table 2. Definition of ‘Take risk snapshot’ activity
Take risk snapshot
Name
To show the identified risks in an aggregate form easier for risk analysis
Objective
Description This activity creates a risk snapshot from the selected risk review reports. It is
executed to switch from the risk identification phase to the risk analysis phase.
risk manager
Roles
Input: risk review reports
Artifacts
Internal: analyzed risk
Output: risk snapshot
1.
Risk manager selects the risk review reports to summarize in the risk
Procedure
snapshot.
2. The risk snapshot is built as defined in section 6.2; this may be supported
well by a dedicated software tool.
3. If the risk snapshot is approved by the risk manager, all open reviews within
the snapshot scope are closed.
risk analysis
Coverage
The sample screenshot from the RiskGuide tool (Fig. 26) illustrates a risk
Example
snapshot to be taken by the risk manager.

Fig. 26. Taking a risk snapshot with RiskGuide
Table 3. Definition of ‘Analyze risk’ activity

Name
Objective

Analyze risk

To decide how much the identified risks threaten the project success and what is
their relative order (by decreasing importance)
Description This activity may be performed by a single analyst or as a collaborative activity
of the project team in a risk analysis session.
risk manager, risk mitigator
Roles
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Artifacts

Procedure

Coverage
Example

Input: risk snapshot
Internal: analyzed risk
Output: [assessed] risk snapshot
1. Risk manager selects the risk snapshot to analyze.
2. Risk manager decides whether to organize a risk analysis session or
perform the risk analysis individually.
3. In case of single risk analyst mode:
- risk manager rates the risks or decides on the risk estimation,
- risk manager individually assigns priorities to risks.
4. In case of a risk analysis session:
- risk manager opens the session and invites the participants,
- participants review and discuss the analyzed risk snapshot,
- participants rank the risk scenarios with one or many techniques
proposed in section 6.3 or an external technique (upon risk manager’s
decision),
- participants prioritize the risks in numeric scale starting from 1, which
means the highest priority.
5. The snapshot is ordered by decreasing risk priority, then by decreasing risk
rank (first risk rating, then number of indications).
risk analysis, risk evaluation
The sample screenshots from the RiskGuide tool illustrate the risk rating (Fig.
27) and risk prioritization (Fig. 28).

Fig. 27. Rating risks with RiskGuide
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Fig. 28. Risk prioritization with RiskGuide
Table 4. Definition of ‘Publish risk assessment report’ activity

Name
Objective

Publish risk assessment report

To document the results of the risk assessment and to communicate the
information on the current state of project risk to the project team
Description The report contains the concise and agreed information on project risk.
Technically, it is a view on a selected number of risks from a risk snapshot.
risk manager
Roles
Input: [assessed] risk snapshot
Artifacts
Internal: reported risk
Output: risk assessment report
Procedure 1. Risk manager selects the assessed risk snapshot to publish.
2. Risk manager decides on the number of topmost risks to publish (and
consequently to take into consideration in the risk control phase).
3. Risk manager publishes the risk assessment report in a predefined general
or dedicated communication channel.
4. The risk assessment report becomes available to all or specified risk
mitigators.
risk communication
Coverage
The sample screenshot from the RiskGuide tool illustrates a published risk
Example
assessment report (Fig. 29).
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Fig. 29. Risk assessment report published with RiskGuide
Table 5. Definition of ‘Study risk assessment report’ activity
Study risk assessment report
Name
To learn on current state of the project risk
Objective
Description This activity is executed independently by each risk mitigator. The execution
routine of this activity is defined by the risk manager. The information on risk
learnt from the report is used in the risk control phase as well as it may be
helpful during the subsequent risk reviews. Only volatile knowledge is assumed
here, so no explicit artifact is defined as output from the report studies.
risk mitigator
Roles
Input: risk assessment report
Artifacts
Internal: reported risk
Output: (no explicit artifact)
Procedure 1. Risk mitigator selects the risk assessment report to study.
2. Risk mitigator reads the risk assessment report.
risk communication
Coverage

The next section tackles the issue of communication on risk with particular emphasis on the
security of risk related information.

7.1.4. Risk Communication
The communication on risk within the project team ties together the particular activities of risk
assessment. The model of risk communication is shown in Fig. 30 (see also Fig. 23). The
control and data flows of this model are detailed in Table 6.
The model assumes that the information passed to the Team is generally available to all the
mitigators while the information passed between a mitigator and the manager remains available
only to the manager.
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Fig. 30. Communication on risk within the project team
Table 6. Risk communication data and control flows

From
Manager

To
Team

Mitigator
Team
Manager

Team
Manager
Team

Mitigator
Manager

Manager
Team

Content
notification on risk review,
invitation, motivation
risk indications, comments
aggregated information on risk
notification on analysis session,
invitation, motivation
individual rating
risk assessment report

Timing
after a risk review is open
during a risk review
during and after a risk review
after a risk snapshot is taken
during risk rating
after a risk analysis session

The notifications, invitations and motivation are passed through general purpose communication
channels such as e-mail, telephone or face to face communication. The actual data on risk is
passed through wider channels such as e-mail attachments, shared document repository,
dedicated tools or paper.

Risk information security
The information on identified risks often has strategic value for an organization as it can reveal
some drawbacks, conflicts, negligence or even symptoms of upcoming crisis. Releasing of such
information to the outside is usually under some security controls. It is unlikely that the
organization completely relaxes these controls to follow the guidelines of open risk
communication. Thus, the appropriate mechanisms that guarantee the necessary confidentiality
should be in place. The mechanisms should implement the agreed security policy governing the
access to risk related information inside the organization as well as sharing the information
between many organizations participating in a common project.
Different security policies can be chosen for internal and external communication on risk. In the
sequel, we will consider a solution where within the organization the access to the risk related
information is controlled by a mandatory security policy [Gasser 1988] while a discretionary
security policy is applied when risks are communicated between the participating organizations.
The mandatory security policy considers information assets (objects, here individual risk
scenarios) and accessing subjects (here project team members). A classification hierarchy is
assumed for both, objects and subjects. Each object and every subject are assigned a
confidentiality level, denoted as CL, which has two components:
1. classification C which, for example, can be one of: unclassified, confidential or secret
(different security policies can define different confidentiality classifications),
2. level L from a set of distinguished organizational levels (e.g., senior manager,
manager, staff etc.), which the subject or object is associated with.
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For example, an employee's CL can be {confidential; manager}. A confidentiality level CL1 is
said to dominate another CL2 if and only if: CL1.C ≥ CL2.C and CL1.L ≥ CL2.L. The policy
requires that the information at a particular confidentiality level be exposed only to subjects of
dominating confidentiality level. The following two access rules protect confidentiality of risk
related information:
• R1: A subject S can read an object O if and only if CLS dominates CLO i.e., the subject can
read-down or read-equal, but can never read-up.
• R2: A subject S can write an object O if and only if CLO dominates CLS i.e., the subject can
write-up or write-equal, but can never write-down.
Rule R1 alone is not sufficient to ensure confidentiality. Rule R2 ensures that the content of a
confidential object is not indirectly exposed to a subject allowed to access only unclassified
objects: when a legitimate subject writes-down into an unclassified object the information
which he or she read from a confidential object, the confidentiality is violated as the
unclassified object is permitted (by rule R1) to be read by a subject that could not read the
source confidential object. Therefore, rule R2 is necessary to prevent confidentiality violation
through write-down.
The example implementation of the mandatory security policy is presented in Fig. 31. The
figure shows the project team and a risk report divided into three confidentiality levels (denoted
by numbers 1, 2 and 3) defined as follows:
• Level 1 = {unclassified, staff}
• Level 2 = {classified, manager}
• Level 3 = {secret, senior manager}
A part of the report with confidentiality level 1 is accessible for all team members while another
part of confidentiality level 3 is accessible only for senior management. Managers can read the
parts of the report at levels 1 and 2 and they can contribute to the part at level 3 although they
cannot read this part of the report.
3 2
Senior managers
Managers

Staff

1

2 3

3
2

1

Project team

Risk report

Fig. 31. The example of mandatory security policy application

To implement a mandatory security policy, in the beginning of the risk management process all
the project participants are assigned a confidentiality level composed of the organizational level
(one of the three levels: senior manager, manager and staff) as well as the classification of the
information they are entitled to have access to (unclassified, confidential or secret). Similarly, in
the risk identification phase, each risk is classified assigned to its confidentiality level. This
classification can then be changed during the risk analysis phase. In the risk report, each
reported risk has a confidentiality level assigned that restricts the group of recipients only to the
project team members with dominating confidentiality levels.
The discretionary security policy assumes that each risk included in the risk report shown to the
partner organization can be restricted and consequently made invisible to the other side. This
policy is applied within each confidentiality level in addition to the mandatory security policy.
Confidentiality levels of collaborating organizations can be mapped onto one another to provide
for a unified security-enabled communication scheme.
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7.2. Single Risk Assessment Procedure
The distinct elements of the risk assessment process defined in the previous section are put
together to form a procedure of single risk assessment, which is presented in this section.

Single risk assessment is an activity aiming at the assessment of project risk at a certain point in
time. This definition implies that single risk assessment does not involve any recurrence.
Single risk assessment starts with a risk review and ends with the delivery of a risk assessment
report. The procedure of single risk assessment comprises the following steps (the activities
defined in section 7.1.3):
1. Review risk,
2. Take risk snapshot,
3. Analyze risk,
4. Publish risk assessment report,
5. Study risk assessment report.
The overall model of the single risk assessment is presented in Fig. 32. The figure shows the
activities with participating roles, the input and output artifacts as well as the coverage of the
risk assessment phases.
Risk identification

Risk manager

Risk mitigator

.........
.........
.........
Risk review report

Review risk

Risk analysis & evaluation

.........
.........
.........

Risk manager

Risk manager

Risk snapshot
Take
risk snapshot

.........
.........
.........

Risk mitigator

Analyze risk

[assessed]
Risk snapshot

Risk communication

Risk manager

Publish risk
assessment
report

.........
.........
.........
Risk assessment
report

Risk mitigator

Study risk
assessment
report

Fig. 32. Model of a single risk assessment procedure
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In the single risk assessment, an active review is open first by the risk manager, who sets all the
review parameters (scope, duration, participants). The review may be either individual or
collaborative. When the risk manager decides to close the review, he or she takes the risk
snapshot of the risk review report to begin with the risk analysis. Then, a risk analysis session is
called or the risk is analyzed by a single analyst (most commonly the risk manager himself). At
the end of the risk analysis, a selected number of topmost risks of the assessed risk snapshot are
published by the risk manager in a risk assessment report. Finally, this report is read by the
project team members. The access to the identified, analyzed and reported risks is controlled by
the mandatory security policy (section 7.1.4).
The next section defines the continuous risk assessment process that runs single risk assessment
procedures in a recurring manner throughout the project course to handle changes in project risk
as well as new emerging risks.

7.3. Continuous Risk Assessment Process
First, the adjacent single risk assessments are joined in such a way that the risk assessment
report from one single risk assessment is taken as input to the review of a subsequent single risk
assessment. Joint single risk assessments form the risk assessment cycle shown in Fig. 33 in the
form of a UML activity diagram.
R eview risk

Study risk
a ss es sme nt report

Take risk
snaps hot

A naly ze risk

Publish risk
assessment report

Fig. 33. The risk assessment cycle

Then, to keep the communication channel open, the time window between adjacent single risk
assessments is filled with a continuous review.

Continuous risk assessment process is a risk assessment process covering the entire project
course and involving repeated single risk assessments interleaved with continuous reviews.
The continuous risk assessment process is structured as a sequence of interleaved active and
continuous reviews, their extent (in time) and scope (in terms of inputs and participants) being
controlled by the risk manager. It is assumed that at any time some review is open. The review
remains open over its time window. Time windows of subsequent reviews are adjacent. A
continuous review starts with the end of the previous review and ends with the start of the next
review (being it active or continuous). A risk snapshot is taken at the end of each active review.
This snapshot covers also any continuous reviews since the last active review to summarize the
effects of recent risk identification. Then, a risk analysis session is carried out, which results in a
risk assessment report. Risk assessment report is primarily used for risk control phase. It is also
taken as input to the subsequent risk reviews (mainly the first of them).
This structure of the risk assessment process offers the following benefits:
• communication channel is constantly open,
• identification actions are being planned (as active and continuous reviews),
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• all communicated risk-related information is being memorized,
• the identified risks are periodically reviewed and assessed and the frequency and scope of
those assessments is under control of the risk manager,
• the results of the analyses are kept in the form of reports and are available downstream of the
process (can support further identification and analysis).
The structure of the continuous risk assessment process is illustrated in Fig. 34.
Checklists
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snapshot
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Fig. 34. The continuous risk assessment process

Practical implementation of the continuous risk assessment process employs the following
instances of active reviews:
• initial review – open at the beginning of the project or its phase, aimed at thorough
identification of project or phase risks, involves as many project team members as possible,
planned for several days,
• periodic review – open at regular intervals (e.g. 2 weeks, 1 month) to monitor identified risks
and identify new risks, involves selected team members, planned for 1-2 days,
• extra review – open anytime if necessary (upon risk manager’s decision), involves selected
team members, planned for 1-2 days.
The actual scope, duration and frequency of the active risk reviews depend in general on the
project size (in terms of number of activities, number of participants and scheduled duration).
This relationship can be defined as follows:
• scope: the more project activities the bigger review scope. However, in case of a large
project, the review should not cover the entire project as it could result in a large number of
identified risks, which would be hard to analyze. In such a case, many independent reviews
should be carried out, each covering only a selected part of the project.
• duration: the more participants and the bigger the review scope the longer the review. The
participants should be given a trouble-free opportunity to provide the information on risk.
• frequency: the longer and the bigger the project, the lower the frequency of reviews. When a
project is planned for years, the situation does not change rapidly and the periodic reviews
can be held once a month. In case of a small project planned for months, weekly reviews are
recommended but they should cover rather small scope.
An exemplary schedule of the continuous risk assessment process is presented in Fig. 35. The
figure shows the first 28 days of a project’s schedule that comprise a 2-day-long initial review,
three 1-day-long weekly periodic reviews, a 1-day-long extra review open in between the
periodic reviews and the continuous reviews open for the rest of the days.
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Fig. 35. Exemplary realization of the continuous risk assessment process

The next section defines the collaborative continuous risk assessment process that combines the
processes of continuous risk assessment of the collaborating parties of a software project.

7.3.1. Collaborative Continuous Risk Assessment Process
Each software project is a collaborative activity of many stakeholders, first of all the developers
and the users/customers, but also the suppliers, maintenance engineers, external consultants etc.
Many project risks are relevant to several stakeholders and their identification and analysis can
be amplified if the stakeholders are encouraged to collaborate.
This section presents a collaborative risk assessment process that encompasses two co-operating
organizations: the supplier (who runs the software development process) and the customer (who
runs the software acquisition process). It may be easily extended to involve more than two
participating organizations.
The collaborative continuous risk assessment process comprises the continuous risk assessment
processes run by the participating organizations and a dedicated interface between the
processes, through which they exchange the risk related information in accordance with the
corresponding security policies. The context for the collaborative continuous risk assessment
process is shown in Fig. 36.
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Risk Management
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Fig. 36. Context of collaborative continuous risk assessment process

The risk assessment reports are used as the tokens exchanged to explicitly communicate the
information on risk. This means that the project participants (e.g. the supplier and the customer)
perform their own parallel risk assessment processes, which are synchronized in the moments
when they exchange their risk assessment reports. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 37.
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To implement the collaborative continuous risk assessment process both parties launch their
continuous risk assessment processes at the initiation phase of their projects. After a party
completes the risk analysis phase and publishes the risk assessment report, it can decide to
present it to the other party. If it decides to do so, the risk assessment report is taken on input to
the next risk review of the other side’s continuous risk assessment process. Before the report is
transferred to the other party, it is subjected to the discretionary security policy (section 7.1.4).
The explicit separation of risk assessment processes of the participating organizations provides
for maintaining the autonomy in managing their internal risks. Well-defined communication
channel associated with a security policy facilitates communication on shared risks while
offering some means of control over the information passed outside the participating
organization.
The next section presents the application of risk assessment to the continuous software process
improvement.

7.4. Using Risk Assessment for Software Process Improvement
The PMRA method may be embedded in a wider framework for continuous risk-driven
software process improvement. The risk model, risk knowledge base model, risk identification
and analysis techniques as well as the risk assessment process presented from Chapter 3 to
Chapter 7 form the core part of the framework. The framework uses the RiskSPEM metamodel
to model the process and, together with the revision and variant transformations, to provide for
model evolution (Chapter 4). The process risk (expressed with risk patterns, Chapter 3) is
interpreted as a departure from the process model thus indicating a process deficiency.
Suggestions for process improvement are derived from the identified deficiencies. To identify
and analyze the process risk, the framework employs the risk identification and analysis
techniques defined in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Risk identification and analysis is performed
according to the corresponding activities of the risk assessment process (Chapter 7).
The recurring procedure of the continuous risk-driven process improvement comprises the
following steps:
1. initial modeling of the original process according to the RiskSPEM metamodel,
2. discovering the process deficiencies and potential improvements by applying selected
process model-based risk identification techniques,
3. implementing the improvements to the identified deficient process areas (outside of the
PMRA method),
4. synchronizing the process model with the improved process by applying the revision and
variant model transformations.
After the initial application of the above given procedure, the new cycle of the continuous riskdriven process improvement is executed. The risk identification is repeated, but this time taking
as input the model of the improved process. This way, new risks can be found in the enhanced
process providing for its additional improvement.
The procedure of continuous risk-driven process improvement is shown in Fig. 38.
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Fig. 38. The procedure of continuous risk-driven process improvement

It should be noted that some of the identified process deficiencies (risk factors) might be
accepted as they were introduced to tailor the process model to the specifics of the project or the
organization running it and they are compensated by the benefits from that tailoring. However,
the list of such accepted risk factors should be explicitly stored and periodically reviewed. The
process deficiencies that are not accepted constitute the actual risk factors that are documented
in a risk list. Additionally, to understand better the consequences of a risk, the risk scenarios
may be built from risk patterns.
The interrelations of the risk management and the software process improvement were also
discussed in [Pandelios et al. 1996].

7.5. Summary
This chapter presented the principles and procedures that combine the previously defined
components of the PMRA method into a consistent risk assessment framework. The proposed
process adheres to the general guidelines on how to perform the risk assessment summarized in
section 2.3. The process is characterized by the following features:
• explicit use of the model of a software project in the risk assessment,
• support for secure continuous communication on risk,
• support for distributed project teams,
• flexibility in the actual arrangement of the process.
The process of continuous collaborative risk assessment was also presented in [Górski et al.
2002a, Górski et al. 2002b, Miler et al. 2002].
The proposed approach to risk assessment fits particularly well into the paradigm of software
process improvement through its explicit use of the process model. A procedure of the
continuous risk-driven process improvement was proposed, which allows to:
• apply the process model-based risk identification techniques to a process,
• derive the suggestions for process improvement from the identified risks,
• keep the process model in synch with the improved process,
• consistently and continually apply the risk assessment towards the process improvement.
The framework for continuous risk-driven process improvement was also presented in [Miler et
al. 2004b] together with a case study of the framework application to the PIPS software project
(see Chapter 9, section 9.3).
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The PMRA method of risk identification and analysis presented in Chapter 3 to Chapter 7 is
supported by a dedicated software tool RiskGuide presented in this chapter. First, the objectives
of tool support for PMRA are identified. Then, the overview of the tool is presented, followed
by the details on its features and design. Finally, the general and role-specific scenarios of the
RiskGuide usage are defined. The benefits from the tool’s usage are discussed in the summary.
Additionally, sample reports generated by the tool are presented in Appendix A.

8.1. Objectives of Tool Support
The primary objective of the tool support for the PMRA method is to facilitate its application
and increase its overall profitability. A consistent tool support for PMRA should cover:
• modeling the software process according to the RiskSPEM metamodel (Chapter 3),
• management of the Risk Knowledge Base (Chapter 4),
• application of the risk identification techniques (Chapter 5),
• application of the risk analysis techniques (Chapter 6),
• setup and management of the risk assessment process (Chapter 7).
The above listed components of the PMRA method can be supported by a set of independent
tools (a tool suite) or one comprehensive dedicated tool. The tools can be based on both, the
traditional paper-based solutions as well as the software-based solutions. As the PMRA method
is focused on software projects, a software-based solution is preferred with optional interfaces
to auxiliary paper-based solutions. In particular, a software-based supporting tool provides the
opportunity for new management paradigms relying on computer network communication (in
the intranet or the Internet), which can further improve the effectiveness of risk management.

8.2. RiskGuide Features and Design
This section introduces the RiskGuide supporting tool. The tool is presented from the structural,
functional, and technical viewpoints. Its key features and logical components are described as
well as its detailed functionality and design.

8.2.1. Overview
RiskGuide is an internet-based software environment supporting team-oriented risk assessment
of software projects. The first version of RiskGuide was built within [Miler 2000]. Since then,
the tool has been substantially rebuilt and extended. As for the time of writing this thesis, the
latest version of RiskGuide is 2.42. A demo of RiskGuide can be found at [RiskGuide]. Fig. 39
shows a sample screenshot from RiskGuide (in fake shades of grey set for legibility) with the
risk management menu and the list of open reviews.
RiskGuide offers support in the following areas of the PMRA method:
• Risk Knowledge Base,
• risk identification,
• risk analysis,
• management of the risk assessment process, particularly risk communication.
The final output from the tool is a risk assessment report. The risk assessment report is used to
document and communicate the results of the risk assessment at a certain moment in the project
course. The report presents the list of the most important risks with their estimates as well as the
risk mitigation plans. A sample risk assessment report from the RiskGuide tool is presented in
Appendix A, section A.2.
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Fig. 39. RiskGuide sample screenshot

Within the PMRA process, RiskGuide is used by the project team members playing the roles of
the risk manager and the risk mitigator defined in section 7.1.2. Apart from these two roles, the
role of the system administrator is also defined, but he or she is responsible only for managing
the user accounts and does not directly participate in the risk management process.
From the structural perspective, RiskGuide comprises five logical components:
• Risk assessment process engine – a set of functions supporting risk assessment (including
identification, analysis and reporting), risk communication as well as the management of the
entire process; uses Risk Knowledge Base and the data on projects and users, stores its data
in the Risk Repository,
• Risk Knowledge Base – a repository of referential information on risk including checklists,
risk lists and risk classification,
• Risk Repository – a centralized repository for all risk related and risk assessment process
related information of a project, can supply the risks to the Risk Knowledge Base,
• Report exporting interface – an interface to export the reports from the Risk Repository to
some external formats (including printouts),
• Projects & users management – a set of functions to manage the workspaces for particular
projects and administer the user accounts.
The logical components of RiskGuide and their dependencies are shown in Fig. 40.
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Fig. 40. RiskGuide logical components
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The following sections provide the details on RiskGuide features and design.

8.2.2. Features
Risk assessment process engine
RiskGuide explicitly distinguishes the roles of the risk manager and the risk mitigator and
provides these roles with dedicated functions. The functions available to particular roles are
depicted in Fig. 41 in a form of a UML use case diagram.
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Fig. 41. RiskGuide use cases

The following functions are offered to the risk manager:
• Management of the risk assessment process (Chapter 7) including in particular:
- opening and closing the risk reviews,
- taking and withdrawing the risk snapshots,
- publishing and withdrawing the risk assessment reports.
• Management of the Risk Knowledge Base (Chapter 4), in particular:
- managing the classification of risk through risk areas,
- managing the risk lists,
- adding the identified risks from the Risk Repository to the Risk Knowledge Base, which
provides for sustained learning on past experiences.
• Risk analysis (Chapter 6), in particular:
- supplying the risk ratings calculated off-line,
- prioritizing the risk scenarios (automatically based on rating or manually).
• Risk control planning, in particular:
- registering the risk control plans,
- transferring a risk to a different project.
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The following functions are offered to the risk mitigator:
• Browsing the Risk Knowledge Base:
- focused browsing during risk identification,
- free browsing for educational purposes.
• Risk identification (Chapter 5), in particular:
- automatic generation of risk indications based on the answers to a checklist,
- explicit selection of a risk from a risk list,
- referring to the previously identified risks in a risk assessment report,
- supplying a new definition of a specific risk (e.g. identified by intuition and/or
engineering judgment) and then referring to it,
- supplying comments to identified risks.
• On-line risk rating (section 6.3.2)
• Browsing risk reports, in particular:
- browsing and studying the risk review reports,
- browsing and studying the risk assessment reports,
- browsing the history of risk assessment across reports.
As noted earlier, the person acting as the risk manager plays also the role of the risk mitigator.

Risk Knowledge Base
The Risk Knowledge Base of RiskGuide supports (compare to section 4.2 and Fig. 12):
• generic checklists (with generic questions, hierarchical structure of content),
• generic risk lists (with generic risk scenarios),
• generic risk areas,
• answers.
In its default setup, RiskGuide comprises some initial content of the Risk Knowledge Base
based on publicly available sources, which is:
• Steve McConnell’s “Complete List of Schedule Risks” risk list [McConnell 1996] – 109
risks,
• SEI Taxonomy-Based Questionnaire checklist [Carr et al. 1993] – 194 questions with 70
sub-questions,
• definition of answers (question – risk relationships) – 431 answers, avg. 1.63 risks per
question, avg. 3.95 questions per risk.
A more advanced proprietary content of the Risk Knowledge Base has been also elaborated,
which comprises:
• a risk list – 109 McConnell’s risks [McConnell 1996] + 11 proprietary risks,
• a checklist covering project type and size, contract, upper management support, project
planning, collaboration with the customer, target system and its environment, system
development process, system design and implementation, configuration management, quality
management, and personnel management – 321 questions with 84 sub-questions,
• the answers (question – risk relationships) – 1162 answers, avg. 2.87 risks per question, avg.
9.68 questions per risk.
The Risk Knowledge Base is built in such a way that it can store more checklists of virtually
any form, length and internal structure as well as more risk lists and risk areas. The RiskKB can
be also filled with content dedicated to a business domain other than the software projects.

Risk Repository
RiskGuide’s Risk Repository stores all the risk assessment process artifacts (as defined in
section 7.1.1), in particular: identified risks (with risk indications and comments), risk review
reports, risk ratings and priorities, risk assessment reports with risk control plans.
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A project’s Risk Repository is constantly available for reading to all risk mitigators of that
project. The latest reports are available directly, while the earlier ones can be found by browsing
the lists of all reports. This feature provides for continuous communication on risk within the
project team (section 7.1.4).
The Risk Repository also stores the information on the process itself such as the names and the
dates of the risk reviews, snapshots and reports. This information is used to wrap the raw
information on risk with the context of the risk assessment process, which helps in browsing
and managing it as well as in managing the process itself.

Report exporting interface
RiskGuide can export some of its reports for external processing in a generally recognizable
linear document format such as HTML or for direct printout. In particular, two reports are
available through the report exporting interface:
• individual risk rating table,
• risk assessment report.
The printout of the individual risk rating table is used to collect the risk ratings from the risk
mitigators in the off-line mode (e.g. during a workshop or a risk analysis session held as a face
to face meeting). The rating tables are distributed among the risk mitigators and, when filled in,
returned to the risk manager. Then, the risk manager calculates manually the total ratings for the
risks and enters them into the RiskGuide tool. From then on, the total ratings are available to all
the risk mitigators. An example of the ‘Individual risk rating table’ report is presented in
Appendix A, section A.1.
The exported risk assessment reports can be printed out and distributed manually or stored in a
paper-based project file. They can also be imported into some general-purpose editors such as
Microsoft Word and further customized or processed according to the particular needs of the
project. A sample risk assessment report exported from RiskGuide is shown in Appendix A,
section A.2.

Projects & users management
Management of the project workspaces is provided to the risk managers. They can open and
close the projects, assign and dismiss the risk mitigators as well as promote a risk mitigator to
become a new risk manager.
User management is available only to the system administrator. He or she can create new
accounts, disable and enable the accounts, update the information on users (including changing
their passwords) and finally delete the accounts. A primary distinction between the users
allowed and disallowed to take the role of the risk manager is also made by the administrator.

8.2.3. Design
RiskGuide’s design follows the thin client-server application model. It assumes a central risk
repository and the distributed, multi-user access with web browsers. This architecture greatly
supports a distributed team-oriented risk assessment process as defined for the PMRA method,
in particular through:
• asynchronous access of many users at a time,
• high tool availability (generally 24/7),
• instant, near-real-time communication,
• independence from users’ physical location,
• independence from users’ hardware and software platform,
• easy risk repository administration and tool maintenance.
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The overview of RiskGuide’s system architecture is presented in Fig. 42.
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Fig. 42. RiskGuide system architecture

To maintain the service continuity, the RiskGuide server is recommended to be equipped with a
UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) and two hard disk drives working in a RAID (Random
Array of Inexpensive Drives) matrix. The former deals with the power shortages while the latter
with the data storage failures.
To protect the maintained data from unauthorized access, RiskGuide employs four layers of
security countermeasures:
1. Design
• firewall,
• separation of the WWW server from the DBMS server.
2. Technical
• ciphering of Internet connection using Secure Socket Layer 3 (SSL3),
• password based access to the servers’ operating systems and to the system database,
• restricting access to the physical location of the server.
3. Functional
• explicit separation of user’s roles,
• password based access control.
4. Procedural
• running the virus scanner with up-to-date virus database,
• immediate application of security updates and patches.
Additionally, RiskGuide implements the concepts of versioned objects and three-state objects
(see section 4.3.3), which protect from accidental data modification or deletion by the
authorized users.
From the technological viewpoint, RiskGuide is a three-tier Internet application. It is built with
contemporary technologies from Microsoft, namely SQL Server in the database tier, COM
objects in the business logic tier and ASP (Active Server Pages) in the presentation tier.
Altogether, this design helps in the encapsulation of processing (resulting in higher reliability),
allows for asynchronous multi-access as well as facilitates system development and
maintenance.

8.3. RiskGuide Usage Scenarios
This section presents the scenarios, within which RiskGuide is used to support the risk
assessment. The overall scenario involving both roles of the risk manager and the risk mitigator
as well as the role-specific scenarios are defined.
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8.3.1. Overall Usage Scenario
The overall RiskGuide usage scenario defines the general sequence of steps, within which the
tool is used to support the risk assessment. The overall scenario combines the tasks of both the
risk manager and the risk mitigator.
After logging in, the already published risk assessment reports are available to all risk
mitigators. During the risk identification, Risk Guide offers several techniques and a Risk
Knowledge Base of typical risks. During the risk analysis, risk mitigators browse the list of
identified risks and, when asked by the risk manager, give their own ratings for those risks.
Finally, the risk manager publishes a new risk assessment report and supplies the risk control
plans. The overall scenario of RiskGuide usage is presented in Fig. 43.
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Fig. 43. RiskGuide overall usage scenario

The steps of the overall usage scenario are defined as follows:

0.
1.
2.

Log into RiskGuide.

3.

Team members supply their ratings for the identified risks. Risk manager publishes
the risk assessment report.

4.

Discuss the reported risks and plan the risk control actions in terms of triggering
event, actions, responsibility and schedule.

Refer to the last risk assessment report to review the current project risks.
Identify risk with different techniques and review the summary of already identified
risks:
a. Identify again a previously reported risk, which means it is still considered a
risk to the project;
b. Identify a new unrecognized risk by manually entering its description;
c. Use a checklist or risk list to focus on typical project risks.

8.3.2. Risk Manager’s Usage Scenario
The risk manager’s scenario of RiskGuide usage defines the sequence of risk assessment steps
carried out by the risk manager with the tool’s support. Risk Guide can help risk managers in
organizing periodic team reviews of the project risks, acquiring the team involvement in the
analysis of the collected risks and finally in communicating the risk assessment reports together
with the risk control plans. The risk manager’s scenario of RiskGuide usage is presented in Fig.
44.
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The steps of the risk manager’s scenario are defined as follows:

1.
2.

Open a new review to collect the risk mitigators’ opinions on risk.

3.

Rate the collected risks to find out which of them are considered the most important:
a. Ask the risk mitigators to rate the risk on-line and let RiskGuide calculate the
total ratings;
b. Rate the risk and calculate the total ratings off-line; enter them manually.

4.
5.
6.

Assign priorities to risks actually determining the order of risks in the report.

Study the list of identified risks and make a decision to close the risk identification
and start the risk analysis (take the snapshot).

Publish a risk assessment report with a selected number of the most important risks.
Plan the risk control actions for the reported risks:
a. Supply a risk control plan in terms of triggering event, actions, responsibility
and schedule;
b. Transfer the risk to a superior managerial level in your project or to a different
project.

8.3.3. Risk Mitigator’s Usage Scenario
The risk mitigator’s scenario of RiskGuide usage defines the sequence of risk assessment steps
carried out by the risk mitigator with the tool’s support. Risk Guide can help risk mitigators in
providing information on risk as perceived by them individually through several risk
identification techniques and a Risk Knowledge Base. Risk mitigators can browse the list of
identified risks and when asked by the risk manager give their own rating for those risks.
Finally, they can access the risk assessment report with the risk control plans. The risk
mitigator’s scenario of RiskGuide usage is presented in Fig. 45.
The steps of the risk mitigator’s scenario are defined as follows:

1.
2.

Refer to the last risk assessment report to review the current project risks.

3.
4.

Supply own ratings for the identified risks when the risk analysis is started.

Identify risk when a review is open:
a. Identify again a previously reported risk, which means it is still considered a
risk to the project;
b. Identify a new unrecognized risk by manually entering its description;
c. Use a checklist or risk list to focus on typical project risks.
Study the new risk assessment report once it is published.
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Fig. 45. Risk mitigator’s scenario of RiskGuide usage

8.4. Summary
This chapter presented the RiskGuide tool, which is an internet-based, team-oriented software
environment supporting distributed risk assessment. The benefits from using RiskGuide to
support the risk assessment are:
• digital, highly accessible and persistent risk repository,
• instant, near-real-time communication on risk regardless of users’ physical location,
• carrying out distributed risk reviews and risk analysis with rating,
• easily available referential data from the Risk Knowledge Base,
• learning on past experiences through the Risk Knowledge Base extensibility.
Although RiskGuide has been built to support particularly the PMRA method proposed in this
thesis, its design and logic themselves do not force the use of the method. Extent, to which the
method is followed, is left to the users of the tool (risk managers in particular). Thus, the tool
can be used on its own, with parts of the PMRA method or, to some extent, within a different
method.
More details on RiskGuide can be found in [Miler et al. 2001a, Miler et al. 2001b, Miler et al.
2003b, RiskGuide]. A demo of RiskGuide is available at the author’s website [RiskGuide].
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Chapter 9. Evaluation
This chapter reports on the empirical evaluation of the PMRA method proposed in this thesis.
The level of evaluation ranged from the applicability and feasibility through the ease of use and
tool support to the efficiency and effectiveness. The subsequent sections present the preliminary
evaluation of the method in the academic environment and the two case studies of the method
application to the real-world cases.

9.1. Preliminary Evaluation
Before exposing the proposed PMRA method to the real-life projects, it was subjected to some
preliminary forms of evaluation to confirm its internal consistency, feasibility, and applicability.
The preliminary evaluation included:
• tool implementation,
• peer reviews,
• small-scale experiments in university environment.
The following sections provide details on the particular forms of evaluation and present the
obtained results.

9.1.1. Tool Implementation
The RiskGuide supporting tool has been successfully built based on the definition of the PMRA
method (Chapter 8). RiskGuide supports the major components of PMRA, in particular:
• generic part of the Risk Knowledge Base with management capabilities,
• collaborative risk identification with checklists, risk lists and free input,
• collaborative risk analysis with rating, risk prioritization, risk control planning,
• management of the risk assessment process with reviews, snapshots and reports,
• risk communication in distributed project teams.
Successful implementation of the tool support for the method demonstrates that the method is
not inherently invalid and has achieved a level of sufficient definition, internal consistency and
determinism. This can be considered the first test of the method’s validity. Moreover, the tool
has been used later on in other evaluation activities such as the peer reviews, the experiments
and the case studies.

9.1.2. Peer Reviews
Peer reviews involved meetings and discussions with risk management practitioners and
provided some evaluation of the PMRA method against their personal knowledge and
experiences. They included:
• one-on-one discussions with a risk management expert from UK and a risk management
practitioner from a major Polish software house
• university seminars for software engineering professionals, where some parts of the method
were presented,
• presentations at several national and international conferences and follow-on talks with risk
management professionals from both industry and academia,
• risk identification workshop in a Polish software development company.
The one-to-one discussions were preceded by the presentation of the PMRA method and the
RiskGuide supporting tool to the experts, after which they were asked to express their opinion.
Both practitioners confirmed the validity of the assumed risk assessment process and the scope
of the tool support. The UK expert appreciated particularly the risk identification techniques,
expressing however some doubts about the possible low quality of referential process models
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that can impede the risk identification. The Polish practitioner assessed highly the team-oriented
approach to the risk assessment, which he had been using successfully in his industrial software
projects. He also judged accurate the scope of the risk assessment reports and the features of the
RiskGuide tool.
Several seminars given at the Gdansk University of Technology during the research provided
some approval of the work towards the method definition as well as pointed out some issues to
be considered for further research. One of the most important suggestions concerned the
economic profitability of the risk management, which must not be ignored while building a
holistic method. To address this issue, the method scalability was seriously tackled, which
resulted in a multi-level approach to process modeling, the Risk Knowledge Base tailoring,
wide selection of risk identification and analysis techniques, and the customizable risk
assessment process.
The conference presentations on the method attained some interest from both academia and
industry and resulted in several meetings with software development professionals. They have
appreciated the practical aspects of the method and some of them have even expressed a
willingness to use the method and the RiskGuide tool in their projects. In the end, however, they
have not retained their interest and the method was not transferred to the industry this way.
A risk identification workshop held at one of the Polish software development companies
provided great feedback on the method. The workshop was related to a real software project,
which aimed at developing a GIS system to support management of a heat generation and
distribution infrastructure in one of the major cities in Poland. The participants were able to
identify about 20 risks to their project and committed to continue with risk management after
the workshop. Some interesting participants’ opinions were also gathered, which resulted in
major improvements to the method concerning the Risk Knowledge Base structure and the risk
communication security [Miler et al. 2002].
The results of peer reviews summarized above can be considered a preliminary confirmation of
the method’s applicability and practicality. The practitioners’ interest and opinions suggest they
perceive the method as useful in real-life software projects.
The next section overviews the early evaluation experiments held in the academic environment.

9.1.3. Early Experiments
Two experiments in the university environment were carried out in the early stage of the
research (years 2001-2002). They used the sketch definition of the process, simple Risk
Knowledge Base and some first versions of the RiskGuide tool.
The first experiment was carried out in the academic year 2000/2001 during the Software
Project Management course at the Gdansk University of Technology. It aimed at the evaluation
of the Risk Guide’s ease of use and the assessment of the effectiveness of its support in a single
risk assessment procedure (section 7.2). Altogether, 38 student groups (of 2-4 students)
participated in the experiment and identified the risk in their software projects, either fictional or
factual. The identified risks were then taken into account while building the detailed project
plan. Finally, the experiment was evaluated using a survey. The results confirmed the value of
a common environment to focus the participants’ attention on the risk management and gave
numerous suggestions of improvements to the RiskGuide’s user interface [Miler et al. 2001a].
The second experiment took place between October 2001 and January 2002 during an industrial
training course in software engineering. It aimed at evaluating the concept of the continuous risk
assessment process as well as assessing the effectiveness of support in relation to schedule risk.
Full recurring assessment process (section 7.3) has been followed with support from the
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RiskGuide tool. Two small projects were involved in the experiment (each having 5 team
members), both with the same goal – the development of a billing system for a telecom switch.
The participants were software engineers coming from local companies. The results were
assessed by a detailed survey at the end of the project as well as the overview of the manager’s
reports and the risk management history recorded in Risk Guide. The experiment confirmed the
help of the tool in increasing team awareness of risks and focusing at particular risk areas. The
Risk Knowledge Base of Risk Guide offered to the participants was highly evaluated [Górski et
al. 2002a].
The next section presents the first case study of the method application to real data on risk.

9.2. Case Study 1 – Evaluation of McConnell’s List of Schedule
Risk Factors
The first case study involved personal application of the approach to one of the risk
identification checklists available publicly, namely the Steve McConnell’s ‘Complete List of
Schedule Risks’ [McConnell 1996]. This checklist catalogs 109 risk factors in 12 areas of a
software project such as: schedule, product, personnel or customer. The risk factors are
expressed as single phrases in natural language.
The following sections present the case study plan and detailed results as well as summarize the
results, discuss the case study validity and conclude on the case study findings.

9.2.1. Case Study Plan
Two distinct goals of the case study were defined:
• validation of the completeness of McConnell’s checklist using risk patterns (see section 3.4),
• systematic application of risk patterns to the RUP-motivated extension of the process model
that implicitly underpins the McConnell’s checklist.
The case study comprised 5 steps:
1. Extraction of the process model (i.e. activities, artifacts, roles, practices, features and
capabilities) that implicitly underpins the McConnell’s checklist,
2. Expressing all the risks in the checklist in terms of this process model using risk patterns,
3. Systematic application of the risk patterns to the revealed process model in order to check
if some important risks missing in the McConnell’s checklist can be found,
4. Extending the McConnell’s process model with selected representative elements of the
referential RUP model [RUP],
5. Further application of the risk patterns to the extended process model and identification of
the missing schedule risk factors in the new areas.
As there is no explicit process model underlying the Steve McConnell’s checklist (at least it is
not publicly known), such a model (implied by the checklist) was built in Step 1. Having
extracted the process model, the risk patterns were applied, first to express the risks already
defined by McConnell (Step 2) and then to determine new risks from the model (Step 3). These
two phases fulfilled the first objective of the case study. For the second objective, the original
process model was extended by some elements from RUP missing in the model (Step 4) and the
risk patterns were applied once more to the resulting process model (Step 5).

9.2.2. Case Study Results
The following sections detail the results of each step of the case study.
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Step 1
In this step a somewhat hidden model of the development process referred to by McConnell’s
risk factors was explicitly defined. The model was described in terms of the RiskSPEM
metamodel (section 3.2). The elements of this model are used further on in the risk statements
expressed with risk patterns. Table 7 gives the summary of the McConnell’s process model.
Table 7. Statistics of the process model extracted from the McConnell’s checklist

Model element
Role
Activity
Artifact
Capability
Practice
Feature

Count
11
26
20
37
31
53

Remarks
2 levels of detail
4 levels of detail
2 levels of detail
for 9 roles
for 11 activities
for 20 artifacts

Step 2
In step 2, the risks recorded in the McConnell’s checklist were expressed with risk patterns.
This step may seem futile as it uses the information extracted from the very checklist to
reconstruct it back. Nevertheless, this way it could be verified that the risk patterns are
expressive enough to rephrase the McConnell’s risks and convey precisely their meaning.
Finally, all 109 risks were translated according to the risk patterns. The following paragraphs
list some examples of McConnell’s risk factors expressed with risk patterns (first the original
risk statement is recalled with its position in the McConnell’s list in square brackets, then its
expression with risk patterns is given):
•

[9] Excessive schedule pressure reduces productivity
If Project<activity> loses Avoid excessive schedule pressure<practice> then Personnel<role>
loses Productivity<capability>.

•

[24] Management places more emphasis on heroics than accurate status reporting, which undercuts
its ability to detect and correct problems
If Management<role> loses Capability to promote accurate status reporting<capability> then
Management<role> loses Ability to detect and correct problems<capability>.

•

[29] Development tools do not work as expected; developers need time to create workarounds or to
switch to new tools
If Development Tools<artifact> loses Reliability<feature> then Development<activity> takes more
time than expected.

•

[33] End-user does not buy into the project and consequently does not provide needed support
If End User<role> loses Commitment<capability> then Project<activity> loses Acquire support from
end users<practice>.

•

[48] Contractor does not buy into the project and consequently does not provide the level of
performance needed
If Contractor<role> loses Commitment<capability> then Contractor<role> loses
Productivity<capability>.

•

[52] Vaguely specified areas of the product are more time-consuming than expected
If Requirements<artifact> loses Clarity<feature> then Development<activity> takes more time than
expected.
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•

[53] Error-prone modules require more testing, design, and implementation work than expected
If Module<artifact> loses Reliability<feature> then Testing<activity> takes more time than expected
and Design<activity> takes more time than expected and Implementation<activity> takes more time
than expected.

•

[56] Development of the wrong user interface results in redesign and implementation
If Product<artifact> loses Adequate user interface<feature> then Design<activity> takes more time
than expected and Implementation<activity> takes more time than expected.

•

[82] Conflicts between team members result in poor communication, poor designs, interface errors,
and extra rework
If Project<activity> loses Resolve conflicts between team members<practice> then
Communication<activity> takes more time than expected and Design<artifact> loses
Quality<feature> and Module<artifact> loses Quality of interface<feature>.

•

[91] Sabotage by project management results in inefficient scheduling and ineffective planning
If Management<role> loses Benevolence<capability> then Schedule<artifact> loses
Efficiency<feature> and Development Plan<artifact> loses Effectiveness<feature>.

•

[97] Necessary functionality cannot be implemented using the selected code or class libraries;
developers must switch to new libraries or custom-build the necessary functionality
If Reused Code<artifact> loses Adequate functionality<feature> then Implementation<activity>
takes more time than expected.

•

[108] Half-hearted risk management fails to detect major project risks
If Risk Management<activity> loses Obtain personnel commitment for risk
management<practice> then Risk List<artifact> loses Coverage of major risks<feature>.

Step 3
In this step, some additional schedule risks not included in the McConnell’s checklist were
identified. The original process model built in step 1 was used without extending it by any new
elements that could imply new risks. All the risks identified in this step were already present in
the process model used inexplicitly by McConnell but were omitted in his checklist. In other
words, different risk-meaningful combinations of model elements he referred to were detected
with risk patterns.
Due to the resource limitations, not all the combination of risk patterns and model elements
were checked. Such comprehensive analysis would be best performed with the help of a tool.
Nevertheless, within 2 hours of analyses 14 missing scenarios were found that express
considerable schedule risk factors in a software project. Some of them are listed below:
•

Project<activity> loses Government Regulations<artifact>.

{Project neglects legal issues of government regulations}
•

If Communication<activity> takes more time than expected then Project<activity> loses Resolve
conflicts between team members<practice>.

{Ineffective communication channel results in poor conflict detection and resolution}
•

If Project<activity> loses Acquire support from end users<practice> then Product<artifact> loses
Adequate user interface<feature>.

{Wrong product user interface is developed without the support from end users}
•

Project<activity> loses Contractor<role>.

{Project does not outsource work where it could and should}
•

If Requirements<artifact> loses Stability<feature> then Contractor<role> loses
Commitment<capability>.

{Contractor withdraws from the project because of very unstable requirements changing the contract}
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Step 4
In this step, new elements were added to the original McConnell’s process model built in step 1.
These extensions were inspired by RUP. New practices, features and capabilities were added to
already existing activities, artifacts and roles as well as new structure elements were introduced.
Table 8 gives the summary of the extensions.
Table 8. Statistics of the extensions to the original process model

Model element
Role
Activity
Artifact
Capability
Practice
Feature

Count
2
2
3
4
4
5

Remarks

for 3 old and 1 new role
for 2 old activities
for 3 old and 1 new artifact

Step 5
In this step, some schedule risk factors concerning the new areas of the software project
introduced in step 4 were identified. They were obviously not present in McConnell’s checklist
as they emerged from the new model elements inspired by RUP. It is worth mentioning that the
new risk factors did not differ in detail from the ones already reported by Steve McConnell. In
other words, the identifying capability of risk patterns resulted from broadening the scope of the
model rather than from going down into the very details.
As in step 3, due to limited resources only some meaningful examples were searched for. After
further 2 hours of analyses, 14 additional risk scenarios were identified. Some examples of the
identified new schedule risk factors are presented below:
•

If Training Materials<artifact> is not developed then End User<role> loses Capability to accept
product<capability>.

{End users do not accept the product because of lack of training materials}
•

If Configuration & Change Management<activity> is not performed then Requirements<artifact>
loses Completeness<feature> and then Product<artifact> loses Conformity to user
expectations<feature>.

{Without change management process new requirements cannot be efficiently incorporated resulting
in unsatisfactory product}
•

If Programming Guidelines<artifact> is not developed then Module<artifact> loses
Readability<feature> and then Testing<activity> takes more time than expected.

{Lack of programming guidelines results in unreadable code that requires extra testing effort}
•

If Project<activity> loses Model visually (UML)<practice> then Requirements<artifact> loses
Clarity<feature>.

{Requirements not specified visually are less clear to the development team}
•

If Management<role> loses Presentation, communication, and negotiation skills<capability> then
Customer<role> loses Commitment<capability>.

{Poor interpersonal skills of management discourage the customer}

9.2.3. Discussion of Case Study Validity
The validity and generalizability of this case study needs some discussion. The usual three
levels of case study validity are considered:
• construct validity – the degree, to which the independent and dependent variables accurately
measure the concepts they purport to measure,
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• internal validity – the degree, to which conclusions can be drawn about the causal effect of
the independent variables on the dependent variables,
• external validity – the degree, to which the results of the research can be generalized to the
population under study and other research settings.
The construct validity was achieved by:
• strict application of the risk patterns adhering to their syntax and grammar (as defined in
sections 3.4 and 3.5),
• using only and exactly the elements defined in the process model in the risk scenarios,
• careful application of risk patterns to the original risk scenarios in natural language to
preserve their meaning,
• confirmation of pattern-based expressions of risk scenarios by independent experts.
The internal validity was maintained by:
• full coverage of McConnell’s risk list,
• even application of risk patterns to all original McConnell’s risk scenarios,
• unbiased selection of RUP-motivated extensions to original McConnell’s process model,
• uniform risk pattern-based search for the new risk scenarios all over the process models.
The construct and internal validity constitute a necessary minimum to claim the conclusiveness
of a case study. They are considered to be at the sufficient level.
A satisfactory level of external validity can be argued because:
• the McConnell’s risk list, as being widely known and used by practitioners, can be
considered representative to typical risk scenarios;
• it was possible to identify some new risks from the process models under study even though
they were quite small. The identifying potential of the risk patterns is supposed to increase
with the size of the process model, as more information about the process is available for
analysis.

9.2.4. Case Study Summary and Conclusions
In this case study, a commonly known and used checklist of risk factors – the Steve
McConnell’s ‘Complete List of Schedule Risk Factors’ – was analyzed for completeness and
possible extensions using the risk model proposed in this thesis (see Chapter 3). Within the case
study, the process model was derived from the checklist (step 1) and all 109 McConnell’s risk
scenarios were expressed with risk patterns (step 2). Then, 14 new risk scenarios were found by
combining McConnell’s model elements into different scenarios with the risk patterns (step 3).
At least half of these new scenarios represent considerable risk factors recalled in the literature.
Finally, the initial process model was extended with several elements taken from the RUP
referential model (step 4) and 14 more risk scenarios referring to the new model elements were
identified with the risk patterns (step 5). Again, many of these scenarios reflect the current
understanding of what are the common threats to the success of a software project.
Additionally, a list of 17 recommended practices for the “Project” activity was extracted from
the Steve McConnell’s checklist as an extra result of the case study. The practices include, for
example:
• Avoid excessive schedule pressure,
• Acquire support from end users,
• Maintain good relationships between developers and management,
• Resolve conflicts between team members,
• Adhere to software policies and standards,
• Avoid bureaucratic adherence to software policies and standards.
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In this case study, all of the work was carried out without any tool support (the RiskGuide tool
in particular does not support risk patterns). A complete analysis of the McConnell’s process
model with the use of the risk patterns will certainly require such support. Table 9 presents the
effort of the case study.
Table 9. Effort of the case study 1

Phase
Steps 1 and 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Effort [man-hours]
10
2
1
2

Entire case study

15

Taking into account the case study results and the validity analysis presented above, the case
study may be considered conclusive about the following hypotheses:
• risk patterns are sufficiently expressive to communicate typical risk scenarios,
• risk patterns can map a risk scenario directly to its context in the process,
• risk patterns can be used to detect risk scenarios in a process model,
• the application effort of the risk patterns appears to be worthwhile.
The next section presents the second case study of the method application to a large real-life
distributed software project.

9.3. Case Study 2 – PIPS Project Risk Management
The second case study involved a collaborative application of the PMRA method to the
management of project risk within the PIPS software project. As the PIPS project is a real-world
large-scale project, this case study may be considered a pilot industrial application of the
method.
The following sections introduce the PIPS project and the case study methodology as well as
provide the detailed results of the study finally summarized and discussed for their validity.

9.3.1. PIPS Project Objectives and Scope
The Integrated Project PIPS is a research and development project run within the 6th Framework
Programme of the European Union [PIPS]. The project started in January 2004 and is planned
till December 2007. The PIPS project involves in total 18 participants from 10 countries. The
pilot phase of the project is scheduled for 18 months and a full-scale solution is expected to be
delivered within the next 30 months. The project employs about 150 people, mostly part-time.
The total effort scheduled in the pilot phase is about 700 man-months.
The PIPS project is situated in the e-health domain. Its objective is to build a complex,
distributed information system based on novel business model and architecture. The novelty
within the business model includes dynamic environment of personalized and contextualized
knowledge and services, application of the ambient intelligence concept, and the trust and risk
management strategies. The architectural challenges encompass application of agent-based
computing, knowledge discovery from disparate sources, and contextual and personalized
decision support. Additionally, the solution was identified to be driven by more than 80
stakeholders covering the healthcare suppliers, citizens, public organizations, food/drug industry
and services, researchers, and health related policy makers.
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9.3.2. Case Study Methodology
The case study aimed at repeated identification of risks to the PIPS project with the proposed
approach. The case study comprised 2 phases:
• Preliminary risk identification carried out in January 2004 based on formal project
description,
• Second risk identification with respect to the improved process carried out in April 2004
based on the Quality Plan, partial Development Plan and the same project description as in
Phase 1.
The case study was evaluated by:
• subjecting the risk identification results to the judgment of the project managers based on
their intuition and individual experience,
• examining the ratings and priorities the project managers assigned to the identified risks at a
risk analysis session,
• assessing the scope of improvement initiated by the project managers after the risk
identification.

9.3.3. Case Study Results
The following sections present the results of each case study phase.

Phase 1
To begin with, a process model following the RiskSPEM metamodel defined in section 3.2 was
built based on the project description. Due to the initial phase of the project, the development
process was planned at a rather general level. The most detailed activities covered several
months. The project description did not define any qualitative features of the activities, artifacts
and roles as these elements were left to be defined later in the plans of the particular project
areas. The final model comprised 55 activities at 3 levels of detail, 49 artifacts and 45 roles.
The process risks were first identified using the model metrics. Of all the metrics presented in
section 5.1 only the metrics of importance were applicable to the model. The metrics given by
equations 1 and 3 indicated five artifacts and two activities for further investigation, which
resulted in the identification of four risk factors. For all those factors, their scenarios have been
developed with the help of risk patterns (sections 3.4 and 3.5). An example of the identified risk
factor is given below together with the corresponding scenario (first expressed with the help of
risk patterns, then as a natural language statement).
Risk factor: Distributed, multinational development of business models
Risk scenario (risk patterns): If New Business Modeling<activity> loses Consider
regional differences in reality<practice> then System Requirements Specification
(Vision)<artifact> loses Conformity to target reality<feature> and Use Case
Design<artifact> loses Conformity to target reality<feature> and then Pilot One<artifact>
loses Conformity to target reality<feature>.
Risk scenario (natural language): Business modeling is skewed by local viewpoints
and results in missed target reality of the pilot implementation of the system.
The risks were further identified by comparing the analyzed model to the Rational Unified
Process (RUP) [RUP] taken as a referential model. RUP was particularly chosen as being wellstructured, defined in detail yet generally applicable and finally compatible with the
development process of the PIPS project. Due to the limited resources for the case study,
a complete mapping of the analyzed model on the RUP referential model was not developed.
Instead, the most evident differences were taken into consideration. This way, three additional
risk factors were identified. One of them is given below together with its exemplary scenario.
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Risk factor: Configuration & Change Management is not explicitly defined
Risk scenario (risk patterns): If Configuration & Change Management<activity> is not
performed then System Integration<activity> loses Keep the set of integrated
subsystems coherent<practice> and then Pilot Deployment<activity> takes more time
than expected.
Risk scenario (natural language): Without explicitly defined change management
process the pilot may not be integrated and deployed on time.
The risk identification step was completed by comparing the analyzed model to another
referential model – a model derived from the Steve McConnell’s ‘Complete List of Schedule
Risks’ [McConnell 1996] (see section 9.2.2 step 1). Following the same procedure as in the
previous step, four additional risk factors were identified. One of them is given below together
with the exemplary scenario.
Risk factor: Long duration of the project and mainly part-time employment of the
staff.
Risk scenario (risk patterns): If Project<activity> loses Maintain personnel
continuity<practice> then Project<activity> loses Personnel<role> and then
Project<activity> loses Avoid excessive schedule pressure<practice> and Pilot
One<artifact> loses Completeness<feature>.
Risk scenario (natural language): The project can have difficulties with keeping
part-time employed staff resulting in workforce shortages, more effort for available
staff and limited scope of the pilot.
In total, 11 risk factors were identified in the first phase of this case study. These risk factors
were then compared to the 9 risk factors indicated in the project description (identified earlier
by the project management). 6 out of the 11 risk factors identified in the first phase of this case
study were also indicated in the project description. Still 5 of them were new regarding the
project description.
Partial correlation of the detected risk factors with the factors indicated earlier by the project
management confirms that the proposed method is consistent with the intuition and experience
of the managers of software projects. The 5 new risks were communicated to the Project
Management Board, which judged them important and initiated activities aiming at the process
improvement. The process was improved by defining its deficient areas in the newly issued
managerial documents and initiating new activities related to the redefined process.

Phase 2
The second risk identification attempt in phase 2 of the case study focused on the managerial
issues such as the operational management, the quality management, the communication
management, the software management and so on. A partial process model of these areas was
built from the available data according to the RiskSPEM metamodel (section 3.2). The model
comprised 85 activities at 3 levels of detail, 16 roles and 37 artifacts.
Due to the incompleteness of the process model, the risk identification technique using model
metrics could not be effective. Instead, the technique of comparison to a referential model was
applied. For the same reasons as in phase 1, the Rational Unified Process was selected as a
primary referential model.
As a result, some 26 risk factors were identified. The examples of the identified risk factors in
particular managerial areas are given below together with the possible scenarios.
• Quality management – establishing success criteria and metrics:
Risk factor: Immeasurable success criteria, weak metrics
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Risk scenario (risk patterns): If Measurement Plan<activity> loses Use quantifiable and
objective metrics<practice> then Pilot One<artifact> loses Defined scope<feature>and
then Pilot One<artifact> loses Completeness<feature>.
Risk scenario (natural language): Product scope is arbitrarily redefined and
intended product scope is not covered.
• Document Management – general risks:
Risk factor: No explicitly defined procedures for maintaining traceability of key
business and design decisions
Risk scenario (risk patterns): If Document Management<activity> loses Maintain
traceability of key decisions<practice> then Documentation<artifact> loses
Consistency<feature> and then Subsystem<artifact> loses Compatibility<feature>.

Risk scenario (natural language): Key business and design decisions are vague,
inconsistent or contradictory in different documents resulting in incompatibility of
partial commitments.
• Communication Management – communication by project portal:
Risk factor: Poor performance of hardware and software platform of project portal
Risk scenario (risk patterns): If Project portal<artifact> loses Platform
performance<feature> then Personnel<role> loses Motivation<capability> and
Communication<activity> loses Follow defined communication paths<feature> and then
Communication<activity> takes more time than expected.
Risk scenario (natural language): Discomfort in portal usage causes users’
rejection and hasty construction of alternative communication means that impacts
communication.
The identified risk factors were taken as input to the risk analysis session carried out by the
Project Management Board (PMB). Some of the risk factors were merged together (giving in
total 20 risks) and the list was extended with risks identified independently by the PMB
members. The risk analysis session involved rating and prioritizing the identified risks by some
15 members of the PMB. As a result, a list of project top 10 most important risks was
elaborated. Of those 10 risks, 7 were identified with the help of the proposed approach.

9.3.4. Discussion of Case Study Validity
The usual threats to the overall validity of this case study apply, which are threats to construct,
internal and external validity.
Construct validity pertains here to:
• scope of the method application,
• relevance and importance of the identified risks,
• scope of support in risk assessment offered by the method and the RiskGuide tool.
The method was applied thoroughly except for the communication on risk using risk patterns –
the risk patterns were used only for risk documentation during analyses. The applied method
elements include: process modeling, generic Risk Knowledge Base, risk identification
techniques, risk analysis through rating, risk assessment process and the RiskGuide tool.
The relevance and importance of the identified risks was assessed by the Project Management
Board during the risk analysis sessions. The members of the PMB were very experienced
practitioners from several countries from both academia and industry. They have appealed to
their personal experience and intuition when estimating risks. This way of assessing the
relevance and importance of identified risks seems very practical and reasonable.
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The scope of offered support was assessed by the number of reviews carried out, the number of
participants in the reviews, the number of identified risks, and finally, the scope of the
improvements to the process. All those indicators, although indirectly, provide some insight in
the actual use and benefits of the method. Some stronger confirmation of the support would be
the final success of the project. It is, however, not possible to be assessed within the pilot phase
of the project. Partial confirmation is provided by the positive project review by the European
Commission reviewers in March 2005.
The internal validity is argued based on the following facts:
• The PMRA method was a primary means of risk assessment in the project.
• The identified risks were communicated to and assessed by the top project managers.
• Some of the process improvements directly responded to the identified risks and can be
attributed to the method application.
The external validity is expected to be quite high because:
• PIPS is a large, multi-national project with both research and development activities, which
can be considered representative to many large industrial projects. Moreover, the method
exhibits good scalability by the use of the internet-based communication and should perform
well in even larger projects.
• The risk was assessed several times in different phases of the project accounting for different
assessment scopes and contexts.
• Parts of the method were used independently from the author (especially through the
RiskGuide tool), which can be even regarded as partial pilot industrial application of the
method.

9.3.5. Case Study Summary and Conclusions
The case study involved repeated assessment of the process risk with the PMRA method. In the
first phase, 11 risk factors were identified at the initial project stage, 5 of which were not
explicitly considered in the project plans. Of those 5 new risks, 2 were recalled in the 18th month
external project review by the European Commission as still valid, other 2 were immediately
addressed by the Project Management Board and the last one was transferred to particular
project activities. In the second case study phase, some 26 detailed risk factors regarding the
project management were identified with the PMRA method and, together with more risks
identified externally, assessed by the PMB, which published a report of project top 10 risks. Of
those 10 risks, 7 were identified with the PMRA method.
The application of the PMRA method to the risk identification was carried out by the thesis
author. However, it was performed according to precisely defined procedures of the risk
identification techniques (Chapter 5). Thus, it may be presumed that every risk analyst would
obtain similar results. However, a complete correlation (reproduction) of the results is difficult
to achieve, because, while being considerably formalized, the proposed approach still engages
the analytical capabilities and the individual perception of a human analyst.
The risk assessment process and the analytical framework of the PMRA method were used
collaboratively by the managerial personnel of the PIPS project. More than 10 members of the
Project Management Board participated in the risk rating communicating their view on project
risk. The technique of risk rating was generally accepted and used with ease. The method
provided some guidance on the practical implementation of risk management and the RiskGuide
software tool was used as a primary means of communication on risk within the project.
The project has successfully reached and passed the 18th month review by the European
Commission in March 2005. The reviewers assessed the contribution from the PMRA method
very high, valuing in particular the collaborative process applied and the use of a dedicated
internet-based software tool – RiskGuide.
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Phase 1 of the case study required 30 man-hours, 22 of which were spent on building the initial
process model while the risk identification took 2-3 man-hours for each of the techniques and
referential models. Phase 2 took 8 man-hours, 3 of them used to model the managerial areas of
the PIPS project and the remaining 5 to identify the project risks. The effort of the risk
identification steps may be reduced by taking advantage of the tool support.
The following conclusions about the PMRA method are believed justified by the case study
results:
• the method is applicable to real-scale industrial projects,
• the method identifies relevant and important risks,
• the method offers practical and meaningful risk analysis,
• the method motivates the risk management and fosters the risk communication,
• the method provides valuable contribution towards decreasing the project risk,
• the method application effort seems reasonable considering the benefits and potential for tool
support.

9.4. Summary
The PMRA method proposed in this thesis has been subjected to multi-level empirical
evaluation. The evaluation included tool implementation, peer reviews, small-scale experiments
in the academic environment as well as two case studies on real-world data and projects.
The latest and most comprehensive case study involved a full-scale application of the PMRA
method to the assessment of the project risk within the PIPS software project. The PIPS project
risk assessment was carried out within a wider process of trust management aimed at building a
trust case for the PIPS solution according to the IT-Trust (formerly UML-Trust) method [Górski
et al. 2003, Górski et al. 2005]. The PIPS project was not completed before the submission of
this thesis and the final performance of the project and the risk assessment could not have been
evaluated. However, the project has passed successfully the European Commission 18th month
review in March 2005 gaining very high notes. The thesis author was informed by the Project
Management Board that the assessors had particularly acclaimed the risk management
framework applied and the support from the RiskGuide tool (the actual assessment report is
confidential). Due to the project size and complexity as well as the extent of the method use,
this case study is believed to meet the criteria for the pilot industrial application of the method.
The early evaluation attempts and the case studies were reported in detail in [Miler et al. 2001a,
Miler et al. 2001b, Miler et al. 2002, Miler et al. 2003a, Miler et al. 2004a, Miler et al. 2004b,
Miler et al. 2004c].
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Software projects continually show high rate of failure, which appears even more serious when
compared to other engineering disciplines such as construction or mechanics. The unsuccessful
performance from numerous software projects adds up to a massive waste of money and time,
missed business opportunities, and increasing social distrust in the information technologies.
Many approaches have been already proposed under a common flag of the risk management to
increase the projects’ chance of success. However, the evidence shows that there is still a big
gap between what we currently have in arms against the project risk and what we would wish to
have. The investigation of the methods for the risk assessment seems particularly worthwhile.
This thesis aimed at providing a new method for the assessment of process risk related to the
projects of software development and acquisition.
The thesis proposition was formulated as:

Application of methodical support to risk identification and analysis (through
explicit software process modeling and dedicated techniques) with dedicated
software tools provides for early identification of project risks and increases the
effectiveness of risk mitigation.

10.1. Summary of Results
The primary result of the thesis is a new approach to software project risk assessment – the
Process Model-based Risk Assessment (PMRA) method.
In detail, the thesis results are the following:
• elaboration of the process model-based approach to project risk comprising the Riskextended Software Process Engineering Metamodel and the language of risk patterns [Miler
et al. 2003a, Miler et al. 2004a, Miler et al. 2004c] (Chapter 3),
• design of the Risk Knowledge Base, which allows for collecting, sharing and reuse of
knowledge on processes, their risks and known remedies [Miler et al. 2001b, Miler et al.
2004a, Miler et al. 2004c] (Chapter 4),
• elaboration of two new techniques of risk identification that provide for deriving the
information on project risk from the process model; extending the currently used techniques
with process modeling and risk patterns [Miler et al. 2004a, Miler et al. 2004c] (Chapter 5),
• development of the risk analysis techniques that cover classification, consolidation and
structuring of the information on risk as well as risk ranking and overall risk estimation
[Górski et al. 2002a, Górski et al. 2002b] (Chapter 6),
• elaboration of a risk assessment process that combines the proposed models and techniques
into a consistent framework for continuous software project risk assessment [Górski et al.
2002a, Górski et al. 2002b, Miler et al. 2002, Miler et al. 2004b] (Chapter 7),
• development of the web-based supporting tool RiskGuide that assists in running the risk
assessment process, automates some aspects of the method application as well as provides a
platform for communication on risk particularly to distributed software projects [Miler et al.
2001a, Miler et al. 2001b, Miler et al. 2003b, RiskGuide] (Chapter 8),
• verification of the method with some preliminary evaluation means such as tool
implementation, peer reviews, and small-scale experiments in university environment as well
as with a case study on real-world data on project risk [Miler et al. 2001a, Miler et al. 2001b,
Miler et al. 2002, Miler et al. 2003a] (Chapter 9),
• application of the method to the management of project risk within the PIPS software project
[Miler et al. 2004a, Miler et al. 2004b, Miler et al. 2004c] and gathering the evidence for the
construction of the PIPS trust case (a structured body of evidence on the system
trustworthiness for its users) [Górski et al. 2003, Górski et al. 2005] (Chapter 9).
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10.2. Evaluation of Results
The most innovating contributions of this thesis are:
• bringing the power of business process modeling to the benefit of process risk assessment,
• elaboration of a semi-formal language of risk patterns that allows for positioning and
expressing the risk clearly in the context of the assessed process,
• development of the new process model-based techniques of risk identification: the metrics of
process model structure and the comparison of process models,
• providing methodological and tool support for distributed software projects.
The scope of the proposed method covers all the activities involved in the risk assessment:
• risk identification,
• risk analysis,
• risk documentation,
• risk communication.
The risk assessment process defined within the method follows the key principles of risk
management indicated in the literature:
• team participation,
• continuous process,
• open communication with provisions for information security,
• learning from experience.
The application of the method is facilitated with a dedicated software tool RiskGuide, which
supports the process execution, automates some analytical tasks, provides for continuous
communication on risk in distributed projects and maintains the Risk Knowledge Base.
The PMRA method has been evaluated experimentally with many techniques covering several
levels of verification and validation. The evaluation showed the following features of the
method:
• the method is applicable to real-scale industrial projects,
• the method identifies relevant and important risks,
• the method provides sufficiently expressive language of risk patterns for risk documentation
and communication,
• the method offers practical and meaningful risk analysis,
• the method motivates the risk management and fosters the risk communication,
• the method provides valuable contribution towards decreasing the project risk,
• the method application effort seems reasonable considering the benefits and potential for tool
support.
The most comprehensive case study involved full-scale application of the method to a realworld large and distributed software project PIPS. Taking this project as representative to the
software development industry, this case study can be considered a pilot industrial application
of the method. The experiences from the validation, in particular from the PIPS project case
study, confirm the validity and usefulness of the proposed approach.
The above given evaluation of the results allows to claim the thesis proposition justified.
The work presented in this thesis has been published in the proceedings of several national and
international conferences as well as in the periodicals.
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10.3. Further Work Areas
The proposed method may be further improved and extended in the following areas:
• new risk patterns related to other classes of risk events,
• new metrics of process model structure providing more information on process risk,
• wider scope of tool support through further development of the RiskGuide tool.
The work presented in this thesis leaves the following issues for further research:
• application of keyword-based techniques such as HAZOP to the software development risk,
• identification of risk across the collaborating processes of the developer and the customer,
• risk related to process transformation and reengineering,
• implications of mapping the taxonomies from dependability and security to the process risk.
Author’s future improvements to the PMRA method will be correlated to the development of
the IT-Trust (formerly UML-Trust) method [Górski et al. 2003, Górski et al. 2005] –
a framework for building the trust cases of IT systems, which involves PMRA as one of the
sources of trust evidence.
The PMRA method will be still used within the PIPS project as well as the new projects will be
sought for sustained method application.

10.4. Coda
The method may be ultimately adjudged effective when a real risk were identified and reduced
solely owing to the method contribution. This extent of evaluation is however beyond the
capabilities of a doctoral research as it requires extensive observation and gathering evidence
impossible to achieve without a wider industrial adoption of the method. Additionally, as
managing risk involves manipulating the future it is barely feasible to measure the outcome
from the risk management in the strict sense. Alas, running a clearly isolated and controlled
experiment featuring at least two complete software projects is virtually impossible. The already
gathered feedback from the case studies suggests the method bears the potential to achieve this
definitive level of evaluation in its future applications.
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active risk review
a dedicated activity aimed at thorough risk identification within selected scope by selected
participants with selected techniques (Chapter 7)
brainstorming session
a moderated face-to-face meeting of the (selected) project team members focused on the
spontaneous collaborative identification of project risk based on the individual experiences,
judgment, reasoning, and intuition of the session participants (Chapter 2)
business process
a structured collection of tasks animated by the actors to transform the resources into the
service, can be decomposed into a set of sub processes collaborating to build the overall service
(Chapter 2)
comparison of process models
a technique of risk identification based on comparison of the elements of an analyzed model to
semantically equivalent elements of a referential model, used in the risk identification phase of
the PMRA method (Chapter 5)
continuous risk review
a background activity aimed at enabling continuous risk identification from all participants with
any technique (Chapter 7)
discretionary security policy
a security policy that allows the access to an asset to be explicitly restricted to the selected
subjects, used in communication on risk between the organizations (Chapter 7)
element context checklist
a set of questions aiming at identifying possible deficiencies in the closest vicinity (in terms of
associated model elements) of a model element, used within a technique of risk identification
with metrics (Chapter 5)
mandatory security policy
a security policy assuming a classification hierarchy is assumed for accessed objects and
accessing subjects and two access rules to protect confidentiality of risk related information,
used in communication on risk within the organization [Gasser 1988] (Chapter 7)
model element failure
a state of a model element when it does not deliver expected service to the process (Chapter 5)
model element importance
a measure of impact of a failure of an element on the entire process (Chapter 5)
model element risk
a measure of possibility of element failure and impact of that failure on the entire process
(Chapter 5)
model implementation checklist
a set of questions used to verify the actual implementation of a model (the actual process)
against a process model (Chapter 5)
overall process risk
global level of risk present in the entire process (Chapter 6)
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PMRA collaborative continuous risk assessment process
the continuous risk assessment process run collaboratively by the parties of a software project
comprising a dedicated interface between their internal risk assessment processes through which
they exchange the risk related information in accordance with the corresponding security
policies (Chapter 7)
PMRA continuous risk assessment process
the risk assessment process covering the entire project course and involving repeated single risk
assessments interleaved with continuous reviews (Chapter 7)
PMRA risk assessment cycle
the recurring procedure of risk assessment that takes the previous risk assessment report on
input of a next risk review, made of joint single risk assessments (Chapter 7)
PMRA single risk assessment
an activity aiming at the assessment of project risk at a certain point in time, starts with a risk
review and results in a risk assessment report (Chapter 7)
process error
a deviation in process execution (a deviant process state) that can lead to the process failure
[Avižienis et al. 2004] (Chapter 3)
process failure
a process state when it does not deliver the service expected by its stakeholders [Avižienis et al.
2004] (Chapter 3)
process fault
a state of a process component that has a potential to cause an error [Avižienis et al. 2004]
(Chapter 3)
process model
a model of a business process built according to a particular metamodel and expressed in a
certain modeling language; the process model of a software project to be analyzed with the
PMRA method is built according to the RiskSPEM metamodel
process risk
a possibility of process failure (Chapter 3)
questionnaire
a set of questions that ask for the current state of the project to identify the risk factors of project
failure (Chapter 2)
remedy
a procedure or practice of coping with particular risks, can be stored in a Risk Knowledge Base
(Chapter 4)
revision
a transformation of a process model that allows the transformed model follow the changes to the
original model through shared and inherited model elements (Chapter 4)
risk
the possibility of occurrence of a risk incident [ISO 14971, AIRMIC 2002, ISO 16085, AS/NZS
4360] (Chapter 2)
RiskGuide
a team-oriented software environment supporting distributed risk assessment through the
internet-based technologies, a supporting software tool for the PMRA method (Chapter 8)
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RiskSPEM metamodel
the Risk-extended Software Process Engineering Metamodel for risk-enabled modeling of the
software development process and a basis for expressing process risk (Chapter 3)
risk analysis
the part of the risk management aimed at transforming the raw information on risk from risk
identification into a decision-enabling knowledge for planning the risk control measures;
comprises risk classification, consolidation, estimation, and prioritization (Chapter 2)
risk analyst
any person performing the risk analysis (Chapter 7)
risk assessment
the analytical part of the risk management comprising risk identification, risk analysis and risk
estimation (Chapter 2)
risk assessment report
a list of the most important analyzed risks ordered by decreasing priority and supplemented with
risk control plans (Chapter 7)
risk estimation
judging the level of risk exposure with a chosen scale; part of the risk analysis (Chapter 2)
risk evaluation
deciding on risk acceptance by evaluating the risks against an acceptability scale or threshold;
part of the risk assessment (Chapter 2)
risk event
a common name for process fault, process error and process failure (Chapter 3)
risk factor
an event or situation that increases the possibility of occurrence of a risk incident (Chapter 2)
risk identification
the part of the risk management aimed at the identification of risk incidents threatening the
project success as well as their risk factors and detection of the risk scenarios (Chapter 2)
risk identification with metrics
a technique of risk identification that uses metrics of process model structure to suggest
potential risks in process execution, used in the risk identification phase of the PMRA method
(Chapter 5)
risk incident
a possible future event that results in loss (Chapter 2)
risk indication
the fact that this risk has been identified as present in the process (Chapter 6)
Risk Knowledge Base
a structured repository of referential information on risk (Chapter 4)
risk list
a referential list of typical risk factors of project failure compiled from the experiences of some
past projects (Chapter 2)
risk management
systematic application of management policies, procedures and practices to the tasks of
analyzing, evaluating and controlling risk [ISO/FDIS 14971:2000, definition 2.18]
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risk management file
set of records and other documents, not necessarily contiguous, that are produced by a risk
management process [ISO/FDIS 14971:2000, definition 2.19]
risk manager
a project team member responsible for the entire course of the risk management process
including setting its phases and coordinating the work (Chapter 7)
risk mitigator
a project team member that has been assigned to the tasks of the risk management, including the
risk manager (Chapter 7)
risk pattern
pattern describing a risk event of the violation of entities or relationships in the RiskSPEM
metamodel (Chapter 3)
risk ranking
ordering the risks by their relative weight; part of the risk analysis (Chapter 2)
risk rating
a subjective technique of risk ranking, in which the rating points are assigned to the analyzed
risk scenarios by the invited participants of a risk analysis session, used in the risk analysis
phase of the PMRA method (Chapter 6)
risk review
an activity aiming at the identification of project risk specified in terms of reviewed project
scope, duration, participants and identification techniques employed (Chapter 7)
risk review report
a list of identified risks for a single review ordered by the number of risk indications (Chapter 7)
risk scenario
a causal chain of risk factors that ends with the occurrence of a risk incident; a sequence of risk
events from the initial fault through the activated errors to the resulting failure (Chapter 2)
risk snapshot
a set of risk scenarios selected from all the identified risk scenarios according to given criteria
ordered by decreasing risk priority, then by decreasing risk estimation (first risk rating, then
number of indications) (Chapter 6, Chapter 7)
software acquisition process
the part of the software project animated by the customer, which service is to acquire the best
software-based system for the customer needs and smoothly introduce it into the customer’s
business environment (Chapter 2)
software development process
the part of the software project animated by the developer, which service is to build, deliver, and
put into operation a software-based system needed by the customer (Chapter 2)
software project
a managed creative process, which goal is to deliver within the defined constraints an innovative
software-based solution to a problem owned by its stakeholders (Chapter 2)
variant
a transformation of a process model that allows to develop the transformed model and the
original independently keeping a mapping of equivalent model elements (Chapter 4)
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Appendix A. Examples of RiskGuide Reports
This appendix presents the examples of reports generated from the RiskGuide tool: the
individual risk rating table used to gather people’s opinions on identified risks and the Risk
assessment report used to document and communicate the results of the risk assessment.

A.1. Individual Risk Rating Table
The printout of the individual risk rating table is used to collect risk ratings from the
stakeholders in the off-line mode (e.g. during a workshop or a risk analysis session held as a
physical meeting of people) when the on-line rating with RiskGuide cannot be used. The rating
tables are distributed among the participants and, when filled in, returned to the risk manager.
Then, the risk manager calculates manually the total ratings for the risks and enters them into
RiskGuide. From then on, the ratings are available to all the participants.
A sample individual risk rating table generated by RiskGuide is shown in Fig A.1.
Project:

Individual risk rating table
Second risk assessment report

Sample
project

(taken on June 5, 2004 16:48)

Summary of risks identified in reviews:

•

Second project review

(open on June 2, 2004 9:23, closed on June 5, 2004 16:48)

Risk

Weight

[75]

Personnel need extra time to learn unfamiliar software tools or
environment (Personnel)

[50]

Requirements are poorly defined, and further definition expands
the scope of the project (Requirements)

[57]

Development of extra software functions that are not required
(gold-plating) extends the schedule (Product)

[39]

Customer insists on technical decisions that lengthen the
schedule (Customer)

[78]

Contract personnel leave before project is complete (Personnel)

Fig A.1. Sample Individual risk rating table from RiskGuide
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A.2. Risk Assessment Report
The risk assessment report is used to document and communicate the results of risk assessment
at a certain point in the project course. The report presents the list of the most important risks as
well as the risk mitigation plans.
A risk assessment report comprises the header and the body. The report header includes:
• report name,
• report description,
• list of risk reviews carried out for this report (with date of opening and closing).
The report body is a table with rows of particular risks and three columns:
• priority,
• rating,
• risk with control planning.
Risk priority shows the relative degree of importance of a risk compared to the other risks as
decided by the risk manager based on the risk ratings. Priority of 1 signifies the most important
risk, decreasing priority means less important risk. The risks in the report are ordered by
decreasing priority. The risk priority in the previous risk report is given below the current risk
priority, separated with a horizontal line. The previous priority of ‘(No risk)’ means that the risk
was not included in the previous report (it is a newly identified risk). The direction of change to
the priority is shown by the symbol between both priorities. The information on previous risk
priority can be used to monitor the changes to risk.
Risk rating gives the total rating assigned to a risk by the risk analysis session participants. This
total rating represents the estimation of risk (the overall perception of risk likelihood and
severity) by the session participants. Similarly to the risk priority, the rating of a risk in the
previous risk assessment report is given below the current risk rating together with the symbolic
representation of the change direction.
The ‘Risk with control planning’ column documents the identified risk and the planned control
measures. The information on identified risk includes the risk statement with risk number in
square brackets and affected project area in normal brackets. Risk numbers provide for
unambiguous reference to risks. Risk control planning section specifies the chosen strategy and
the planned tasks.
A sample risk assessment report generated by RiskGuide is shown in Fig. A.2a and Fig A.2b.
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Project:

Risk assessment report
Second risk assessment report

Sample
project

(taken on June 5, 2004 16:48)

Summary of risks identified in reviews:

•

Second project review

(open on June 2, 2004 9:23, closed on June 5, 2004 16:48)

Priority Rating

1

28





(2)

(23)

Risk with control planning
[75]

Personnel need extra time to learn unfamiliar software tools or
environment
(Personnel)

Comments:

We have already started the training program for some tools.
Strategy: Monitor
Triggering event: More than 2 days spent on learning
Actions:

- organize tutorials
- hire specialists
Responsibility:

Project manager
Schedule:

- tutorials - in 2 weeks from event
- hiring - in 1,5 months from event
2

26





(1)

(31)

[50]

Requirements are poorly defined, and further definition expands
the scope of the project
(Requirements)

Comments:

As for now, we have a draft version of the SRS.
Strategy: Mitigate
Triggering event: Scope is redefined
Actions:

- review the specifications
- build a prototype
- hold a meeting with the users
Responsibility:

Chief analyst
Schedule:

- review - June 5
- prototype - July 16
- meeting - July 20
Fig A.2a. Sample risk assessment report from RiskGuide
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3

18

[57]

 
(4) (12)

Development of extra software functions that are not required (goldplating) extends the schedule
(Product)

Comments: No comments
Strategy: Not chosen
Triggering event: Not set
Actions: Not planned
Responsibility: Not assigned
Schedule: Not set

4

16

[39]

Customer insists on technical decisions that lengthen the schedule
(Customer)

 
(5)

(7)

5

10

Comments: No comments
Strategy: Not chosen
Triggering event: Not set
Actions: Not planned
Responsibility: Not assigned
Schedule: Not set
[78]

Contract personnel leave before project is complete
(Personnel)

 

Comments: No comments

(3) (16)
Strategy: Not chosen
Triggering event: Not set
Actions: Not planned
Responsibility: Not assigned
Schedule: Not set

Fig A.2b. Sample risk assessment report from RiskGuide (continued)
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Metoda identyfikacji i analizy ryzyka
w projektach informatycznych
Projekty informatyczne ciągle obarczone są wyjątkowo wysokim ryzykiem poraŜki w
porównaniu do innych dziedzin inŜynierskich takich jak budownictwo czy mechanika.
Niepowodzenia kolejnych projektów przyczyniają się do olbrzymich strat finansowych i
czasowych, zmarnowanych okazji biznesowych oraz rosnącego braku zaufania społecznego do
technologii informacyjnych. Dotychczas zaproponowano juŜ wiele pojeść pod wspólnych
hasłem zarządzania ryzykiem by zwiększyć szansę sukcesu projektów informatycznych.
Statystyki pokazują jednak, Ŝe nadal istnieje duŜa róŜnica pomiędzy tym, czym dysponujemy
obecnie w zarządzaniu ryzykiem, a tym, co chcielibyśmy osiągnąć. Badanie metod oceny
ryzyka wydaje się szczególnie uzasadnione. Rozprawa podejmuje próbę sformułowania nowej
metody oceny ryzyka związanego z projektami wytwarzania i pozyskiwania oprogramowania.
W pracy wykazano następującą tezę:

Zastosowanie metodycznego wsparcia procesu identyfikacji i analizy ryzyka oraz
wykorzystanie związanych z tą metodą narzędzi informatycznych umoŜliwia
wczesne wykrywanie zagroŜeń projektu oraz zwiększa skuteczność
przeciwdziałania tym zagroŜeniom.
Głównym wynikiem pracy jest nowe podejście do oceny ryzyka projektów informatycznych –
metoda oceny ryzyka na podstawie modelu procesu (ang. Process Model-based Risk
Assessment – PMRA).
Praca składa się z trzech zasadniczych części: analizy problemu, definicji metody oraz
eksperymentów walidacyjnych.
W ramach analizy problemu sformułowano podstawowe pojęcia związane z ryzykiem,
procesami biznesowymi oraz projektami informatycznymi. Dokonano takŜe przeglądu literatury
z obszaru oceny ryzyka oraz omówiono przyczyny i skutki niepowodzeń projektów
informatycznych, zasady zarządzania ryzykiem oraz aktualnie stosowane technik identyfikacji i
analizy ryzyka. Zidentyfikowano równieŜ nowe moŜliwości oceny ryzyka wyłaniające się z
ostatnich osiągnięć w modelowaniu procesów biznesowych. Analiza obecnego stanu dziedziny
wskazała na słuszność podjętego kierunku badań.
Definicja metody obejmuje: model ryzyka, model Bazy Wiedzy o Ryzyku, techniki
identyfikacji i analizy ryzyka, proces oceny ryzyka oraz wsparcie narzędziowe.
Na potrzeby modelu ryzyka opracowano rozszerzenie znanego metamodelu SPEM o elementy
związane z ryzykiem (metamodel RiskSPEM). Zdefiniowany model ryzyka ściśle nawiązuje do
tego metamodelu i zakłada, Ŝe ryzykiem jest naruszenie elementów i związków w modelu przez
realizujący go proces. Poprzez analizę moŜliwych sposobów naruszenia modelu opracowano
zestaw wzorców ryzyka obejmujący 12 klas zdarzeń. By opisywać złoŜone relacje między
zdarzeniami wprowadzono konstrukcje językowe umoŜliwiające budowę scenariuszy ryzyka z
prostych wzorców. Dla scenariuszy ryzyka zdefiniowano gramatykę formalną.
Baza Wiedzy o Ryzyku rozumiana jest jako ustrukturalizowane repozytorium referencyjnej
informacji o ryzyku. Model takie bazy wiedzy opracowany w pracy obejmuje jej wewnętrzną
strukturę oraz mechanizmy zarządzania zawartością. Bazę wiedzy zaprojektowano
kompleksowo, tak by zawierała modele procesów, kwestionariusze i listy typowych zagroŜeń,
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klasyfikacje zagroŜeń, opisy znanych środków zaradczych oraz wzorce ryzyka. Zaproponowano
wiele operacji dla manipulacji zawartością, spośród których najwaŜniejsze są dwa
przekształcenia modeli procesów: poprawka i wariant. Opracowano ponadto procedury
dostosowania bazy wiedzy do potrzeb konkretnego projektu, zarówno poprzez filtrowanie jak i
rozbudowywanie zawartości.
W pracy zaproponowano dwie nowe techniki nowe techniki identyfikacji ryzyka na podstawie
modelu procesu: metryki struktury modelu procesu oraz porównanie modeli procesów.
Technika metryk skupia uwagę analityka na dysproporcjach w konstrukcji procesu, które mogą
stanowić potencjalne ryzyko przy jego realizacji. Wykryte dysproporcje są następnie badane
przy uŜyciu specjalizowanego kwestionariusza. Technika porównywania modeli wykrywa
róŜnice w badanym modelu w stosunku do wybranego modelu odniesienia, które mogą nieść
ryzyko. Obie techniki mogą być wspierane narzędziowo. Oprócz nowych technik
zaproponowano równieŜ sposoby włączenia modelowania procesu oraz wzorców ryzyka do
obecnie stosowanych technik list kontrolnych i pracy grupowej.
Techniki analizy ryzyka w ramach zaproponowanej metody obejmują wstępne przetworzenie
informacji o ryzyku przy uŜyciu migawek (ang. risk snapshot), względny ranking zagroŜeń oraz
oszacowanie całościowego ryzyka procesu. Migawki stanowią podstawową przestrzeń roboczą
w trakcie analizy ryzyka wspierając sortowanie zagroŜeń względem róŜnych kryteriów. Dla
względnego porównywania zagroŜeń zaproponowano łatwą w uŜyciu technikę punktacji. Dla
wsparcia szacowania całościowego poziomu ryzyka w procesie wprowadzono wskaźnik oparty
na metrykach struktury modelu oraz omówiono moŜliwe zastosowania takiego oszacowania.
Proces oceny ryzyka zdefiniowano na poziomie struktury w terminach zasobów, ról i
aktywności oraz na poziomie realizacji poprzez zbiór procedur i zasad. Wśród zasobów
wyróŜniono raport z identyfikacji ryzyka, migawkę oraz raport oceny ryzyka wraz z ich
składnikami. Wyznaczono dwie podstawowe role: kierownika do spraw ryzyka oraz uczestnika.
Określono pięć aktywności pokrywających identyfikację, analizę i komunikację ryzyka.
Praktyczną realizację procesu zaproponowano jako pojedynczą procedurę oceny ryzyka, ciągły
proces oceny ryzyka w ramach jednej organizacji oraz zespołowy proces oceny ryzyka dla
wielu partnerów w projekcie. Ponadto pokazano moŜliwości włączenia oceny ryzyka w szersze
działanie na rzecz ciągłej poprawy procesu.
Dla zaproponowanej metody opracowano programowe narzędzie wspierające – system
RiskGuide. System ten oferuje pomoc w organizacji i prowadzeniu procesu oceny ryzyka,
udostępnia rozszerzalną Bazę Wiedzy o Ryzyku oraz stanowi platformę komunikacyjną na
temat ryzyka w projekcie. Zastosowanie technologii internetowych czyni narzędzie szczególnie
przydatnym w rozproszonych projektach informatycznych.
Walidacja eksperymentalna metody objęła szeroki aspekt metod, począwszy od implementacji
narzędzia i przeglądach koleŜeńskich, poprzez wstępne eksperymenty w środowisku
akademickim, a skończywszy na studiach przypadków zastosowania metody do rzeczywistych
danych i projektów. Najbardziej zaawansowane studium przypadku obejmowało wdroŜenie
metody w pełnej skali w rzeczywistym duŜym rozproszonym projekcie informatycznym.
W ramach dwóch cykli oceny ryzyka wykryto kilkanaście znaczących zagroŜeń, które stały się
podstawą zmian w projekcie. W trakcie zewnętrznego audytu projektu po 15 miesiącach od jego
rozpoczęcia wskazano na szczególny wkład stosowanego podejścia do zarządzania ryzykiem
wraz z dedykowanym wsparciem narzędziowym w wysoką ocenę projektu. Badany projekt
moŜe być uznany za reprezentatywny dla przemysłu informatycznego, czyniąc studium
przypadku pilotowym wdroŜeniem przemysłowym zaproponowanej metody.
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Oryginalne wyniki pracy obejmują w szczególności:
• Opracowanie modelu ryzyka ściśle związanego z modelem procesu, który obejmuje
metamodel RiskSPEM (ang. Risk-extended Software Process Engineering Metamodel) oraz
wzorce ryzyka.
• Zaprojektowanie Bazy Wiedzy o Ryzyku pozwalającej na zbieranie, współdzielenie i
ponowne uŜycie wiedzy na temat procesów wytwórczych, ryzyka oraz znanych środków
zaradczych.
• Opracowanie dwóch nowych technik identyfikacji ryzyka umoŜliwiających uzyskanie
sugestii na temat ryzyka poprzez analizę modeli procesów oraz rozszerzenie obecnie
uŜywanych technik o modelowanie procesów i wzorce ryzyka.
• Zaproponowanie nowych technik analizy ryzyka obejmujących klasyfikację, konsolidację i
strukturalizację informacji o ryzyku oraz ranking ryzyka, a takŜe oszacowanie całościowego
ryzyka procesu.
• Zdefiniowanie procesu oceny ryzyka, który łączy proponowane modele i techniki w spójną
metodę ciągłej oceny ryzyka projektów informatycznych.
• Budowę internetowego narzędzia RiskGuide wspomagającego prowadzenie oceny ryzyka,
automatyzującego niektóre elementy metody oraz oferującego platformę komunikacyjną na
temat ryzyka, szczególnie w projektach rozproszonych.
• Weryfikację wykonalności i przydatności metody poprzez implementację narzędzia,
przeglądy koleŜeńskie, eksperymenty w środowisku uczelnianym, a takŜe studia przypadków
dotyczących rzeczywistych danych o ryzyku oraz projektów informatycznych.
Do najbardziej innowacyjnych osiągnięć pracy moŜna zaliczyć:
• wykorzystanie najnowszych osiągnięć w dziedzinie modelowania biznesowego w ocenie
ryzyka projektów;
• opracowanie półformalnego języka wzorców ryzyka pozwalającego na precyzyjne
umiejscowienie i wyraŜenie ryzyka w kontekście analizowanego procesu;
• nowe techniki identyfikacji ryzyka na podstawie modelu procesu: metryki struktury modelu
procesu oraz porównanie modeli procesów;
• dostarczenie wsparcia metodycznego i narzędziowego dla rozproszonych projektów
informatycznych.
Podsumowując, metoda PMRA (ocena ryzyka na podstawie modelu procesu) jest sprawdzoną
eksperymentalnie metodą oceny ryzyka, która wspomaga:
• wczesne wykrywanie zagroŜeń dla sukcesu projektu,
• poprawę procesu dzięki ścisłemu umiejscowieniu zagroŜeń w kontekście procesu,
• komunikację na temat ryzyka w projekcie, szczególnie rozproszonym.
Zaproponowana metoda obejmuje całość działań związanych z oceną ryzyka oraz realizuje
zalecenia praktyk zarządzania ryzykiem wskazywane w standardach i literaturze przedmiotu.
Dodatkowo zastosowanie metody wspierane jest przez dedykowane narzędzie RiskGuide, które
ułatwia prowadzenie procesu, automatyzuje niektóre zadania analityczne, ułatwia ciągłą
komunikację na temat ryzyka w rozproszonych projektach oraz zarządza Bazą Wiedzy o
Ryzyku.
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